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Dewi Srikandi in this cover represents a young scoliotic girl who struggles to have a normal spine.  
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Preface 
 
 
The story of a dark shadow … 
 
 
The ultrasound principle in generating image reminds me of a spectacular show  
that my parents presented during my childhood. Being born and raised in  
a traditional Javanese culture allows me to experience a classical story telling before bed time 
that my parents directed and also starred almost every night. 
 
When the ‘Kancil nyolong timun’ (a deer steals cucumber) show was started, my bed theater 
was made dark, only a light from the flashlight that my mother directed to the wall was on.  
Then, my father’s fingers were suddenly transformed into funny characters he played on.  
He moved his fingers in such a way that the shadow on the wall is reflecting the shapes of 
the characters; si Kancil (the deer), pak Tani (the farmer), and anjing gembala (sheepdog). 
Sometimes my mother had to move the flashlight up and down following the movement of 
my father’s hands while acting an active character of si Kancil.  
 
Even the show was only presented in dark and light, it has brought an essential 
understanding about the light signal that passes through the objects.  
The incapability of the light to cross solid objects resulted in dark shadow on the wall 
without leaving any visible transparent structures.  
However, transparent objects are still capable of transmiting the light, but with decreased 
intensity, resulting in imaginative silhoutte.  
 
(A piece of uncountable beautiful memories with my beloved parents) 
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1.1. General Overview 

 
Figure. 1.1 Comparison between scoliotic spine (left) and normal spine (right) in PA-view 

 

Scoliosis is a three-dimensional (3D) deformity of the spinal column 

characterized by a lateral deviation of the spine and axial rotation of the vertebrae 

[1-3]. A comparison between normal and scoliotic spine in Posterior-Anterior 

representation is given in Figure. 1.1. The cause and time of incidence remain 

entirely unelucidated. As the abnormality is not merely characterised by a 

crooked and rotated spine, but also by multidimensionally deformed vertebrae, 

scoliosis remains indicated as one of the more complicated problems in 

orthopedics.  

Scoliosis reduces the quality of life [4-6]. Cosmetics is found to be one obvious 

aspect for scoliotic patients which is responsible for psychological disturbances. 

Some studies found a strong relationship between the scoliosis severity and the 

degree of psychosocial problems [6-10]. Moreover, by the combination of lateral 

bending and axial rotation of the spine, the ribs are tightened on one side and gap 

on the convex side, causing a decreased pulmonary volume, resulting in a 

lessening of pulmonary function [11;12]. In severe cases, scoliosis is becoming 

life-threatening due to oppressed heart [13-15]. Furthermore, it has been reported 

that backpain is a common symptom in children and adolescents who are 

diagnosed to have scoliosis [16-19]. It was also clinically indicated that patients 

with a severe curve are more likely to have significant pain. As the severity of the 

curve increases, especially for curves more than 45°, the likelihood for having 

pain of significance becomes greater. There is a high correlation between 

curvature changes at the curve apex and pain [17;19-21]. 
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Every scoliosis case has its own individual deformities which require specific 

treatment [2;3;22;23]. This individual treatment is complex, because the 

deformity progression speed differs in every patient. In view of the fact that the 

progression may worsen suddenly and unnoticably from time to time, Cobb [2] 

has emphasized the importance of early recognition and frequent monitoring.  

The incidence rate of such spinal malformation problem is 1-4% [24-30] of the 

at-risk population (children aged 10-16 years old). Early detection of scoliosis in 

the growth age, where the spinal deformity progression may occur rapidly, is 

necessary to prevent unexpected life-threatening deformations in the future [31-

33]. Although it triggered controversies due to costs and unnecessary treatment 

[34-40], school screening programs have been recommended by a number of 

orthopedic surgeon societies [41] and mandated in many countries all over the 

world to identify the scoliosis risk in an early stage in school children [36;42-46]. 

Early detection allows non-operative treatment [24;41]. More to the point, in 

addition to the severity prediction, early scoliosis detection may impact on the 

long-term natural course of this disorder and plays a role in considering the 

optimal treatment, if necessary, whether the patient needs to follow a non-

operative or operative treatment [24;41;47]. 

When scoliosis is suspected to become progressive during the early detection 

phase, frequent observation is compulsory to monitor the progression and to 

define the best technique and time for treatment. Physical examination, which is 

usually applied in the screening for initial recognition of the spinal deformity, 

relies on visual inspection of the posture, neuromuscular examination, congenital 

condition recording, and bending tests [3;48-50]. Referral to an orthopedic 

specialist for a more thorough assessment using imaging devices is typically 

prescribed when any abnormalities are found. A series of spinal X-ray 

radiographs taken in different periods of time is currently the golden standard to 

observe scoliosis progression. Such radiographs allow measurement the curvature 

and confirm the degree of spinal deformity. Based on this measurement, the 

appropriate treatment will be chosen [51-53]. 

The use of X-ray radiographs in scoliosis quantification suffers from drawbacks, 

ranging from the two-dimensional (2D) representation of the conventional plain 

radiographs which affects in acquisition, postural, and quantification variabilities 

[54-56], to detrimental nature of radiation exposure which limits the frequent use 

of X-ray radiographs for scoliosis monitoring [9;57-59]. Other imaging 

modalities, such as CT, MRI, and dual fan beam X-ray radiography (EOS 

system), have also been exploited for scoliosis observation. However, cost reason 

still restrict their broad use. Furthermore, CT and MRI are incapable of standing 

acquisition and merely applied for specific observations [49;50;60;61].  

Based on the abovementioned facts, we investigate the use of three-dimensional 

ultrasound (3DUS) imaging of the spine to quantify the deformity and follow the 

scoliosis progression. Our hypotheses of applying such modality are as follows :  

• Ultrasound imaging is capable of capturing the bone surface from its 

reflection, and therefore is promising as an alternative for scoliosis imaging 

and quantification.  
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• A combination with a tracking system enables ultrasound imaging to 

generate a 3D representation out of 2D slices of the spine.  

• Its non-radiative characteristics allow a safe, frequent observation.  

However, this method has some drawbacks: 

• The generation of a 3D image of the spine out of 2D slices will inevitably be 

complicated by missing data, resulting in black holes in the image. The 

present procedure to fill these holes needs improvement.  

• Due to incapability of penetrating through the bone structure and limitation 

of the probe direction, the reflection of ultrasound signals cannot reach the 

whole vertebral surface, resulting in an incomplete image, which may 

complicate the vertebral identification.  

• Low resolution and speckle noise disturbance in the ultrasound images 

obscure the visibility of vertebral surface features.  

• Similar to X-ray radiography, postural variabilities in the acquisition 

procedure bring about lack of accuracy and reproducibility which may 

impact in the spinal geometry measurement.  

 

1.2. Aims and Outline of the Thesis 

The aims of this research described in this thesis are : 

1. to improve the posture reproducibility,  

2. to improve the hole-filling procedure as part of the 3D reconstruction of the 

spine, 

3. to increase the image quality by reducing speckle noise. 

In Chapter 2, we present a review of the literature on clinical aspects of scoliosis, 

monitoring the progression, and imaging modalities for scoliosis monitoring. 

Chapter 3 deals with a feasibility study on healthy subjects of a balancing 

device, the BalancAid, to improve the standing posture reproducibility during 

scoliosis monitoring. Chapter 4 studies the arm position during standing on the 

BalancAid for improving the posture reproducibility during scoliosis monitoring. 

This study was performed on healthy young subjects. Chapter 5 reports a study 

on posture reproducibility with the BalancAid and selected arm position for X-ray 

radiography on female scoliotic patients. Chapter 6 describes a study on posture 

reproducibility of 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine of female scoliotic patients. 

Chapter 7 reports about the in-vivo test of ultrasound imaging of the spine with 

the posture reproducibility on female scoliotic patients. Chapter 8 describes a 

study on speckle reduction of ultrasound images of the spine by means of viscous 

levelings method to improve non-linear algorithms in diminishing the speckle 

noise. Chapter 9 describes an optimized method for filling the holes that appear 

during the 3DUS reconstruction of the spine.  The general discussion, summary, 

and future directions of this study is presented in Chapter 10. 
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2.1. Normal Spine 

Basic Anatomy of the Spine 

 
Figure. 2.1 Vertebral column in LA-view 

 

The vertebral column (backbone or spine) houses and protects the spinal cord 

in its spinal canal, forming a curved structure that is both flexible and firm. 

Besides transferring the load, the spine provides mobility and stability to the 

torso. The mobility includes rotation, the normal function of the thoracic spine, 

and lateral bending, extension, and forward flexion, movements normally 

occuring in the lumbar spine. The stability enables a human to stand erect and 

balance his trunk over the pelvis due to the support of the intrinsic and related 

extrinsic structures of the spine as well as the rib cage.  

Both mobility and stability can be realized by its composition of vertebrae, discs, 

ligaments, and muscles. In detail the spine contains vertebrae and intervertebral 

discs, articular facets of the posterior intervertebral joints and their articular 

capsules, interspinal and supraspinal ligaments, and small intrinsic intraspinal and 

erector spinae muscles [1-3]. 
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The vertebral column consists of 24 articulating vertebrae (Figure. 2.1), 5 fused 

vertebrae in the sacrum and 4 in  the coccyx that form the tailbone [1]. When the 

vertebral column is viewed laterally, four curves are visible. Based on their 

regions, they are named cervical, thoracic, lumbar and sacral curves. Together, 

these curves form the typically S-shape of the vertebral column. The S-shape 

plays a major role in absorbing shocks during movements such as walking or 

running. This absorbing property isolates the sensitive brain from shocks. The 

cervical curve, which is the least marked curve, is shaped as convex forward from 

the apex of the odontoid (tooth-like) process to the middle of the second thoracic 

vertebra. The thoracic curve is formed as concave forward from the middle of the 

second thoracic vertebra and ends at the middle of the twelfth thoracic vertebra. 

The lumbar curve, which begins at the middle of the last thoracic vertebra and 

ends at the sacrovertebral angle, is shaped convex anteriorly, with the convexity 

of the lower three vertebrae being much greater than that of the upper two. The 

pelvic curve, which begins at the sacrovertebral articulation and ends at the point 

of the coccyx, has the concavity directed downward and forward. 

 

Vertebrae 
 

 
 

Figure. 2.2 Cervical, thoracal, and lumbar vertebra 

(Redrawn from http://www.tpub.com/content/armymedical/MD0956/MD09560075.htm) 
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The 24 articulating vertebrae are divided in three regions, (from superior to 

inferior); 7 cervical vertebrae (C1-C7), 12 thoracic vertebrae (T1-T12), 5 lumbar 

vertebrae (L1-L5). This number varies slightly in some patients due to extra 

vertebrae in a region [1-3]. Each vertebra, as illustrated in Figure. 2.2, consists of 

two major parts, anterior segment (vertebral body) and posterior part 

(vertebral/neural arch), which enclose the vertebral foramen. The vertebral arch is 

formed by a pair of pedicles and a pair of laminae. It supports seven processes, 

four articular (two superior and two inferior processes), two transverse processes, 

and one spinous process, being known as neural spine. The differences between 

the vertebrae per region are the shape and proportional differences. [1-3].  

Cervical vertebra has relatively small and thin bodies compared to the vertebral 

arch and foramen. The spinous processes are short. Thoracic vertebra has 

transverse processes that articulate with ribs, therefore supports the ribs. The 

vertebral arch encloses the small and round vertebral foramen. The vertebral body 

is nearly heart-shaped and as wide anterio-posteriorly as in the transverse 

dimension. Lumbar vertebra has no transverse foramen. It has a large vertebral 

body which is slightly thicker in front than behind. The vertebral arch of the 

lumbar region is blunt. The sacral consists of 5 fused vertebrae forming a single 

triangular complex of bones [4-8].  

 

2.2 Scoliosis 

The facts of Scoliosis – the history of a twisting spine 

Scoliosis is recognized as an ancient spinal disorder. The problems of scoliosis 

and spinal deformities have existed since the fifth century BC when Hipprocrates 

listed scoliosis as one of the spinal diseases in his book ‘On Joints’ and devised 

apparatuses as treatment to minimize the vertebral displacement progression [9]. 

Following Hippocrates, Galen (AD 131 – 201) described the terms of the spinal 

deformity into scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis based on his anatomical studies 

and surgical experiments on both living and cadaveric human spinal column [10-

11]. Later on, the concepts concerning this spinal deformity have been expanded 

tremendously, either adhering to or contrasting with the thoughts of Hippocrates 

[10-13]. Much of the existing work on scoliosis, ranging from diagnosis, 

monitoring, and treatment, were based on particular concepts in the past.  

The invention of X-ray radiographs by W.C. Roentgen had direct implications for 

scoliosis, allowing new visualization of the deformed spine without dissection of 

the body, enabling etiological hypotheses, and a means of potentially monitoring 

and quantifying the progression and correction of deformities. In the early 1900’s, 

the spinal radiographs initially necessitated long exposure times resulting in poor 

quality spinal radiographs due to incapability of the patients to stand still for a 

long time. With the development of faster radiographic films in 1930, better 

quality radiographs were obtained bringing about improved studies about 

scoliosis measurements. However, issues regarding radiation exposure as the 

detrimental effects of x-ray radiography had not yet been solved or even 

recognized [14-16].  
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The term scoliosis, which means to bend or twist, was first used by Hippocrates 

in describing the spinal curvature in a clear-cut manner [12]. However, it is 

nowadays found that the problem is more intricate than merely a curvature, as it 

essentially involves lateral curvature, axial rotation, and sagittal flattening of the 

vertebral column. Therefore, scoliosis is more suitable defined as a complex 3D 

deformity of the spinal column. In spite of its complexity, the Scoliosis Research 

Society (SRS) considers scoliosis to be present when the lateral curvature has a 

Cobb angle (Figure. 2.3) of at least 10º associated with vertebral rotation on a 

standing posterior-anterior radiograph [17]. Progression of scoliosis usually 

shapes the spine as a single curve (shaped like the letter C) or as two curves 

(shaped like the letter S) [18]. 

 

 
 

Figure. 2.3 Cobb angle measurement on a PA-view of a spinal X-ray radiograph 

(Source : http://www.aafp.org/afp/2001/0701/p111.html) 

Etiology of Scoliosis 

Classification of scoliosis by etiology can be divided as either non-structural or 

structural scoliosis [1;12;19]: 

a. Non-structural (functional) scoliosis means a structurally normal spine that 

appears curved. This is a temporary, changing curve. It is caused by certain 

conditions such as postural scoliosis, hysterical scoliosis, nerve root irritation 

(either by herniation of the nucleus pulposus or a tumor), inflammatory 

conditions (such as appendicitis), related to leg length discrepancy, related to 

contractures about the hip, or muscle spasms. This type of scoliosis is usually 

treated by correcting the underlying problem.  

b. Structural scoliosis, means a fixed curve that is treated case by case. 

Structural scoliosis can be caused by many factors. It can be idiopathic, due 

to neuromuscular problems, or congenital.   
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Idiopathic scoliosis refers to a disease of unknown origin, although it tends to be 

inherited in families as a genetic basis. Idiopathic scoliosis most often develops in 

adolescents and typically progresses during the adolescent growth spurt. Despite 

numerous efforts that have been performed to eliminate some hypothetical 

causes, the cause of idiopathic scoliosis remains unknown. It is presumed that 

idiopathic scoliosis is a multiple factor disease rather than a single factor [20-27]. 

Neuromuscular disorders can be divided into neuropathic and myopathic diseases. 

This occurs when the spine curves to the side due to weakness of the spinal 

muscles or neurologic problems. The myopathic scoliosis commonly has problem 

in walking due to the underlying neuromuscular condition (such as muscular 

dystrophy or cerebral palsy). The neuropathic disease includes disorders in the 

upper or lower motor neurons.  

Congenital scoliosis, which is relatively rare form of congenital malformation of 

the spine, often develops scoliotic deformities in their infancy. This can be due to 

failure of formation or birth defects (such as wedge vertebra or hemivertebra in 

which one side of a vertebra fails to form normally before birth) or failure of 

segmentation in unilateral or bilateral bar. This congenital problem can also be 

caused by mixture of the abovementioned failures.  

Other causes of structural scoliosis can be one part of a syndrome or disease, and 

in other cases it occurs by itself. When scoliosis develops later in life, as joints in 

the spine degenerate and create a bend in the back, it is called degenerative or 

adult scoliosis.  

Scoliosis Growth in Children 

Pathogenesis investigations have found that the deformity progression may occur 

rapidly during the period of skeletal growth in the childhood [28-30]. Especially 

for girls, progression is primarily related to their growth rate curve during 

childhood and pubertal status [31-34]. The skeletal maturity, as represented by 

iliac crest ossification or bone age, has much less influence on progression [35]. 

Other condition, such as muscular imbalance, is also likely to contribute to the 

progression. The progression tendency of the idiopathic structural scoliosis is also 

ethiologically believed to be influenced by the height growth factor [31-34]. It 

appears prominent within three periods of life; periods during growth in height is 

rapid (0-3 years of infantile scoliosis), 5-8 years (juvenile scoliosis), and after 10 

years (adolescent scoliosis) [19].  

The speed of height and body weight growth as well as sexual maturity are 

affected by conditions such as hormonal disturbances and environmental factors 

[35-42]. Girls with scoliosis tend to grow faster than their controls up to this age 

but slower afterwards. After the puberty, the rate of growth between scoliotic and 

non-scoliotic girls was generally comparable, but then the girls with scoliosis 

have the tendency to decrease earlier. Compared to boys, the trend was not 

statistically different. However, scoliotic boys are taller than their controls. In 

general, both scoliotic girls and boys have the tendency to grow earlier than their 

controls. This may suggest that children who grow quickly tend to have higher 

risk of scoliosis than those growing more slowly [43-44]. 
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The Importance of Early Screening 

Although the occurrence of scoliosis is difficult to prevent, the risk of severe 

complications can be diminished by early screening. With routine scoliosis 

screening, spinal surgery can be avoided  [45]. Previous studies [46-47] have 

verified that early spinal detection and treatment of scoliosis decreases deformity 

progression and complications, resulting in a reduced need of surgical treatment. 

On the other hand, such early detection program increases the number of scoliotic 

patients treated unnecessarily and consequently raise the total cost of care.  

Seeing that scoliosis progresses during times of rapid growth in the childhood 

phase, school screening programs for early detection of scoliosis have been 

practiced throughout the world for more than 50 years. Numerous studies have 

been established to investigate viable techniques [48-55], efficiency [56-66] and 

results of such programs [61;64-70]. Such studies reveal that the most notable 

advantage of school screening is the decreased incidence of severe scoliosis 

among school children because of the routine monitoring of the progression. 

However, controversies concerning overstated costs due to overreferral, 

sensitivity and specificity relationship, and prevalence rate related to the 

clinically significance of the screening come up demanding for a more selective 

screening. Recommendations for performing a selective school screening have 

been proposed to answer such ineffective screening problems [71-72]. When 

scoliosis is suspected or confirmed, further routine screenings are critically 

important in providing information about the progression of the curvature and in 

determining the best treatment approach. 

Scoliosis Diagnosis and Treatment 

For a proper scoliosis diagnosis information from medical history, physical 

examination, and imaging evaluation are required. Factors, such as age, maturity, 

sex, family history, spinal shape and size, stature, and growth tendency, play an 

important role in assessing the speed of scoliosis progression 

[1;25;33;37;40;42;73-76]. A careful review of the patient's personal and family 

medical history is required to look for medical problems that might be causing the 

spine to curve and certain types of spinal deformity which are more prevalent 

within families [77-79]. Consideration is given to circumstances surrounding the 

patient's birth, delivery and development histories that can be associated with 

scoliosis. Abnormalities in these areas may lead to consideration of 

neuromuscular or congenital etiologies [34;80-81]. Diagnosis is clarified by 

imaging evaluation by means of subsequent radiographs taken of an individual 

patient over a period of time to show progression rate. A more advanced imaging 

evaluation can be needed to investigate the existence of neuromuscular problems.  

Based on medical diagnosis and observation, an optimal scoliosis treatment can 

be defined. In essence, depending on the progression and severity, the scoliosis 

treatment can be divided into two categories, the non-operative and operative 

treatments. Non-operative treatment is aimed to prevent the deformity 

progression, whereas operative treatment aims to stop progression, minimize the 

complications, correct and maintain the curvature. These treatments depend on 
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the Cobb angle of the curvature and the age of the scoliotic patient. Non-operative 

treatment includes 3 treatment options for scoliosis patients when the degree of 

deformity is considered not severe or still in the growth age; observation 

(watchful waiting), physiotherapy, and bracing [82-86].  Figure. 2.4 illustrates the 

flow of events, starting from the school screening until the treatment is provided. 

Observation (Watchful waiting) is prescribed for patients who are in the growth 

age. It takes place when the Cobb angle is less than 25º for adolescent patients. In 

case of mild symptoms, physical therapy (physiotherapy) will be prescribed, like 

regular or Mensendieck physiotherapy or Cesar therapy. With the combination of 

prescribed and monitored physical activities and kinesitherapy, physiotherapy is 

useful to prevent the deformity worsening in the case of mild scoliosis, enhance 

the bracing effectivity, and reduce the bracing side effect. For adolescent patients 

with a curve between 25º and 45º a brace is recommended to prevent further 

curve progression during growth of the spine. A brace is not able to correct 

curves but it is expected to prevent the deformity progression until the 

progression risk is considered small (usually after skeletal maturity age). An 

example of a number of scoliosis braces is shown in Figure. 2.5. 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Diagnosis and treatment scheme for scoliotic patients 
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Figure 2.5. Examples of brace types for scoliosis treatment : 

(a) Milwaukee brace, (b) Charleston Bending brace, (c) Boston brace TLSO, (d) Providence brace 

(The figures were copied from many sources) 

 

For curves generally greater than 50º, surgery is performed for adolescent as well 

as for adult patients [87]. In cases of troublesome curvature, surgery can be 

performed for smaller curves. Surgery of the scoliotic spine generally consists of 

placing metal implants into the spine. These metal implants are attached to rods, 

these rods correct the curve of the spine the fusion or knitting of the spine 

elements together. An example of scoliosis implants is shown in Figure. 2.6. 

 

 
 

Figure. 2.6: An example of implant for scoliosis treatment 

(Source : http://www.titamed.co.za/images/contact_large.jpg) 

 

The best treatment of each patient cannot be decided easily, seeing that the impact 

of the chosen treatment for a patient is not always clear. Each patient has his/her 

own uniqueness with different stiffness of the spine, geometry (the degree and 

shape of the curve), progression of scoliosis, and type of scoliosis. Therefore, 

supports from effective imaging modalities is crucial in supporting the treatment 

decision.  
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Imaging Modalities and Safety Aspects 

General-purpose medical imaging modalities, such as X-Ray, CT, MRI, 

ultrasound, and the newly dual fan beam X-ray-radiography (EOS system) can be 

used for scoliosis diagnosis. X-ray has been endorsed by SRS as the standardized 

imaging modality for scoliosis [88]. However, the other abovementioned imaging 

modalities, with their advantages and drawbacks, can also contribute to support 

the diagnosis of scoliosis by providing additional information [89-93] which 

cannot be generated by conventional X-rays. The CT system is excellent in bone 

architecture imaging [94] and therefore suitable for following scoliosis 

progression. However, patients have to lie down during CT examination. It is 

known that a change in position involves spinal geometry changes [95-96]. There 

have been postural studies on comparing and matching the postures between 

supine and upright positions, resulting in an axial loading device for supine 

position [97], but this is not a general, accurate and practical solution.MRI system 

is excellent in soft tissue imaging and capable of providing additional information 

of intraspinal and neurologic abnormalities in scoliosis from tomographical 

description [90;92;98-99], but again requires the patient to lie down.  

The EOS system is specially developed to overcome several disadvantages of the 

X-ray system. It is a system that contains two X-ray beamers which are capable 

of acquire the X-ray image in both Antero-Posterior/Postero-Anterior and Lateral 

views simultaneously with the intention that the vertebral features can be matched 

as the position of both views is guaranteed to be the same. For visualization, a 

CT-template is used to match the X-ray vertebral features of the patient. Another 

advantage is that it allows X-ray radiography in a standing position. The costs, 

however, are very high. Other applications are very limited. Ultrasound has a 

lower resolution than most other modalities, but such imaging system has an 

essential advantage in the image guidance for diagnosis, treatment, and surgery. It 

is radiationless and enables  frequent use. In addition, with the use of a positional 

tracker, it is feasible to create a 3D ultrasound image [100], resulting in an 

improved interpretation and visualization of the spine.  

With the growing development of image registration techniques, it is nowadays 

feasible to combine correlated information from many imaging modalities to 

obtain a thorough interpretation of the deformity. In Table 2.1, a brief comparison 

of imaging modalities specifically for scoliosis diagnosis is presented [101]. This 

comparison highlights some important aspects which need to be taken into 

account in imaging the spinal deformity. Every imaging modality generates 

specific information which differs one another. Therefore, it is crucial to identify 

the purpose of observation and select the most apt modality based on the 

requirement. Economical aspects also play a role as they are related to the health 

cost which the hospital should invest. The dimension and resolution determine the 

measurement method and accuracy. As scoliosis is a 3D phenomenon, 3D 

representation obviously provides the best comprehensible information. The 

acquisition method and postural positioning are two aspects which determine the 

accuracy and reproducibility of the measurement. Safety aspects are also vital, as 

it verifies whether the modality can be utilized repetitively in following the 

scoliosis progression in a long-term monitoring. 
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All interaction with radiation equipment involves safety problems. The limiting 

factor of taking too many X-ray radiographs during monitoring the progression is 

the radiation drawbacks to the health of the patient. The number of radiographs to 

be taken is therefore controlled to the most three p.a. As a result, determination of 

historical progression rate must be established based on small number of actual 

measurements, although this might be inadequate to follow the progression in a 

comprehensive and accurate manner. Furthermore, accuracy is an essential matter 

in scoliosis diagnosis and treatment. So far, curvature is measured manually by 

using rulers on radiographs. However, subjectivity (intraobserver variability) and 

human error factors strongly dominate the result and bring about the actual 

progression rate hard to establish [102-103].  

Posture Reproducibility in Scoliosis Monitoring 

Many studies at posture during X-ray radiography verified that there exists 

variability in the curvature evaluation due to subject and equipment positional 

changes during the curvature measurement over time, which may result in 

irreproducible measurements [102-106]. In addition, Beauchamp [107] found that 

diurnal variation had significant changes in the curvature measurement for 

moderate to severe curves. Therefore, in order to obtain a comparable posture 

during X-ray scanning, a solution has to be found. 

Ultrasound for Scoliosis Imaging 

The use of three-dimensional ultrasound (3DUS) imaging in clinical applications 

has contributed to more extensive information for medical diagnoses. Significant 

improvements in the generation of structural volumetric representation enable 

better visualization and more accurate measurement and analysis [100;108]. One 

of the advanced developments is the generation of 3DUS imaging out of two-

dimensional ultrasound (2DUS) system. In this regard, this 3DUS system 

employs mechanical or freehand scanning techniques. The mechanical method 

sweeps the region of interest by mounting the probe to a step motor to move the 

probe in a predefined manner where the relative position and angulation of each 

frame can be determined precisely. Contrast to the mechanical system, the 

freehand technique acquires the region of interests by mounting the probe to a 

position tracking system which the scanning geometry is not predetermined [108-

110]. However, both have their own advantages and drawbacks. 

In imaging the spine, ultrasound imaging has been proven to capture spinal 

features from the reflection of the ultrasound signal [111-113]. In the study of 

Suzuki [111], ultrasound is capable of outlining spinous process and the laminae 

to measure axial rotation of the vertebrae. This method, however, only applies 

2DUS scanned to the marked skin of the back. In fact, what can be seen in the 

ultrasound images is not the bony structure, but only the reflection of some parts 

of the bone surface as investigated by Brendel et al [112]. Purnama [113] has 

shown that the ultrasound signal reflects from the processi transversi and proved 

that such imaging system is appropriate to determine the shape of human spine. 

Furthermore, to obtain the 3DUS volume of the spine, freehand scanning 

technique can be a good choice due to its flexibility to reach the whole spinal 
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surface. However, imaging the spine using freehand 3DUS still suffers from 

inadequate sampling process and speckle noise problems that may obscure the 

visibility of the spinal features causing inaccuracy in the extraction of the 

acquired vertebral features. 
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Abstract  

Unreliable spinal X-ray radiography measurement due to standing postural 

variability can be minimized by using positional supports. In this study, we 

introduce a balancing device, named BalancAid, to position the patients in a 

reproducible position during spinal X-ray radiography. This study aimed to 

investigate the performance of healthy young subjects’ standing posture on the 

BalancAid compared to standing on the ground mimicking the standard X-rays 

posture in producing a reproducible posture for the spinal X-ray radiography. A 

study on the posture reproducibility measurement was performed by taking 

photographs of 20 healthy young subjects with good balance control standing on 

the BalancAid and the ground repeatedly within two consecutive days. We 

analyzed nine posterior–anterior (PA) and three lateral (LA) angles between lines 

through body marks placed in the positions of T3, T7, T12, L4 of the spine to 

confirm any translocations and movements between the first and second day 

measurements. No body marks repositioning was performed to avoid any error. 

Lin’s CCC test on all angles comparing both standing postures demonstrated that 

seven out of nine angles in PA-view, and two out of three angles in LA-view gave 

better reproducibility for standing on the BalancAid compared to standing on the 

ground. The PA-angles concordance is on average better than that of the LA-

angles. 
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3.1. Introduction 

For the reason that X-ray radiography is an economic, user-friendly, and readily 

available tool to perform direct visualization of the anatomy of interest to many 

clinical questions, the Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) has endorsed the full 

spinal X-ray radiographs as a standardized procedure for assessing the scoliosis 

progression over time taken in standing anterior–posterior (AP) and lateral (LA) 

views [5,7,8,12,25,26,29]. Although X-ray radiograph measurement is effective, 

X-ray radiography has detrimental radiation effect [22]. In view of the above 

reason, the risk of having unnecessary additional X-rays and inaccurate 

measurement of scoliosis progression due to erroneous variability in the 

production of a spinal X-ray radiograph should be minimized. The studies of 

Capasso et al.[5], Oda et al.[25], and Pruijs et al.[26] reported that most 

inaccuracies in the curvature evaluation are mainly influenced by inparticular 

postural variabilities of the subject and equipment positional changes during X-

ray radiography. In accordance with the abovementioned studies, other studies 

[8,17,28] also confirmed that errors due to patient posture cause differences in 

determination of the curvature. In addition, Beauchamp [2] found that diurnal 

variation had statistically and clinically significant changes in the curvature 

measurement for moderate to severe curves. In this regard, postural variability 

has evidently hampers the production of accurate and reproducible spinal X-ray 

radiographs. 

Arm position is also critical for a revealing X-rays. Seeing that global sagittal 

balance is considerably influenced by the arm position during standing upright, it 

is necessary to establish an accurate arm position in the LA-view of spinal X-ray 

radiography which generates the least negative sagittal vertical axis and performs 

the smallest variability [1,9,11,19]. However, the arm position triggers more 

complexity in the spinal X-rays as the arms and the glenohumeral joint shadows 

block the visibility of the vertebral landmarks in the LA-view [1,9,11,19]. 

Previous investigations have also found that the arm position in the spinal X-rays 

does not only influence the visibility of the vertebrae in the LA-position and 

affect the sagittal spinal alignment in the analysis of spinal deformity, but this 

arm position also plays an important role in the generation of a reliable 3D 

representation of the spine and in the correction of the spinal disorder [10,27,30]. 

In addition to demonstrating the importance of having a proper arm position, such 

studies also presented several arm positioning strategies, which may produce an 

optimal vertebral visibility and global sagittal balance. The best method which 

most studies have recommended is generally to position the arms on the 

clavicular position with elbows flexed and fists resting on ipsilateral clavicles [1]. 

This method provides a good representation of a functional balance while still 

allowing an adequate LA-radiographic visualization of the spine. 

Nevertheless, in addition to postural reproducibility and arm-positioning factors, 

a reliable spinal X-ray is also affected by the balance capability of the subject. 

Indeed, preceding studies [3,21,24] found that scoliotic patients with progressive 

curvature are likely to have postural equilibrial dysfunction. Moreover, a strong 

correlation between the standing imbalances in scoliotic patients and the stability 

of specific postural alterations have also been demonstrated in the study of Le 
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Blanc et al.[15] and Nault et al.[23] This can be indicative that the posture 

imbalances due to severe scoliosis bring about inaccuracy of the progression 

measurement of the spinal X-ray radiograph over time.  

In view of the high impact of the reproducible posture, arm positioning, and 

balance capability in yielding reliable measurements, a practical recommendation 

for patient positioning during X-ray radiography has already been issued by SRS 

[29]. The recommendation, which recognizes the vertebral body line and axis 

system and takes the balance posture into account, may help to define the nature 

of the global spinal deformities with X-ray measurement. Furthermore, to align 

the subject’s global axis system with the film plane, the SRS has advised to use 

supports to position the anterior superior iliac spine parallel to the film plane. 

Such position supports seem to be useful to solve the alignment problem, 

nevertheless, have not accommodated the postural balance of the subject. 

Therefore, it is important to take the balance control into account to minimize any 

inaccuracy or irreproducibility in the spinal X-ray analysis. 

In this study, we address the improvement of the standing posture reproducibility 

during X-ray radiography by means of a balancing plate, BalancAid, as illustrated 

in Figure. 3.1. We propose a minimized erroneous variability in the 

reproducibility of the spinal X-ray radiography and a more accurate Cobb angle 

determination leading to better diagnosis. The BalancAid consists of a square 

board with a cylindrical disk in the center point attached at the center of the 

bottom. Such design realizes a forced balance not only in the sagittal plane, but 

also in the frontal plane, with the intention that the balance is obtained from all 

directions. The balancing effect from the device forces the subject to stand 

balanced and directs the posture in a specific upright position. In addition, using 

this balancing plate, a well-described arm position can be performed without any 

supporting bars. We evaluate the performance of the BalancAid in improving the 

posture reproducibility when performing the spinal X-ray radiographs by 

comparing it to the standing posture on the ground using a conventional 

procedure. In this regard, our study on the BalancAid is performed as a 

representative of healthy young subjects with good balance control. Our 

hypothesis is that standing on the BalancAid will improve the posture 

reproducibility of young patients with minor scoliosis and good balance control, 

thus is feasible to apply in the monitoring of at least the progression of minor 

spinal deformities. 

 

3.2. Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

The feasibility study was performed as a prospective cohort study. Healthy young 

subjects (n = 20) from a mixed sample, composed of 8 males and 12 females 

(weight 50–90 kg, height 155–195 cm, aged 25 – 50 years) participated in this 

study. The healthy young subjects were selected from the university student and 

staff population. Volunteer exclusion criteria included history of deformity of the 

spine, previous spinal surgery, back pain, pregnancy, and neurological disorder. 
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The BalancAid and the Conventional Standing Method 

The proposed procedure employed the prototype of the BalancAid and the most 

recommended arm position. The BalancAid (Figure. 3.1) consists of a flat square 

board of 50.0 cm 9 50.0 cm 9 2.0 cm and a cylindrical disk with a diameter of 7 

cm and a thickness of 2 cm placed in the center point of the bottom side. On the 

top side of the board, a guidance marker ‘×’ and two lines were placed to guide a 

subject to place both feet at an angle of 45º (22.5º from the midline) to make a 

neutral standardized stance (sub-talar joint neutral). A bar was placed on the 

board to force the feet to be placed in the center of the board. The idea of this 

system is that for each subject only one specific posture allows equilibrium of the 

board, and thus reproducibility is guaranteed. 

Furthermore, the arms in the PA-view while standing on the BalancAid were 

maintained straight in relaxed position on both sides without any supporting bars 

(Figure. 3.2a). The arm position in the LA-view was the clavicular arm position 

with elbows flexed at 45° and fists resting on the ipsilateral clavicles as described 

by Faro et al.[9] (Figure. 3.2b).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. The prototype of the BalancAid. (a) 3D view of the BalancAid. (b) Front view of the 

BalancAid. (c) Bottom view of the BalancAid. This balancing plate consists of the upper rectangular 

plate and the lower cylindric plate which is attached in the middle bottom of the upper rectangular 

plate. The footprint is provided from the midline to guide the subject to stand in a neutral standardized 

stance (sub-talar joint neutral). 
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Figure 3.2. Arm positions in AP- (a) and LA- (b) view while standing on the BalancAid. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Arm positions in AP- (a) and LA- (b) view while standing in conventional method. 

 

The proposed BalancAid was compared with the so-called conventional standing 

on the ground method. It is the standing posture on the ground, which is usually 

applied in the hospital and suggested by SRS. The feet were positioned in a sub-

talar joint neutral position with each foot on the ground and standing in a relaxed 

manner. Each foot was placed with the dorsalis pedis on top of the appropriate ‘×’ 

marked point on the floor. This procedure employed external lining supporting 

bars that enable the subject to put the hands to align the subject to the axis 

system. The PA-view was obtained with both arms holding the supporting bars in 
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the subject’s left and right sides (Figure. 3.3a). In order to avoid any obscuring 

arm shadow in the LA-view, the arms were positioned in such a way that the 

hands were able to hold a supporting bar (Figure. 3.3b). 

For both standing postures, the subject stood straight up. The head was positioned 

in a normal forward looking position with the eyes open. The chin was directed as 

if to avoid its shadow on the spinal X-ray radiographs. 

Posture Quantification 

Body marks were applied for both PA- and LA-views (Figure. 3.4) and lines 

between body marks were drawn to quantify the body posture. The angles 

between the lines were utilized to define the position of the body. The subject 

needed to undress the torso to fully expose his/her back for body marks 

placement and examination. Eight markers on PA-view and four markers on LA-

view were placed at sides of: 

T3  root of the spine of the scapula, point 1 and 2 (PA-view), point 9 (LA-

view) 

T7  inferior angle of the scapula, point 3 and 4 (PA-view), point 10 (LA-view) 

T12 posterior spinal connection of the last rib, point 5 and 6 (PA-view), point 

11 (LA-view) 

L4 highest point of the illiac crest, point 7 and 8 (PA-view), point 12 (LA-

view) 

The four markers on LA-view were placed in the same level as the markers on 

PA-view. An extra calibration mark for calibration purposes was placed in the 

middle of body mark point 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

 

 
Figure 3.4. Body marks drawing in AP- (a) and LA- (b) view 
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The body marks were examined within two day measurements to investigate 

whether one day delay among the captures affected the posture reproducibility. 

Therefore, it is crucial to ensure that the body marks maintained in position on the 

body to prevent errors due to repositioning of the body marks. For that reason, the 

marking was applied to remain visible on the subject’s body for the two 

consecutive day measurements. 

Measuring Set-up 

The measuring set-up of both procedures (standing on the BalancAid and on the 

ground) was conducted to mimic the set-up of the X-ray imaging of the spine 

procedure. Two digital photo cameras were located perpendicularly each other at 

1 m from the subject with the calibration mark in the center of the lens. The 

layout of the set-up, which consisted of three center points, is depicted in Figure. 

3.5.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.5. Photographic acquisition lay out of the posture reproducibility measurement 

with the subject standing on the BalancAid. 
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Protocol 

In order to compare between standing on the ground and on the BalancAid, each 

subject was examined with both methods in two consecutive days, after the 

information about the study was provided. Before the image acquisition, the 

cameras were adjusted on the proper setting, height, and distance. On each day, 

the subject was instructed to stand upright, first on the ground and then on the 

BalancAid. In order to determine the reproducibility, each subject repeated both 

procedures for 5 times and took a break in between. For the break relative to 

standing posture on the ground while walking around the examination room for 

approximately 5 min. For the break relative to the BalancAid, the subject was 

asked to step on and off the BalancAid device with an interval of 5 min. This 

session was repeated one day after by investigating the same body marks attached 

from the previous day. Seeing that diurnal variability influences the standing 

posture [1], the time of measurement on both days was made the same. All 

measurements were taken by one examiner. 

Data Analysis 

The body marks location was determined from the acquired photographs by 

taking the coordinates of the center of mass of each mark on both standing 

posture methods using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe, San Jose, Calif) with the 

accuracy of 12 pixels/mm. Horizontal lines were drawn in the body marks on 

each PA-point in the left side connected to its adjacent PA-point on the right side 

of the back of the subject. Virtual vertical lines were drawn to connect PA-points 

in each left and right side. Then, 12 PA-angles (indicated by a, b, c, …, l) were 

defined between horizontal and vertical lines, see Figure. 3.4a. In LA-view, 

vertical lines were drawn to connect the LA-points and a horizontal line was 

drawn through every LA-point to determine the six LA-angles (indicated by m, n, 

o, …, r), see Figure. 3.4b. In order to avoid any redundancy in the analysis of the 

angles in PA-views, in each quadrilateral, only three out of four angles were used 

for determining the posture. For the same reason, three out of the six angles in 

LA-view were also omitted. In this regard, we choose angle d, h, l, n, p, and r to 

be taken out from the analysis. 

Statistical Calculation 

The most suitable method to evaluate the reproducibility between two repeated 

measurements was based on Lin’s Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC) 

analysis that is referring to the Case-3A-model of McGraw and Wong [20] and 

Chen and Barnhart.[6] This reproducibility index confirmed the agreement 

between the two readings (from the same subjects) by assessing the expected 

squared deviance from the 45° line through the origin (the concordance line). 

This method has the preferred characteristics for comparison of two repeated 

measurements and consistent estimation of sample counterparts, and asymptotic 

normality for bivariate normal data [16]. We examined for each angle the intra 

subject reliability between sessions. The correlations were calculated out of all 

five trials per subject for each of two day measurements. The advantage was that 

it reported true reliability by considering any proportion of agreement that might 
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have been arrived at due to chance. Statistical analysis was implemented using 

the programming language R. The reproducibility of a method is considered to be 

high when the CCC value is close to maximum score of 1. 

In order to realize this method, we applied the following steps: 

• A first mixed-effects model was estimated with two separated estimates of 

the standard deviation of both methods. 

• A second mixed-effects model was estimated with one common estimate of 

the standard deviations of both methods.  

• ANOVA test (with p-value) was utilized to examine whether there is a 

significant difference between the models.  

• For each method and each angle, the CCC was calculated, and for each 

angle, the difference in CCC’s was computed. 

The bootstrap method on 1000 samples were performed to estimate the 

distribution of the difference in the CCC’s.[18] The 95% confidence interval was 

also employed to test for a significant difference. The CCC analysis was 

performed for comparison between two repeated measurements; the conventional 

standing posture on the ground in two consecutive days (Groundday 1–2) and the 

proposed method using the BalancAid device in two consecutive days 

(BalancAidday 1–2). 

 

 

Table 3.1. Lin’s Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC) of 12 angles for both measurement 

methods, ground and BalancAid, resulted that angle a, c, e, f, g, i, and k in PA-view and angle m and q 

in LA-view give higher reproducibility. Angle m has a significant difference in concordance between 

both methods in two-day measurements. 
 

 

View - 
Angle 

CCC 
ground 

CCC 
BalancAid 

P-value based on the comparison 
of the two mixed effects models 

PA - a 0.884 0.895 0.4744 

PA - b 0.909 0.895 0.0528 

PA - c 0.898 0.909 0.4133 

PA - e 0.907 0.922 0.2089 

PA - f 0.946 0.952 0.3369 

PA - g 0.931 0.944 0.0877 

PA - i 0.847 0.874 0.0893 

PA - j 0.889 0.878 0.1715 

PA - k 0.927 0.937 0.1913 

LA - m 0.71 0.904 0.0001 

LA - o 0.761 0.715 0.4973 

LA - q 0.75 0.83 0.0675 
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3.3. Results 

Evaluation on all reproducibility results from healthy young subjects with good 

balance control as shown in Table. 3.1 reveals that the CCC’s of all angles were 

high for both standing postures. The high value of CCC’s is in accordance with 

the high reproducibility. Seven out of nine angles (a, c, e, f, g, i, and k) in PA-

view and two out of three angles (m and q) in LA-view give higher CCC results 

on the BalancAidday 1–2 method compared to the Groundday 1–2 method. The results 

from the ANOVA-test showed that angle m in LA-view has a significant 

difference in concordance between both methods in two-day measurements 

(CCCBalancAid = 0.904, CCCGround = 0.710, p>0.005). This is an indication that the 

BalancAidday 1–2 method in this angle is considerably more reproducible than the 

Groundday 1–2 method. Although the other angles showed no significant difference 

(p>0.005) between the Groundday 1–2 and the BalancAidday 1–2 method, the CCC of 

most other angles revealed that the BalancAid method still improves the 

reproducibility. 

 

3.4. Discussion 

An irreproducible posture could lead to a false measurement, a wrong diagnosis 

or an unnecessary or delayed treatment. In the conventional X-ray radiography 

procedure, a radiographer usually instructs the scoliotic patient to stand up in a 

relaxed position, as it is known that the relaxed position is the functional balance 

posture. However, many relaxed positions are possible, and thus inconsistent 

postures may be taken. Therefore, it is difficult to ensure a reproducible state in 

this posture. The recommendation of SRS [29] on the use of devices to 

standardize the posture during taking X-rays has been widely implemented and 

proven to improve the reproducibility of the posture. 

Bernau [4] employed the body weight distribution through both feet and visual 

direction while the subject was standing on a pair of weight scales to obtain the 

balance control. This study shows that the reproducible posture can be obtained 

by taking a balanced posture in an equally distributed body weight. Furthermore, 

focusing the eyes in a certain direction is possibly to correct the posture 

reproducibility. Another study performed by Koreska et al. [14] implemented the 

‘‘Throne’’ to reproduce the positioning of the patients. However, this device 

merely enabled the patient to be imaged in sitting position, while the standardized 

method for curvature measurement out of X-rays imposes a standing position. 

Furthermore, this method still did not assure the balance in the sagittal plane. One 

more attempt which included the standing posture and balance control was a 

balancing plate made by Kohlmaier et al. [13] Although this balance-like 

positioning device employed the balance control of the body, this device merely 

considered the balance in the frontal plane which was only possible for a specific 

upright position; thus, balance in the sagittal plane and the arm positioning were 

not prescribed. 

On the basis of this problem, the BalancAid is proposed in this study to attain a 

balanced reproducible posture in all planes by referring to the see-saw principle in 
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finding the stability. We compared the posture reproducibility between the two 

standing methods, the Groundday 1–2 and the BalancAidday 1–2, and evaluated the 

performance of the BalancAid in realizing posture reproducibility during X-ray 

radiography on healthy young subjects with good balance control. The body 

marks appeared to remain in place within the two consecutive measurement days 

and thus did not introduce an error. 

The reproducibility of the standing posture was represented by the concordance 

of the repeated measurement of both methods. The higher concordance results of 

nine out of 12 cases (a, c, e, f, g, i, k, m, and q) confirm a better reproducibility of 

the BalancAidday 1–2 in relation to the Groundday 1–2 method. This is also fortified 

by the significant different result obtained in angle m. Even though only one 

angle resulted in a significant difference, the CCC calculation presents good 

concordance (>0.7) for all the angles. The results from the healthy young subjects 

may signify that the posture of the subjects is highly reproducible on repeated 

measurements between two day measurements on the BalancAid. 

Our posture reproducibility experiment was performed with healthy young 

subjects with good balance control. Therefore, the current results are especially 

valid for that group. The healthy volunteers participating in this feasibility study 

may also represent other patients who need X-Rays for other diagnostic purposes 

and that will benefit from a reproducible posture, especially between AP-/PA- 

and LA-position. Further study will be performed on young scoliotic patients to 

find out whether the BalancAid is also beneficial for young patients with 

moderate or severe scoliosis who need to take a spinal X-ray radiographs to 

follow the progression over time.  

We also found that the concordances of the PA-angles are on average higher than 

the LA-angles. This may be an indication that the reproducibility in the LA-

position is more difficult to realize than in the PA-position. In addition, the 

application of the arm positioning in the LA-view which is known to affect the 

reproducibility may be associated with our finding of lower reproducibility in the 

LA-angles. Previous arm positioning studies [1,9,11,19] have been focused on the 

effect of the arm positioning on the reliability of the spinal deformity 

measurement. These studies have provided evidence that positioning the arm in 

such a way that it minimizes the imbalanced effect in LA-view is capable of 

enhancing the sagittal spinal alignment and proposed several arm positionings to 

apply. Furthermore, comparison among arm positions [10,19,30] proposed in 

these studies have considered the fist on clavicle arm position to be the best 

choice to represent a functional balance while still allowing an adequate LA-view 

of the spine in the X-ray radiography. This arm position is chosen for the reason 

that it has the closest sagittal vertical axis to the functional standing posture. 

Therefore, we applied the fist on clavicle arm position in the posture 

reproducibility measurement using the BalancAid. However, thus far, no 

standardized procedure could be provided for the scoliosis patients due to 

individuality of every deformity. Our experiences with the arm position are that 

the method used with the BalancAid could be applied for all subjects without any 

problems.  
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A limitation of this study is that there are sources of variability which we have 

not examined. Defining the center of the body marks was done manually from the 

body marks picture. This could be one cause of measurement variability. Also the 

deviations from the standardized camera setting and layout may influence the 

measurement accuracy. However, since we derived that these errors are small, no 

significant influence was obtained. 

Another limitation concerns about the posture of the patients. In actual fact, 

generating a reproducible relaxed standing position is impossible even if it is a 

functional standing posture which represents the actual spinal deformity. The 

BalancAid, which forces the posture to stand in a specific upright position, still 

cannot produce the real relaxed position. The position during standing on the 

BalancAid is indeed not as natural as the relaxed standing one; however, the 

balancing effect brings about the standing position where the center of gravity is 

always located in the same position. Therefore, the reproducibility is guaranteed. 

Furthermore, we have proven that this posture generates better reproducibility 

resulting in a more truthful analysis of the spinal deformity progression over time.  

Thus far, no comparison to other previous studies [4,13,14] on posture 

reproducibility devices could be made due to differences in imposing the standing 

posture and the arm positioning. Therefore, a comparison to the conventional 

standing method which is generally applied in the hospital was considered to be 

adequate to represent how far the BalancAid solves the posture reproducibility 

problem. 

 

3.5. Conclusions 

The posture reproducibility measurement on healthy young subjects by the 

BalancAid in general yields higher reproducibility than standing on the ground by 

grasping a supporting bar. A significant difference in one angle also confirms that 

standing on the BalancAid in such angle is more reproducible than standing on 

the ground. An investigation on a single arm position for the AP-/PA- and LA-

views without changing the position may be needed to avoid ambiguity with the 

reproducibility. 
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Abstract  

An irreproducible posture of scoliotic patients during X-ray radiography may 

cause unreliable and inaccurate measurement of the spinal deformity while 

following scoliosis progression. A balancing device, the BalancAid, was 

developed to force the subject to stand upright and balanced. This resulted in a 

minimal variability of standing posture and therefore it is a promising tool to 

acquire good posture reproducibility. However, to realize highly-reproducible X-

ray radiography, the standing posture needs an optimal arm position. The 

objective of this study is to investigate the arm position which represents the best 

reproducible standing posture. A prospective analysis of the reproducibility of the 

standing posture with photographs of healthy young female subjects was 

performed by examining 5 different arm positions. The posture reproducibility 

was determined on photographs of posterior-anterior (PA) and lateral (LA) view 

by analyzing body mark positions on 11 healthy subjects using 5 different arm 

positions: Fists on clavicle position (FC), fists on shoulder (FS), fists on clavicle 

with stick (FCS), fists on shoulder with stick (FSS) and shoulder flexion of 90˚ 

with counterweight (CW). Bland Altman plots and Friedman tests have 

demonstrated that FS and FCS resulted in the most reproducible posture in PA-

view. In LA-view, no particular position resulted in the most reproducible posture 

with the Bland Altman plotting method. However with the Friedman method, 

FCS was found to be the most reproducible posture in LA-view. In conclusion, 

the FCS while standing on the BalancAid is the best position for a reproducible 

posture during spinal X-ray radiography of the spine. 

 

Keywords 

Arm position, reproducible posture, BalancAid, spinal X-ray radiography, 

scoliosis progression 
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4.1. Introduction 

The progression of scoliosis is generally investigated twice a year [1] by taking 

full spinal X-ray radiographs in both PA- and LA-views [2]  in standing posture. 

From these X-rays, the lateral deviation, vertebral rotation, and sagittal alignment 

can be determined [3-5]. However, variabilities occur even when these 

measurements are performed in quick succession. Two possible causes are known 

for this variation: patient positioning and measurement inaccuracies on the X-rays 

[6]. Regarding the positioning, some studies investigating the patient’s postural 

and positional differences have found that small changes in posture and position 

influence the position of body structures on X-rays, especially axial rotations [7], 

and cause errors in the measured curvature [8-12]. These studies have shown that 

subject positioning is one of the major sources of error, and therefore posture 

reproducibility plays an important role in generating a reliable and accurate 

comparison of serial X-rays.  

Another cause of positional error may arise due to arm position differences 

between the PA- and LA-postures. The visibility blocking of the vertebral 

landmarks in the LA-view necessitates different arm position than in PA-view. 

These arm position differences bring about errors. Firstly, arms position 

inconsistency during one X-ray-session may interfere with reproducibility. 

Secondly, free hanging arm in PA-view may contribute to posture variability [8].  

To overcome the vertebral visibility disturbance, previous investigations have 

proposed several arm positioning strategies which produce an optimal arm 

position, including relaxed hanging arms, various degrees of shoulder flexion 

with and without arm support, and holding the fists on the clavicle [13-18]. 

Studies on the fists on clavicle position have shown that this position generally 

demonstrates a more functional sagittal profile concomitant with sufficient 

vertebral visibility [15-18]. Additionally, Marks et al. have suggested that passive 

shoulder flexion of 30° resulted in a better sagittal alignment [5]. However, the 

abovementioned studies were focused on the arm position for X-rays in only LA-

view. 

A proper subject positioning during X-ray radiography has been endorsed by 

Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) to acquire reproducible spinal X-rays [2]. 

Additionally, this recommendation has suggested aligning the subject by means 

of a positional supporting device. The use of such positional support  is 

commendable, not only to align the subject’s global axis system with the film 

plane, but also to minimize postural variability. 

For the purpose of improving the standing posture reproducibility, the BalancAid 

(Figure. 3.1 of Chapter 3) has been developed. By using the see-saw principle, 

this device forces a person standing on it to attain a single balanced posture with 

the center of mass always at a constant location. In addition, it directs the posture 

in a specific upright position and therefore a more reproducible posture is 

acquired. The study of Dewi et al [19], has demonstrated that the posture standing 

on this balancing device provides improved reproducibility compared to the 

commonly used posture standing on the ground. Hence, the BalancAid is 

promising in reproducing the posture.  
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Seeing that different arm position in both PA- and LA-views may trigger 

variability, prescribing one arm position for both views for standing on the 

BalancAid is likely to improve the posture reproducibility. In the future, this can 

also be beneficial for three-dimensional imaging (3DUS) systems of the spine 

(e.g; the EOS system [20]) which applies one arm position for both views to be 

taken in one time. However, this best arm position is still open to question.  

In this study we investigated 5 different arm positions and determined the optimal 

arm position for both views to apply on the BalancAid to avoid posture 

irreproducibility. 

 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

Patients 

Eleven healthy young female volunteers from a university student population 

were included in this study (age: 22.6±1.8 [19-25 years old]; height: 1.69±0.07 

[1.62-1.77 cm]; weight: 63.5±6.1 [58-78 kg]; average±standard deviation 

[range]). All subjects signed informed consent form. The exclusion criteria were 

being male, unable to stand without support devices and back pain.  

Measuring Set-up 

The BalancAid, as shown in Figure. 3.1 of Chapter 3, consists of a flat square 

wooden board (50×50×1 cm), with a disk made of wood (7 cm diameter, 2 cm 

height) placed on the bottom side in the centre point. On the top side, the board 

was marked with an angle of 22.5° from the midline to generate a neutral 

standardized stance (45° between both feet). It is necessary to position both feet 

at the same distance from the midline in PA-view to keep the centre of mass 

above the centre point of the BalancAid. Moreover, the distance between the feet 

in LA-view was taken into account. The heels of both feet were located in the 

same position (in LA-view, the angle joint was exactly located above the midline 

on the BalancAid) [9]. 

The best arm position was identified by analyzing the reproducibility of the 

standing posture. In order to mimic the X-ray radiography procedure with the 

absence of radiation exposure, body marks and ordinary photography methods 

were used.  

The body marks were applied to quantify the body posture; twelve markers were 

placed, eight on the back and four on the trunk side, directly on the subject’s skin 

(see Figure. 3.4 in Chapter 3). We employed a rectangular grid of 3 mm dots 

drawn on small pieces of adhesive tape (1 cm by 1cm). The markers were 

approximately located at both sides of T3, T7, T12 and L4 of the spine. These 

points were determined by the top and bottom of the scapula (point 1-4), the 

vertical line of the previous point at the last ribs (point 5-6), and  the  top of the  

sacrum  (point 7-8).  Additionally, point 9-12 were located at the same height as 

the points on the back. Two digital cameras acquired the photographs of the body 

marks in PA- and LA-views simultaneously. Both cameras were located 
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perpendicularly at distance of 1 meter from the BalancAid as illustrated in Figure. 

3.3 in Chapter 3. Camera height was adjusted to the height of the center point 

between body marks 3, 4, 5, and 6 of each subject. 

Protocol 

For each subject, photographs were acquired in 5 different arm positions (see 

Figure. 4.1): 

• Fists on clavicle position (FC): Elbows were fully flexed and fists were 

placed on the medial part of clavicles, as studied previously [5,15,17,18]. 

The distance between the fists and the degree of shoulder flexion was 

measured.  

• Fists on shoulder (FS): Elbows were fully flexed and fists were placed on 

the shoulder joint. Again, the distance between the fists and the degree of 

shoulder flexion was measured. 

• Fists on clavicle with stick (FCS): Elbows were fully flexed and hands 

grasp a stick with the palm facing to the body. The stick is a wooden rod with 

2.2 cm diameter and 58 cm length. The distance between the hands and the 

degree of shoulder flexion were taken equal to that of position 2.  

• Fists on shoulder with stick (FSS): Elbows were fully flexed and hands 

grasp the stick as described in position 3. The distance between the hands 

and degree of shoulder flexion was taken equal to that of position 2.  

• Counterweight (CW): Elbows were fully extended with a shoulder flexion 

of 90°. The arms were rested on a stick at a small distance distal of the elbow 

joint. In the middle, a rope was attached to the stick and a counterweight was 

attached through a pulley at the end of the rope. The system was 

accommodated to differences in arm mass by sliding the supporting stick 

under the arms until the arms did fully rest on the stick [21]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1. Five arm positions tested in this study in PA- (top) and LA- (bottom) views 

while standing on the BalancAid. 
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The photographs of the body marks in both views were established while the 

subject was standing on the BalancAid. To investigate the reproducibility, the 

photographs were acquired twice with 30 minutes delay. During the break, the 

subjects were asked to step off the BalancAid. No body mark repositioning was 

accomplished to avoid measurement bias. The feet were positioned the same at 

these two measurements based on the marking of the foot midline and the 

distance between the feet.  

The posture reproducibility measurement on all arm positions was performed by 

examining the body marks photographs. For every photograph, the coordinates of 

each point were determined by mouse-clicking on the center of the points; the 

angles between the lines through the body marks were calculated to represent the 

body posture. The error in angle measurement was estimated to be less than 0.3° 

(based on the error in determining one body mark). Differences in posture were 

quantified by the changes of the angles between lines through the body marks. 

The reproducibility was determined by comparing the angles of the two 

measurements. 

Statistics Calculation 

The posture reproducibility in different arm positions was analyzed by using 

Bland Altman’s ‘limits of agreement’ [22]. It is expected that 95% of the 

differences (between the angle of the first and second measurement) lie within the 

limits of agreement. The limits of agreement were determined by the 

meandifference±1.96*standard deviationdifference. For each subject and all different 

positions, the differences between the values of each angle from the first and the 

second measurement were determined. The differences between the angles were 

visualized as a scatter plot including the lines of the limits of agreement and the 

mean of the difference. The reproducibility of the posture of the upper body was 

determined from the range between the limits of agreement. The posture with the 

smallest range and the mean closer to zero was concluded as the best reproducible 

posture for a specific angle.  

In addition to the Bland Altmand plotting, the Friedman non-parametric test was 

applied to compare the reproducibility of all tested arm positions in a rank-based 

manner. For each angle, the five arm positions were ranked according to the 

standard deviations of the differences. The lowest rank indicates the best 

agreement [2].   

 

4.3. Results 

During the intermission, body mark point 12 of subject 7 and point 4 of subject 

10 were deleted. The adhesive tape was unintentionally removed, and therefore 

the difference of respectively angles q and r and angles b, c, d, e, f, and h could 

not be measured for this subject.  
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 4.2. Bland Altman plots of angle c for position 3 (a) and position 4 (b). 

 

The standard deviation of the calculated angle differences for all angles and 

positions are presented in Table 4.1. The Bland Altman plot presented in Figure. 

4.2a demonstrates the limits of agreement for FCS angle c which has the smallest 

standard deviation, while the Bland Altman plot in Figure. 4.2b shows the limits 

of agreement for FSS angle c, which has a larger standard deviation. The most 

reproducible position was determined by the smallest limits of agreement in the 

Bland Altman plot. Best position candidates were marked if small differences 

(≤0.4 degree) between the limits of agreement for the specific different positions 

were found. The results are listed in Table 4.2. The limits of agreement confirm 

the agreement how much the tested methods are likely to differ from the others.  

 
Table 4.1: Standard deviation of the differences between angles for each position 

 

PA-view 

Angle (1) FC (2) FS (3) FCS (4) FSS (5) CW 

a 1.4 1.1 0.7 1.5 1.3 

b 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.7 

c 1.2 1.1 0.5 1.4 1.1 

d 0.9 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.8 

e 1.8 2.3 1.2 1.0 0.7 

f 1.6 0.8 1.5 2.1 1.8 

g 1.6 1.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

h 1.3 0.9 1.4 1.8 1.4 

i 1.4 0.7 1.6 1.4 1.5 

j 1.3 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.7 

k 1.0 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.3 

l 1.2 0.7 1.1 1.0 2.1 

LA-view 

m 3.4 2.6 2.9 1.9 4.1 

o 3.7 3.6 3.4 5.0 3.9 

q 1.6 2.2 2.2 2.6 4.1 
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Table 4.2: Scoring of the arm positions for each angle.  

The ‘×’ sign represents the best position candidates of each angle. 

 

PA-view 

Angle (1) FC (2) FS (3) FCS (4) FSS (5) CW 

a   X   

b X  X X  

c   X   

d X  X X  

e    X X 

f  X    

g   X X X 

h  X   X 

i  X    

j  X X X  

k X X    

l  X    

LA-view 

m    X  

o  X X   

q X     

 

Subsequently, the results of the Friedman test, for both PA- and LA-views with a 

p-value of 0.25, are given in Table 4.3. This p-value explains that we cannot 

reject the null hypothesis of no differences significantly. From this result we can 

only see that one method is likely to be better than the other methods. 

 

Table 4.3: Values of the Friedman method. 

The smaller the mean rank, the more reproducible the position 

 

PA-view 

Position Mean Rank 

FC 3.12 

FS 2.38 

FCS 2.58 

FSS 3.25 

CW 3.67 

LA-view 

FC 2.67 

FS 2.17 

FCS 2.17 

FSS 3.33 

CW 4.67 
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4.4. Discussion 

Positioning inconsistency has been reported to cause variability in Cobb angle 

measurement [8,9,10]. The study of Dawson et al. has testified a wide variability 

of Cobb angle during free standing [8]. This finding has been strengthened by 

subsequent studies [6,9,10,11,12] about the Cobb angle measurement differences 

due to postural variabilities.  

In view of the fact that posture irreproducibility may cause inaccuracy which 

could lead to wrong diagnosis, it is crucial to follow the SRS recommendation on 

the use of a supporting device to position the patient in a more reliable way in 

spinal X-rays. The BalancAid, a balanced-positioning device, has led to an 

improvement in generating a standing posture reproducibility. With the advantage 

of employing no arm supporting bars to align the position, this supporting device 

also enables the spinal X-rays to be taken in one acquisition for both views or 

even during 3DUS imaging of the spine. However, since this is a new method of 

standardizing standing posture in spinal X-rays, no arm positioning has been 

investigated.  

Currently, X-rays of the scoliotic spine are usually examined in different arm 

positions (arms relaxed to the side for PA-view and arms raised with a shoulder 

flexion of 90˚ for LA-view, respectively). However, seeing that difference in 

positioning the arms may trigger postural irreproducibility and measurement 

inaccuracy [5,13-18], it is worthwhile to position the arms in a way that is 

suitable for taking X-rays in both the LA- and PA-directions. In a 3D system, X-

rays can be acquired simultaneously and any unnecessary movements which may 

cause postural error can be omitted.  

In this study, we tested 5 different arm positions to determine the most 

reproducible posture on the BalancAid, so that the best arm position can be 

applied for both PA- and LA- views of X-rays, 3D reconstruction of the spine, 

and for the EOS system. By using the BalancAid, the influence of variation in 

posture was excluded for a large extend. Therefore, posture variation was mainly 

caused by differences in the arm position. A drawback of the BalancAid is that it 

generates a non-functional relaxed standing position. However, the 

reproducibility can be increased and accurate diagnosis of the spinal deformity 

progression can be obtained in a more definite way.This study was done with 

healthy young female subjects, hence it may represent only female patients with 

early scoliosis.  

In Table. 4.1 and Table. 4.2, we indicated the angles with the smallest standard 

deviation and represented the reproducibility based on the standard deviation of 

the angle, meaning the smaller the standard deviation value, the more 

reproducible the angle. The most reproducible arm position is the one in the 

column with the highest number of angles with the smallest standard deviation. 

The most reproducible angle is obtained by finding the row with the most 

frequent arm position with the smallest standard deviation. Regarding finding the 

most reproducible arm position in PA-view based on the standard deviation of the 

differences between the angles for each position, position FS and FCS have the 

most angles with smallest standard deviation: angles f, h, i, j, k, and l for FS, and 
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a, b, c, d, g , and j for FCS. Both FS and FCS score in that respect equally. For 

FCS, the scores are negatively influenced by outlier data from one value of one 

subject. Without this exception, the limits of agreement would turn to be greatly 

smaller and angle f, h, and l can be added to the smallest standard deviation angle 

group. Then FCS is the arm position with the most reproducible posture. In 

comparison to FC and FS, FCS is an easier and more prescribed way of 

standardizing the arm position..    

In LA-view, we found no optimal arm position. In a previous study [19] it was 

also found that defining a reproducible posture in LA-view is more difficult to 

realize than in PA-view.  

Regarding the most reproducible angle in PA-view, we found that angle b, d, g, h, 

and j have three arm positions with the smallest standard deviation, and angle o in 

LA-view has two arm positions with the smallest standard deviation,. In other 

word, these are the angles which are the least sensitive to changes in posture.  

In addition, in the volunteers’ subjective point of view, FS and FSS were 

experienced as uncomfortable and difficult to maintain. This was in contrast to 

FC and FCS, which were experienced as more comfortable and easier to perform.  

With the Friedman nonparametric test, the most reproducible position was 

determined based on the smallest mean of the ranking of the standard deviation. 

In PA-view, FS has the lowest mean ranking of 2.38, followed by FCS with a 

mean ranking of 2.58, which is slightly larger than FS. In LA-view, FCS scores 

best. Considering all criteria, the FCS position is found to be the best position for 

posture reproducibility.  

 

4.5. Conclusions 

Tests on 5 different arm positions on healthy young female subjects standing on 

the BalancAid have shown that one position, FCS, results in the most 

reproducible posture in PA-view. The ‘limits of agreement’ in the LA-view have 

indicated no single arm position having the most reproducible posture. The 

Friedman test revealed that FS and FCS resulted in the lowest mean ranking in 

PA-view. In addition, FCS in LA-view have signified in the most reproducible 

posture based on the lowest mean ranking.  

Therefore we recommend FCS as the best arm position for posture reproducibility 

during spinal X-ray radiography. 
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Abstract  

Different standing postures in frontal and lateral views during scoliosis 

progression monitoring using X-ray radiography over time may suffer from 

postural irreproducibility risks which bring about inaccurate quantification. The 

application of ‘fist on clavicle with stick’ arm position may provide one standing 

posture for both frontal and lateral views which produces more reproducible 

posture. Furthermore, a balancing device, the BalancAid, has been proposed to 

position the subject in a reproducible position during spinal X-ray radiography 

and has proven to provide a more reproducible posture in healthy volunteers. 

However, evaluation of both defined arm position and the BalancAid on scoliotic 

patients has not been done. In this study, we present an observational prospective 

analysis of posture reproducibility of X-ray radiography by investigating the 

influence of ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm position and standing on a balancing 

plate on 29 scoliotic patients. The objective is to examine the hypothesis that 

performing ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm position and standing on a balancing 

plate improve the posture reproducibility during X-ray radiography on scoliotic 

patients. A simple stick was used to position the arms with fists on the clavicles. 

The BalancAid was utilized to perform a standing position. The posture 

reproducibility measurement was determined by analyzing photographs of body 

marks in posterior-anterior (PA) and lateral (LA) views acquired in two 

consecutive sessions with 90 minutes delay. Nine PA- and three LA-angles 

between lines through body marks placed in T3, T7, T12, L4 of the spine were 

analyzed to confirm any movements between the first and second measurements. 

The measurement included 3 different postures: the common standing position as 

control (position 1), standing on the ground and positioning the fists on clavicle 

with a stick (position 2), and standing on the BalancAid with fists on clavicle 

with stick (position 3). A statistical analysis using student’s t-test (paired samples) 

on all body marks angles in both PA- and LA- views in two sessions have 

confirmed that in only one case there is a significant difference between two 

positions. In all other cases there are no significant differences among the three 

positions (P < 0.05). However, the means of the paired differences in PA- and 

LA-views of position 1 and position 2 have demonstrated that angles in position 1 

has less reproducibility than those of in position 2 (5 vs 7 angles, where 3 vs 6 in 

PA-view and 2 vs 1 in LA-view). Similar trend has also been shown in angles of 

position 1 against position 3 (4 vs 8 angles, where 2 vs 7 in PA-view and 2 vs 1 in 

LA-view). In comparison between position 2 and position 3, angles in position 2 

provide a slightly higher reproducibility than those of in position 3 (7 vs 5 angles, 

with 5 vs 4 in PA-view and 2 vs 1 in LA-view). When comparing the sum of the 

mean of the differences between two positions, position 3 is superior. To 

summarize, the use of a stick in positioning the arms with fists on clavicle for 

both PA- and LA-positions results in a better posture reproducibility than the 

generalized arm position. The combination between positioning fists on clavicle 

with a stick and standing on the BalancAid is likely to improve the posture 

reproducibility on the tested scoliotic patients.  
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5.1. Introduction 

The full spinal X-ray radiography as standardized imaging procedure to measure 

scoliosis in a period of time requires acceptable accuracy and reproducibility to 

ensure that the deformity progression can be monitored properly resulting in the 

best treatment decision [1;2]. Reproducibility is considered to be important for 

the reason that an irreproducible posture could lead to a false measurement, a 

wrong diagnosis or an unnecessary or delayed treatment [3-6].  

In general X-ray radiography procedure, a radiographer instructs scoliotic patient 

to stand up in a relaxed position. Such relaxed position is preferred as it is the 

functional balance posture which represent the actual stance [7;8]. Nevertheless, 

relaxed positions are complex and lacking consistency due to variability per 

measurement [9]. Therefore, the application of a postural standardization device 

is recommended to minimize variabilities and guarantee a correct measurement 

[1]. A pair of weight scales has been employed to obtain a balanced posture by an 

equal distribution of the body weight via both feet and a visual direction while the 

subject was standing on it [10]. Koreska [11] introduced the use of a device, the 

‘Throne’, to reproduce patient positioning. On the other hand, a sitting position 

during X-ray radiography does not reflect natural stance. A balance control 

device has also been applied by Kohlmaier to generate a standardized upright 

position [12]. However, only balance in the frontal plane was taken into account.  

A balancing plate, the BalancAid, has been introduced in Chapter 3 to improve 

standing posture reproducibility during X-ray radiography. The BalancAid design, 

which is comprised of a flat square board with a cylindrical disc in the center 

point on the bottom side, enables to generate a forced standing balance in all 

directions and so directs the posture in a specific upright position. Our study on 

posture reproducibility by means of the BalancAid on healthy young subjects 

with good balance control as presented in Chapter 3 confirmed that standing on 

the BalancAid is capable of improving posture reproducibility.  

Seeing that different arm position in both PA- and LA-views may trigger 

variability, prescribing one arm position for both views for standing on the 

BalancAid is also likely to improve the posture reproducibility. Furthermore, this 

can be beneficial for three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction systems of the 

spine (e.g; the EOS system) which applies one arm position for both views to be 

taken in one time. For that reason, we performed a study as described in Chapter 

4 on defining the best arm position for a reproducible standing posture on the 

BalancAid during spinal X-ray radiography. Five arm positions have been tested 

on healthy volunteers. The ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm position appeared to 

produce the most reproducible posture.  

However, these studies were performed on healthy volunteers that at most reflects 

the performance of scoliotic patients with minor scoliosis. Therefore, in this study 

we aim to investigate posture reproducibility on scoliotic patients by comparing 3 

different set-ups: posture 1 generalized standing position with the currently used 

arm position with arms relaxed hanging along the body in PA-view and the arm 

raised with shoulder flexion of 90˚ in LA-view (as control), posture 2 standing 

on the ground by positioning the fists on the clavicle with a stick, and posture 3 
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standing on the BalancAid accompanied by fists on the clavicles with a stick. We 

hypothesize that scoliotic patients are capable of improving their posture 

reproducibility during X-ray radiography by performing the determined ‘fists on 

clavicle with stick’ arm position and standing on the BalancAid. It is expected 

that with this procedure, erroneous variability in the spinal X-ray radiography can 

be diminished and the deformity measurement can be determined more accurately 

leading to better diagnosis. 

 

5.2. Materials and Methods 

Patients 

Twenty nine scoliotic patients participated in this observational study. The 

recruitment was based on approval by the Medical Ethical Committee of the 

University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). The exclusion criteria includes 

gender (male), age (other than 12-18 years old), last measured Cobb angle>60˚, 

not able to stand up straight without support, back pain, spinal fusion, pregnancy, 

and having neurological diseases. Our objective of recruiting young female 

scoliotic patients was that this group is in the growth age where the spinal 

deformity is statistically progressing significantly. Therefore, monitoring the 

progression is usually done in this period with the intention that the best treatment 

can be decided when the age reaches maturity. The subjects had a mean age of 

14.3 ± 1.55 [12 - 17] (average ± standard deviation [range]) years old, weight 

50.48 ± 11.64 [26 - 81] kg and height 1.63 ± 0.10 [1.37 - 1.79] m. Based on the 

observation on 17 patients, 8 subjects had a thoracic curve, 4 had thoracolumbar 

curve, 2 had a double curve (thoracic and thoracolumbar) and 3 had a 

thoracolumbar and lumbar curve. The mean of the thoracic Cobb angle was 27.8˚ 

± 12.64 [14 – 47˚]. The thoracolumbar curve has a mean of 26.17˚ ± 8.52 [11 – 

35˚]. The combination between the thoracic and thoracolumbar curves has a mean 

of 22.50˚ ± 2.12 [21 – 24˚]. The combination between the thoracolumbar and 

lumbar curves has a mean of 29.67˚ ± 0.58 [29 – 30˚]. 

The materials used for this study is mostly similar to which has been reported in 

the previous chapters, including the BalancAid, posture quantification with body 

marks, measuring set up, and photographic acquisition lay out. The BalancAid is 

employed to adjust the patient’s posture in a specific equilibrium state where the 

balance is obtained. The patient was required to undress the torso to fully expose 

her back to apply body marks and perform the examination. The body marks for 

scoliotic patients was placed in the same method as for healthy volunteers. Eight 

markers were located approximately at both sides of T3, T7, T12 and L4 of the 

spine in PA-view and 4 markers were placed in LA-view at same level as the 

markers on PA-view. However, since the deformity of the spine may alter the 

position of the trunk in scoliotic patients, the exact positions of the body marks in 

scoliotic patients may differ from that of in healthy volunteers. For the reason that 

the quantification of the body marks were performed twice and necessitates 

reproducibility, it is important to ensure that the body marks remain visible and in 

the same position until the measurement is finished.  
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Measuring Set-up 

The measuring set-up of the abovementioned 3 positions was established to 

mimic the set-up of the real X-ray imaging of the spine procedure. Such positions 

were acquired by taking photographs in PA- and LA-views. Two digital cameras 

were positioned perpendicularly to each other at 1 m from the subject. The centre 

of the lens is used as calibration mark. The cameras were adjusted to obtain the 

proper setting, height, and distance before the photography session. The layout of 

the measurement set-up is comparable to that of the posture reproducibility in the 

previous chapter. All measurements were taken by two examiners. 

Protocol 

In order to quantify the reproducibility between 2 standing postures, standing on 

the ground and on the BalancAid, each patient was instructed to perform 3 

different standing positions. The description is given as follows : 

• General posture:   

This position is based on the current methods used in orthopaedic clinics. The 

arms are hanging relaxed along the body in PA-view (see Figure. 3.2a) and the 

arms raised with a shoulder flexion of 90˚ in LA-view. The measurement with 

this arm position is performed while the subject is standing on the ground. 

• Fist-on-clavicle with stick while standing on the ground: 

This position is based on the fists-on-clavicle position, where the fists are 

placed on the clavicles, as described by Faro et al [13]. Our previous study on 

arm position which has proven that the use of a stick during this arm position 

produces improved reproducibility was employed in position 2. The elbows are 

fully flexed and the hands are grasping a stick, with the palm of the hands 

facing the body. The distance between the hands is 6 cm and the degree of 

shoulder flexion is 30˚ (see Figure. 4.1 position 3). The patient is standing on 

the ground for this position. 

• Fist-on-clavicle with stick position while standing on the BalancAid: 

The arms are positioned like the previous position (see Figure. 4.1 position 3). 

The difference is that the subject is standing on the BalancAid, instead of 

standing on the ground. The procedure of standing on the BalancAid is given in 

Chapter 3. 

Data Analysis 

Each scoliotic patient was examined at 2 different times, before and after the 

consultation with the orthopaedic surgeon. The delay time was approximately 90 

minutes in between. Both measurement sessions  were performed with the same 

procedure. The body marks location on the acquired photographs was defined by 

the coordinates of the geometric centre of each mark. A custom Matlab script 

(The MathWorks, Inc) was utilized to identify this geometric centre on the 

acquired photographs in both PA- and LA-views, determine the coordinates, and 

calculate the angles of each points.  
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Twelve angles (indicated by a, b, c, …, l) and 6 angles (indicated by m, n, o, … , 

r) were defined out of the body marks in PA- and LA-views, respectively. Any 

redundancy in the quadrilateral analysis was avoided by taking into consideration 

3 out of 4 angles in the quadrilateral body marks in PA-view. For the same reason 

in PA-view, 3 out of 6 angles in the LA-view were dispensed. So we analyzed 9 

angles (a, b, c, e, f, g, i, j, k) in PA-view and 3 angles (m, o, q) in LA-view.  

 

Statistical Calculation 

The measurement of the 3 positions was evaluated by means of student’s t-test 

(paired samples) to determine the reproducibility of the posture acquired in two 

measurement sessions. First, for all patients, the absolute differences between the 

two consecutive sessions per angle was calculated for each position. The 

difference between these absolute differences was calculated per angle. It was 

checked per angle if these differences (in absolute sense) follow a normal 

distribution.  

Then, we compared the 3 positions in 3 sessions:  

1. Position 1 versus Position 2 

2. Position 1 versus Position 3 

3. Position 2 versus Position 3 

Per angle, the absolute differences of 2 positions were subjected to a paired 

student’s t-test, and Pearson method was used to identify correlation between the 

tested positions, with P < 0.05 considered to be statistically significant. Statistical 

analysis was performed using commercial statistical software (SPSS 16.0 for 

Windows; SPSS, Inc.) to compare the paired measurements.  

 

5.3. Results 

The normality distribution check have confirmed a normal distribution in all 

cases. The paired student’s t-test on all angle differences in both PA- and LA-

views are presented in Table. 5.1, Table. 5.2, and Table. 5.3. In only one case 

there is a significant difference between two positions. In all other cases there is 

no significant difference between the three positions.    

Table. 5.4 presents the comparison of the 3 positions, based upon the mean value 

of the paired differences in all angles in both views. A negative value of the mean 

in the paired student’s t-test indicates that the first position is better and vice 

versa. The comparison of position 1 and position 2 have resulted in 5 superior 

angles (3 in PA- and 2 in LA-view) for position 1 and 7 superior angles (6 in PA- 

and 1 in LA-view) for position 2. When comparing position position 1 against 

position 3, position 1 has 4 superior angles (2 in PA- and 2 in LA-view) and 

position 3 has 8 superior angles (7 in PA- and 1 in LA-view). The comparison 

between position 2 and position 3 have revealed that position 2 has 7 superior 

angles (5 in PA- and 2 in LA-view) and position 3 has 5 superior angles (4 in PA- 

and 1 in LA-view).  
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In Table. 5.4, we also demonstrate the sum over all angles of the mean value of 

the paired differences between two positions. A negative value of the sum 

indicates that the first position is better than the second position. From this result 

clear trends are visible: position 3 is preferrable over position 1 and position 2; 

position 1 is preferrable over position 2. 

 

Table. 5.1. The paired student’s t-test for the comparison between position 1 and position 2. 

Statistical significant results are highlighted in bold italic. 

 

 
 

 

Table. 5.2. The paired student’s t-test for the comparison between position 1 and position 3. 
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Table. 5.3. The paired student’s t-test for the comparison between position 2 and position 3. 

 

 
 

 

Table. 5.4. The superiority table of mean value of the paired differences. 

 

 

 

 

5.4. Discussion 

Currently the relaxed standing posture is most frequently used during X-ray 

radiography for monitoring scoliosis progression. Such generalized position 

which applies arms hanging relaxed on both sides of the body in PA-view is 

considered to be the functional balance posture which represents the actual 

stance. Conversely, blocking visibility of the vertebral landmarks due to the arms 

and glenohumeral joint shadows complicates the arm positioning in the LA-view 

[7;8;13;14]. Therefore, having the arms hanging relaxed on both sides of the body 

for LA-view is considered to be ineffective, so a shoulder flexion of 90˚ arm 

position is commonly applied. However, a drawback of this raised straight arms is 
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that it induces changes in the body posture [15;16]. A number of previous 

investigations on defining the optimum arm positioning have emphasized the 

influence of the arm position on the sagittal spinal alignment, which may affect 

the generation of a reliable 3D representation of the spine and the assessment of 

the spinal disorder [17-19]. Such studies have also proposed better arm 

positioning strategies to define an optimal arm position in LA-view [7;8;13-

15;20]. However, none were focused on defining one arm position for both PA- 

and LA-views. Then again, performing one arm position in both PA- and LA-

views may reduce the risk of yielding an irreproducible measurement. Our goal 

was to study one arm position for both PA- and LA-views, which is further 

applicapble for 3D image reconstruction systems of the spine (e.g; the EOS 

system). So both acquisitions in PA- and LA-views can be performed without 

moving the patient’s position and thus will result in optimal reproducibility. The 

use of a stick in defining an arm position is a simple means to define the position 

of the arms and will have minimum influence on the posture and X-ray 

radiography. In addition to the posture influence, holding the stick in a specific 

manner may reduce any variabilities on positioning the arms.  

Furthermore, the advice from SRS on applying the vertebral body line and axis 

system to define the nature of global spinal deformities with X-ray measurement 

resulted in the recommendation of employing supports to position the anterior 

superior iliac spine parallel to the film plane [1]. The use of the BalancAid in 

aligning the patient’s posture based on the balance capability of the body is in 

accordance with the SRS recommendation. In this study, we address the 

improvement of the standing posture reproducibility for X-ray radiography by 

means of the BalancAid. The BalancAid is proposed to attain a balanced 

reproducible posture in all planes by referring to the see-saw principle in finding 

the stability. The other advantages of the BalancAid are that it is a simple device 

that can be reproduced ubiquitously and is easy to use for scoliotic patients who 

have no standing problem.  

Our previous study on the posture reproducibility using the BalancAid has proven 

to be effective for healthy young subjects with good balance control as presented 

in Chapter 3. These volunteers could represent scoliotic patients with minor 

scoliosis. The positive effect of the BalancAid has motivated us to examine if 

such a balancing plate is also a good candidate to balance more severe scoliotic 

patients. A combination between performing ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm 

position and standing on the BalancAid is expected to diminish erroneous 

variability in the spinal X-ray radiography and generate an accurate deformity 

measurement leading to better diagnosis. The scoliotic patients participating in 

this study represent young patients with moderate or severe scoliosis who need to 

take a spinal X-ray radiograph to follow the progression over time. 

Our motivation for applying body marks and normal photography for analyzing 

the posture reproducibility is the absence of radiation exposure to the subject. 

Compared to the real X-ray examination which presents the posture that is related 

to the spine, our applied body marks method is less representative. However, we 

assume that any movement between skin and spine is inferior to the movement of 

the markers due to a different posture. The fact that all participating scoliotic 
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patients had a skinny posture will strengthen this assumption. The body marks 

appeared to remain in place within the two consecutive measurements and thus 

did not introduce an error. 

The comparison of the three positions (position 1 vs position 2, position 1 vs 

position 3, and position 2 vs position3) regarding reproducibility of the tested 

standing postures, quantified by a paired student’s t-test in Table. 5.1, Table. 5.2, 

and Table. 5.3 have revealed that the three positions have no significant different 

results (P < 0.05) for almost all angles in both PA- and LA-views. We found that 

there is an optimal position (the BalancAid) for healthy volunteers but there is no 

optimal position concerning reproducibility for scoliotic patients. There are 

several explanations for this: 

First, the variety among the scoliotic patients is large: they have a different type 

of scoliosis (thoracic, thoracolumbar, lumbar; primary and secondary curvature) 

with different severity of the spinal deformity (Cobb angle), which may have an 

effect on their arm positioning and balanced standing capability. Second, the 

short time delay (90 minutes) between the two measurement sessions may trigger 

similar posture capability. Such short time delay does not represent the actual 

situation. As an alternative we could have increased the time delay between the 

two sessions, for instance to a two day period. However, that would have 

introduced a major problem on keeping the body marks in place within that two 

day period. Since this problem cannot be solved easily, we decided to stick to a 

relative short time interval. Third, the number of patient, 29, is rather small. 

Fourth, although the paired student’s t-test is considered to be a reliable statistical 

method to analyze the repeated measures, such method is not powerful enough in 

our study because the comparison cannot include the three different postures in 

one analysis. Therefore, we first will recrute more patients and then perform a 

more comprehensive statistical method, complex multilevel analysis by means of 

mixed effects model, to verify the posture reproducibility analysis in a more 

dependable and robust manner.  

Although the 3 tested positions were statistically not significant different, from 

Table. 5.1, Table. 5.2 and Table. 5.3 an indication of the preferred method can be 

derived. If the mean of the paired differences is negative, the first method is 

superior, and vice versa. The comparison of position 1 against position 2 resulting 

on 5 superior angles (3 in PA- and 2 in LA-view) for position 1 and 7 superior 

angles (6 in PA- and 1 in LA-view) for position 2 have revealed that angles in 

position 1 generally have the tendency to be less reproducible than those of in 

position 2. On the other hand, the results in PA-view is slightly different from that 

of in LA-view. Angles in position 1 against position 2 are inferior in PA-view and 

superior in LA-view. Nevertheless, the mean of the paired differences of the 

angles in both views has similar tendency in term of the angles location. It seems 

that the angles located in the upper trunk (thoracal – thoracolumbar area) have 

better reproducibility in position 2 than those of in position 1 for both views.  

Similar trend has also been shown in angles of position 1 against position 3, 

where position 1 has 4 superior angles (2 in PA- and 2 in LA-view) and position 3 

has 8 superior angles (7 in PA- and 1 in LA-view). Such results confirm that 

angles in position 3 in general tend to generate better reproducibility than those of 
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in position 1. Separated analysis on each view is comparable to that of in the 

previous comparison between position 1 against position 2. The results of 

comparison between position 1 versus position 2 and position 1 versus position 3 

may direct to the conclusion that positioning the arms with fists on the clavicles 

with the support of a stick improves the posture reproducibility in the upper trunk. 

These results have also brought the possibility of applying one arm position for 

both PA- and LA-views for X-ray radiography and EOS system.  

In comparison between position 2 and position 3, the means of the paired 

differences have revealed that position 2 has 7 superior angles (5 in PA- and 2 in 

LA-view) and position 3 has 5 superior angles (4 in PA- and 1 in LA-view). This 

can be translated that angles in position 2 provide higher reproducibility than 

those of in position 3. In spite of this, the comparison results in PA-view have 

also shown the tendency that position 2 is more reproducible in the thoracal – 

thoracolumbar trunk, and position 3 is more reproducible in thoracolumbar – 

lumbar trunk. While the comparison results in LA-view have explained that 

position 2 is more reproducible in thoracal and lumbar area and position 3 is 

superior in thoracolumbar area.  

Also the sum of the mean of the differences, as given in Table. 5.4, is useful as 

indication of the performance of the three positions. From Table. 5.4 it is clear 

that position 3, our preferred method that applies the BalancAid with a specific 

arm position in PA- and LA-views, scores best. The mean of the differences is 

smaller than that of position 1 and 2. We expect that with more patients and a 

more robust and powerful statistical method the superiority of this position will 

be statistically significant.  

 

5.5. Conclusions 

The ‘fists on clavicle with stick arm position’ has a tendency to improve the 

posture reproducibility. The reproducible posture generated by the BalancAid also 

tends to be superior over standing on the ground. However, the differences 

between the three positions are statistically not significant. More patients and a 

more powerful statistical method will be performed in the future to have 

statistically significant results. 
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Abstract  

X-ray radiography is not an ideal method to follow scoliotic progression due to its 

detrimental radiation effects. A 3D ultrasound imaging system is proposed as a 

prospective and safer technique. However, a proper pre-scanning procedure has to 

be established to ensure a reproducible scanning. Such a method is already 

developed and studied for X-ray radiography with positive results. It concerns the 

use of a stick to position fists on clavicles in combination with a balancing plate, 

the BalancAid, to align the feet in a balanced upright standing position. Applying 

the same standing posture for 3D ultrasound imaging may generate a comparable 

result to that of in X-ray radiography. However, no study has reported such 

framework thus far. An observational prospective analysis of posture 

reproducibility on 3D spinal ultrasound imaging is presented in this study. We 

investigate the influence of sweeping an ultrasound probe along the back of 29 

scoliotic patients while performing ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm position and 

standing on a balancing plate. This study is aimed to examine the posture 

reproducibility of 29 scoliotic patients that are positioned with their fists around a 

stick against their clavicles and feet standing on a balancing plate while an 

ultrasound probe is swept on their back for 3D spinal ultrasound imaging. With 

ultrasound, scoliotic progression can be followed more intensively. The fists were 

positioned on their clavicle by means of a stick. The standing posture was aligned 

by using the BalancAid. The posture reproducibility was measured by evaluating 

body marks movements out of photography acquired in posterior-anterior (PA) 

and lateral (LA) views in two consecutive sessions. The body marks were applied 

on the skin near T3, T7, T12, L4. Lines between body marks created 9 PA and 3 

LA angles. Two different set-ups were compared: position 1 (standing on the 

ground while positioning fists on clavicles with a stick) and position 2 (standing 

on the BalancAid while positioning fists on clavicles with a stick). The 3D spinal 

ultrasound imaging was simulated by sweeping a probe along the spine in PA 

view during both positions. For each posture, seven photographs, each 

representing a specific probe position during sweeping, were acquired 

simultaneously for both views. A student’s t-test (paired samples) on all body 

marks angles in both PA and LA views in two sessions confirmed that position 2 

is significantly better in terms of reproducibility than standing on the ground (P < 

0.05) for several angles and probe positions. Furthermore, the means of the paired 

differences in PA and LA view of position 1 and position 2 have demonstrated 

that position 2 performs better for all angles and all probe positions for both PA 

and LA views. It is recommended to perform 3D spinal ultrasound imaging in this 

position. 

 

Key words  

Posture reproducibility, scoliosis, arm position, BalancAid, probe sweeping, 3D 

ultrasound imaging. 
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6.1. Introduction 

As the standardized procedure, full spinal X-ray radiography is employed for 

assessing scoliosis progression over time [1-3]. However, owing to detrimental 

radiation exposure which increases the risk of having breast cancer in the future 

[4-8], it is recommended to minimize the use of X-ray radiography for observing 

scoliotic progression [4;9]. Additionally, 2D spinal X-ray radiographs taken in 

standing anterior-posterior (AP) and lateral (LA) views are considered to be 

inadequate to represent the 3D spinal deformity phenomena [10;11].  

A number of techniques to minimize or replace the use of X-ray radiography have 

been proposed in the past [9;12]. The application of 3D ultrasound imaging has 

been proven to contribute to more extensive information for medical diagnoses 

[13-16]. Its capability of generating structural volumetric representation has 

brought about significant improvements in visualization and in measurement 

accuracy and analysis. In spinal observation, ultrasound imaging has been 

implemented in the measurement of axial rotation of the vertebrae and confirmed 

correlation with the vertebral rotation calculation out of pedicles in X-ray 

radiographs [17]. This method, however, only applies 2D US scanning of the 

marked skin of the back. In fact, what can be seen in the ultrasound images is not 

the bony structure, but only the reflection of some parts of the bone surface as 

investigated later on by Brendel et al [18]. The study of Purnama et al [19] has 

also shown that the ultrasound signal reflects on the processi transversi and 

proved that such 3D ultrasound imaging system is an appropriate system to 

determine the shape of the human spine. These previous studies have emphasized 

that 3D ultrasound imaging is a suitable solution for imaging the spinal deformity 

without radiation risks.  

In addition, a reliable and reproducible posture is required to produce an accurate 

spinal deformity measurement. However, no studies have specifically 

investigated a reproducible posture for 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine. The 

previous studies merely performed the scanning in prone position. In view of the 

fact that a standing position is preferred as a functional balance posture for 

assessing the actual spinal deformity, it is important to perform the 3D ultrasound 

imaging of the spine in a standing position. This position also must allow 

comparison of the 3D ultrasound image with X-ray radiographs. Furthermore, the 

standing position for 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine must minimize any 

positional variabilities which influence the measurement accuracy that  could lead 

to misdiagnosis.  

The use of a balancing plate, the BalancAid, has been shown to improve the 

posture reproducibility during X-ray spinal radiography on healthy volunteers and 

scoliotic patients. With the BalancAid the posture is more constant than during 

free standing, due to the fact that the subject has to attain a balanced posture with 

the centre of mass remained at a constant location. In addition, investigation on 

different arm positions in Chapter 5 has resulted in a standing posture with fists 

on the clavicles with a stick in combination with the BalancAid to be the most 

reproducible posture of the subjects.  
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It is likely that this scheme is also beneficial for US scanning. However, the 

influence of probe sweeping on the back of scoliotic patients may disturb this 

balancing effect as the pressure may induce instability.  

The objective of this study was to investigate the influence of probe sweeping on 

the back of scoliotic patients on the posture reproducibility while using the 

BalancAid. The feasibility was determined by comparing the traditional standing 

posture on the ground and positioning the fists on the clavicles with a stick with 

standing on the BalancAid, also accompanied by fists on the clavicles with a stick.  

 

6.2. Materials and Methods 

Patients 

Twenty nine scoliotic patients participated in this observational study. The 

recruitment was based on approval by the Medical Ethical Committee of the 

University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). The exclusion criteria includes 

gender (male), age (other than 12-18 years old), last measured Cobb angle > 60˚, 

not able to stand up straight without support, back pain, spinal fusion, pregnancy, 

and having neurological diseases. Our objective of recruiting young female 

scoliotic patients was that this group is in the growth age where the spinal 

deformity is statistically progressing significantly. Therefore, monitoring the 

progression is usually done in this period with the intention that the best treatment 

can be decided when the age reaches maturity. The subjects had a mean age of 

14.3 ± 1.55 [12 - 17] (average ± standard deviation [range]) years old, weight 

50.48 ± 11.64 [26 - 81] kg and height 1.63 ± 0.10 [1.37 - 1.79] m. Based on the 

observation on 17 patients, 8 subjects had a thoracic curve, 4 had thoracolumbar 

curve, 2 had a double curve (thoracic and thoracolumbar) and 3 had a 

thoracolumbar and lumbar curve. The mean of the thoracic Cobb angle was 27.8˚ 

± 12.64 [14 – 47˚]. The thoracolumbar curve has a mean of 26.17˚ ± 8.52 [11 – 

35˚]. The combination between the thoracic and thoracolumbar curves has a mean 

of 22.50˚ ± 2.12 [21 – 24˚]. The combination between the thoracolumbar and 

lumbar curves has a mean of 29.67˚ ± 0.58 [29 – 30˚]. 

The materials and methods used for this study is partly similar to which has been 

reported in the previous chapters, including the BalancAid, posture quantification 

with the body marks, measuring set up, and photographic acquisition lay-out. The 

BalancAid is employed to adjust the patient’s posture in a specific equilibrium 

state where balance is obtained. The patients were required to undress the torso to 

fully expose their back to apply body marks and to perform the examination. The 

body marks for scoliotic patients were placed in the same way as for healthy 

volunteers. Eight markers were located approximately at both sides of T3, T7, 

T12 and L4 of the spine in PA-view and four markers were placed in LA view at 

same level as the markers in PA-view. Since the spinal deformity may alter the 

trunk position in scoliotic patients, the positioning of the body marks in scoliotic 

patients may differ from that of in healthy volunteers. Because the quantification 

of the body marks was performed twice, it was important to ensure that the body 

marks remain in the same position until the measurements are finished. 
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Measuring Set-up 

While the patient was standing in both set-ups, the probe was swept along the 

midline between the body marks in PA-view. Seven photographs, representing 

the probe position during the probe sweeping for both views and postures for 

each PA- and LA-views, as illustrated in Figure. 6.1 were taken simultaneously. 

Both set-ups necessitated the patients to hold the breath for approximately 30 

second during the probe sweeping process. To investigate the reproducibility, we 

performed both set-ups in two subsequent sessions with a delay time of 90 

minutes in between.  

Both set-ups were established to mimic the set-up of the real X-ray imaging of the 

spine procedure. Two digital cameras were positioned perpendicularly to each 

other at 1 m from the subject. The centre of the lens is used as calibration mark. 

The cameras were adjusted to obtain the proper setting, height, and distance 

before the photography session. The layout of the measurement set-up is 

comparable to that of the posture reproducibility in the previous chapters. 

Protocol 

The difference with the posture reproducibility studies as presented in the 

previous chapters is that this posture reproducibility study applied a 3D 

ultrasound simulation with ultrasound gel distributed along the back and 

acquisition by seven photographs instead of one was done during this simulation 

while the probe was swept on the back of the patient, as shown in Figure. 6.1. 

Due to fragility and cost reason, a replica of an ultrasound probe was used to 

mimic the real ultrasound probe. 

The simulation of the spinal 3D ultrasound imaging was performed by sweeping 

the probe on the back along the midline between the left and right side of the 

body marks. The midline of body marks 1 and 2 became the starting point of the 

probe sweeping and the midline of body marks 7 and 8 was the end point.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
Figure 6.1. Probe sweeping direction and acquisition scheme during probe sweeping 

in LA-and PA-views 
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The probe sweeping simulation was performed in two different positions:  

Position 1 :  

Standing on the ground by positioning the fists on the clavicles with a stick 

This position is based on the fists-on-clavicle position as described by Faro et al 

[20]. The use of a stick during this arm position has been proven to produce 

improved reproducibility. The elbows are fully flexed and the hands are grasping 

a stick, with the palm of the hands facing the body. The distance between the 

hands is 6 cm and the degree of shoulder flexion is 30˚. The patient is standing on 

the ground for this position. 

Position 2 :  

Standing on the BalancAid accompanied by fists on the clavicles with a stick 

The arms are positioned in the same way as in Position 1. The subject is standing 

on the BalancAid, instead of standing on the ground. The procedure of standing 

on the BalancAid is given in Chapter 3. 
 

Data Analysis 

The body marks location on the acquired photographs was defined by the 

coordinates of the geometric centre of each mark. A custom Matlab script (The 

MathWorks, Inc) was utilized to identify this geometric centre on the acquired 

photographs in both PA- and LA-views, determine the coordinates, and calculate 

the angles of each points.  

Similar to the body marks determination in the posture reproducibility study for 

X-ray radiography, twelve angles in PA-view (indicated by a, b, c, …, l) and 6 

angles in LA-view (indicated by m, n, o, … , r) were defined out of the body 

marks. Any redundancy in the quadrilateral analysis was avoided by taking into 

consideration 3 out of 4 angles in the quadrilateral body marks in PA-view. For 

the same reason, 3 out of 6 angles in the LA view were dispensed. As a result, we 

analyzed 9 angles (a, b, c, e, f, g, i, j, k) in PA-view and 3 angles (m, o, q) in LA-

view. Since the photographs were taken during probe sweeping, the blocking 

visibility of some body marks by the arm and hand of the probe sweeping 

operator occassionally could not been avoided, causing some missing angles.  
 

Statistical Calculation 

The missing value in specific angles due to the operator’s blocking arm and hand 

were excluded from the analysis. The reproducibility was determined in the same 

way as the previous chapter. The measurements of the two set-ups (position 1 vs 

position 2) acquired in two consecutive sessions were evaluated by means of 

student’s t-test (paired samples). First, for all patients the absolute differences 

between the two consecutive sessions per angle was calculated for each position. 

The difference between these absolute differences was calculated per angle. It 

was checked per angle if these differences (in absolute sense) follow a normal 

distribution.  
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Then per angle and per probe position the absolute differences of the two 

positions were subjected to a paired student’s t-test to investigate if there is a 

significant difference between those positions concerning reproducibility. Pearson 

method was used to identify correlation between the tested positions, with P < 

0.05 considered to be statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed 

using commercial statistical software (SPSS 16.0 for Windows; SPSS, Inc.) to 

compare the paired measurements. 

 

6.3. Results 

The normality distribution check have confirmed a normal distribution in all 

cases. The paired student’s t-test results, comparing the two positions per angle 

and per probe position are presented in Table. 6.1. The results show that there are 

significant differences between the two positions (P < 0.05). The significant 

differences occur for angle i probe 2, angle a and g probe 4, angle a probe 6, and 

angle o probe 6. In all of these cases posture 2 has a better reproducibility than 

posture 1. When we compare the means of the paired differences in PA- and LA-

views of position 1 and position 2 it is clear that position 2 has a lower difference 

between two consecutive sessions than position 1 for almost all angles and all 

probe positions in both PA- and LA-view, which is an indication for the 

superiority of position 2. When we consider the number of angles and probe 

positions where position 2 shows a better reproducibility than position 2, then 

position 2 scores best in 65 cases and position 1 in only 12 cases. 

 

Table. 6.1. The paired student’s t-test for the comparison between position 1 and position 2. Statistical 

significant results are highlighted in bold italic. 
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6.4. Discussion 

The challenge of avoiding detrimental radiation exposure on the use of excessive 

X-ray radiography (or even EOS system) to observe scoliosis progression due to 

detrimental radition risk has motivated us to propose a safer system to follow 

scoliosis progression frequently. A 3D spinal ultrasound imaging system is 

chosen for the reason that it is a radiation-free imaging system which has been 

widely applied and available, in order that the observation can be performed more 

often leading to accurate treatment decision. Moreover, the use of the 3D 

ultrasound imaging enables to perform a spinal deformity observation in a more 

comprehensive manner for the reason that it can generate the structural 

volumetric representation which is more suitable to the 3D phenomenon of 

scoliosis.  

Like for X-ray radiography, posture irreproducibility should be diminished, since 

it has been reported to cause inaccuracies in scoliosis measurement which may 

lead to improper diagnosis and treatment. However, posture variabilities due to 

natural stance cannot be easily avoided. In the previous studies, the use of a 

balancing device, the BalancAid, has been verified to be beneficial not only to 

align the patient’s posture in the anterior superior iliac spine parallel to the film 

plane of X-ray radiographs, but also to correct the natural posture 

irreproducibility from the balanced posture. Furthermore, performing one arm 
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position for both PA- and LA- views for X-ray radiography tends to reduce the 

risk of yielding an irreproducible measurement due to postural changing between 

the PA- and LA-view acquisition. Our previous study on one arm position by 

employing a stick to locate the fists on the clavicles in a more predetermined 

manner has resulted in an optimal reproducibility. A combination between 

performing ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ arm position and standing on the 

BalancAid is expected to diminish erroneous variability in spinal X-ray 

radiography and generate an accurate deformity measurement leading to better 

diagnosis.  

Since no studies have concentrated on posture reproducibility on the spinal 3D 

ultrasound imaging system in standing position, the results of our study may 

contribute significantly on performing a new scheme of scoliosis monitoring. 

Especially, by considering the functional balance posture and the probe sweeping 

influence during spinal 3D ultrasound imaging to guarantee that the posture is 

comparable to that of in the standardized scheme, this study may be proposed and 

developed into a reference to perform such a scheme in the future.  

The scoliotic patients participating in this study represent young patients with 

moderate or severe scoliosis who need to be monitored to follow the progression 

over time. This group is supposed to obtain the advantage of applying 3D spinal 

ultrasound imaging for monitoring  scoliosis progression. By involving this group 

in the posture reproducibility study for 3D spinal ultrasound imaging, the 

feasibility of applying such posture reproducibility scheme to this group can be 

determined.  

Generating a reproducible posture for 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine is, 

however, not obvious, since the probe pressure and sweeping along the spine may 

disturb the stationary standing posture. This is based on the fact that the probe 

pressure and sweeping to the back may induce any movement and postural 

instability due to the body response on the probe influence. Furthermore, the 

sweeping of the ultrasound probe along the back needs to be performed with 

breath holding for 30 second to avoid unnecessary movements that may affect 

the quality and accuracy of the spinal 3D ultrasound volume. Seeing that the 

combination of positioning ‘fists on clavicle with stick’ and standing on the 

BalancAid has been proven to be a prospective scheme to align the posture in a 

reproducible and upright position during X-ray spinal radiography on healthy 

volunteers and scoliotic patients, this study is intended to investigate the 

combination of such scheme on solving the probe sweeping influence to the 

posture during 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine.  

Our comparison on the two positions regarding reproducibility of the tested 

standing postures represented by a paired student’s t-test has revealed that 

position 2 has a statistically significant better reproducibility (P < 0.05) for 

several angles and probe positions. Apart from these results, a further indication 

of the superiority of position 2 over position 1 was found by comparing sum of 

the differences between the absolute differences over all angles per probe position 

for both PA-and LA-view. This comparison shows that for most cases position 2 

has a better reproducibility. For a more valid confirmation of this study, we will 

recrute more patients and then perform a more comprehensive statistical method, 
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complex multilevel analysis by means of mixed effects model, to verify the 

posture reproducibility analysis in a more dependable and robust manner. We 

expect that with more patients and a more robust and powerful statistical method 

the superiority of position 2 will be statistically significant in more situations.  

The results have also emphasized that the postural erroneous variabilities due to 

probe sweeping influence on the back during 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine 

can be effectively solved by applying the prescribed arm position and by standing 

on the BalancAid. Although the variety among the scoliotic patients is large 

concerning type of scoliosis (thoracic, thoracolumbar, lumbar; primary and 

secondary curvature) and severity (Cobb angle), which may be presumed to have 

difficulties in standing upright and balanced, the patients are still capable of 

performing the 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine satisfactorily. These findings 

show that such a scheme is recommended for future studies on 3D ultrasound 

imaging of the spine.  

According to our experience during this study, holding the breath for 30 seconds 

is considered to be the maximum breath-holding capability for this scheme and 

such time is adequate for sweeping the ultrasound probe for the whole spine 

(excluding the upper cervical vertebrae). Also the required concentration of the 

patients performing multiple tasks (breath holding, standing balance, and 

positioning the arms), did not influence the outcome negatively.  

 

 

6.5. Conclusions 

The combination of positioning the fists on the clavicles with a stick and standing 

on the BalancAid has improved the posture reproducibility during the probe 

sweeping in the 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine when compared to standing 

on the ground with th same arm position. So standing on the BalancAid proved to 

be a better method in terms of posture reproducibility than standing on the 

ground. 
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7.1. Introduction 

This in-vivo study discusses a series of procedures that are necessary to image the 

spine by means of a 3D ultrasound imaging system. The goal of this in-vivo study 

is to select the optimum procedures, specifically : 

• To acquire 2D ultrasound frame of the spine with the optimal 

parameters. 

• To extract position information out of acquired ultrasound frames. 

• To build a qualified 3D ultrasound volumetric data set out of 2D 

ultrasound frames and positional coordinates. 

3D Ultrasound imaging in medical application has brought a new perspective in 

reviewing the anatomy and pathology of interests of patients. a 3D ultrasound 

system scans throughout volume of interest by the combination of 2D ultrasound 

frames and position information in 3D space. With rendering, rotation, and 

zooming techniques, a volumetric representation of the 3D ultrasound image 

enables analysis and quantification of localized features in a better visual and a 

more flexible, interactive, and integrated manner [1-4].  

The general feature of a 3D ultrasound system, as illustrated in Figure.7.1 [2], is 

composed of: 

• Ultrasound imager (signal generator) 

• Ultrasound transducer (probe) 

• 3D position sensors (transmitter and receiver) 

• Processing modules (for frame-position synchronization and 3D 

reconstruction)  

 

 
 

Figure. 7.1 The general scheme of the 3D ultrasound system 
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A number of techniques have been proposed to develop 3D ultrasound imaging 

based on ultrasound positioning flexibility and acquisition speed [1-3]. In the 

previous study [5], a 3D system was studied for scanning the spine of scoliotic 

patients. Some issues and parameters which determine the quality of the 

ultrasound image have also been studied. Such parameters include image 

resolution, image quality improvement (focusing and time gain compensation), 

reflection issues, captured anatomical parts, protocols, and acquisition errors were 

discussed. In this study we continued the strategy as used by [5] to improve the 

3D Ultrasound image quality, using a new 3D ultrasound set-up that was present 

in the University Medical Center Groningen (and described below).  

However, since the protocol in [5] was only applied to one healthy volunteer, we 

investigated other important aspects, which improve the performance of the 3D 

ultrasound imaging in generating an accurate 3D ultrasound image of the spine 

for scoliosis measurement in this study. Additionally, as the hardware 

configuration in our study was different from that in [5], some new adaptations 

were required.  

To optimize the system to get the best possible 3D volume quality, in this chapter, 

we concentrated on optimization of the following three aspects: 

• subject positioning,  

• operator management,  

• 3D ultrasound system setting.  

We first performed an in-vivo study on healthy volunteers, and second, an in-vivo 

study on scoliotic patients. The study on healthy volunteers was aimed at finding 

the optimal settings regarding 3D ultrasound system setting, operator 

management, and subject positioning. The study involves a series of preparation 

steps, which needs to be performed to ensure that the 3D ultrasound acquisition is 

carried out in a reproducible and accurate manner and has optimum quality 

results. This study was performed on 3 healthy volunteers from a university 

student population (female, 22-28 years old, 160-170 cm height, 38-65 kg 

weight). The recruitment of these healthy volunteers in this study has been 

approved by the medical ethical committee (Medisch Ethische 

Toetsingscommissie - METc) of the UMCG.  

The study on scoliotic patients was performed to check, if these optimal values 

were also optimal for scoliotic patients. This study has been performed on 5 

scoliotic patients from orthopedic outpatient clinic. The patients had a mean age 

of 13.4 ± 0.55 [13 - 14] (average±standard deviation [range]) years old, weight of 

45.50 ± 11.37 [33 - 64] kg and height of 1.58 ± 0.07 [1.50 - 1.65] m. The 

recruitment of these scoliotic patients in this study has also been approved by the 

METc of the UMCG. 

 

7.2. 3D Ultrasound System Overview 

The 3D ultrasound system was composed of a standard 2D ultrasound machine 

that produces 2D slices and a position tracker that generates the 3D coordinates in 
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freehand mode. The image acquisition using freehand 3DUS system requires 

synchronized position information on each captured 2DUS frame. To obtain the 

3D volume, the freehand system employs the POM (Position & Orientation 

Measurement) devices attached to the transducer. In this study, we currently use a 

series of 2DUS frames acquired using the GE LogiQ9 ultrasound scanner (GE 

Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) with a high resolution multi-frequency 2D 

probe (linear matrix array 10L with a frequency range of 3.5 – 9.5 MHz) allowing 

for a spatial resolution of 0.1-0.5 mm.  

The system, as shown in Figure. 7.2. is equipped with an electromagnetic position 

tracking system pcBIRD (Ascension Tech Corp, Burlington, VT, USA) supported 

with 3D FreeScan (Echotech 3D Imaging Systems GmbH, Germany). It measures 

the magnetic field generated by transmitter beside the patient with receiver on 

transducer. The electromagnetic position tracking system, which is attached to the 

transducer to provide position and orientation information for each image 

acquired, has a static position accuracy of 0.07" (1.8 mm) RMS and orientation 

accuracy of 0.5° RMS. It records spatial information for each captured 2D frames 

using a miniature magnetic field sensor within a transmitted pulsed magnetic 

field. In our study, the transmitter was located close to the subject with a 

maximum area range of 50 cm from the transmitter. The sensor was attached to 

the ultrasound probe bracket. By using the sensor bracket, we assume that there is 

only one movement during the scan which comes from the transducer movement. 

 

 

 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7.2. Hardware configuration of the 3D ultrasound imaging system 

(a) Ultrasound imager, (b) Ultrasound probe and position sensor attached, (c) Position transmitter 

 

The system uses a fixed point referencing the patient coordinate system and a 

small (<10-cm3) sensor located on the transducer. The sensor detects the 

reference point source which consists of a set of orthogonally polarized coils that 

transmit a time-coded waveform through each of 3 orthogonal coils in sequence 

to determine the magnetic field strength in 6 degree of freedom (x,y,z,θ1,θ2,θ3). 

The position and angulation in 3D space of the probe are determined by 

measuring the strength of the three components of the local magnetic field. In 

view of the fact that ferrous metals distort magnetic field, this electromagnetic 

positioning system is also sensitive to its operating environment and require a 

magnetic or metallic-free objects in the surrounding which may interfere with the 

field uniformity.  
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7.3. 3D Ultrasound System Setting 

In the ultrasound system setting, the frequency, depth, gain (brightness), focusing, 

frame rate were studied. Criteria were a good contrast, less noise and finding all 

features. These criteria were judged by visual inspection by experts.  

We found that the best setting in a B-mode ultrasound scan performed with 10L 

linear probe type at the frequency of 10 MHz is using an SMP (Small Parts) 

ultrasound application with Musculoskeletal (MSK) exam study. The imaging 

depth was set at 7 cm with 3.5-5 cm of multiple focusing (3 focuses) to reach the 

depth of the vertebral features. To widen the field of view, a virtual convex view 

was used. The frame rate is maintained in the range of 15 – 21 Hz. However, 

some adjustments were still done on each subject.  

In the position tracker setting, we applied the best setting as recommended by the 

manufacturer, therefore no specific setting was required, except that we defined 

the frame in a polygon shape and adjusted the sweep timing. The offset between 

the position sensor and the transducer is maintained to reduce the distortion and 

interference. Calibration is also adjusted to correct for the offset between the 

position sensor and the image scan plane. In Figure. 7.3 and 7.4 an impression of 

the obtained 2D Ultrasound frames is presented. They were taken in prone 

position showing different areas of vertebrae. 

 

 

Figure. 7.3 The acquired 2D ultrasound frames in the optimum setting.  

Scanning results in (top) axial and (bottom) sagittal probe positions of the body 
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      Figure 7.4. The acquired 2D ultrasound frames in the lumbar part.  

 

 

7.4. Subject Positioning 

An unstandardized posture during scanning may cause false measurement. We 

studied two horizontal positions, prone and supine, and a vertical, standing 

position. A horizontal position is required for comparing the 3D volume with the 

ground truth, provided by MRI. A vertical position is required for routine use of 

the system, since the vertical position is the standard position during diagnosis of 

scoliosis progression.  

Both an optimal horizontal and vertical positioning had to be found. Criteria for 

finding the optimal position were reproducibility, independency from breathing, 

acquisition time, stability, and response to probe pressure.  

Prone Position 

This is the most common and easiest technique to sweep the back of the subject. 

The previous study [5] also performed the scanning in this position. With this 

position, a confirmation about vertebral feature can be obtained by scanning the 

subject by MRI in the same position. To deal with breathing movement problem, 

the previous study [1] has overcome this by segmenting the area of scanning in 

which each end of area segment, an intermission was given for breathing. 

However, such solution may cause unnecessary process and the intermission may 

also bring about any irreproducible position which triggers innacurate 

measurement. For that reason, we performed one sweep for the whole spine with 

around 60 second breath holding in our study. To encounter reproducibility 

problems, we applied air cushions to fixate the abdominal part of the body during 

scanning. The setting is given in Figure 7.5.  

The air cushion is a pillow-like shape with beads inside. When the air is blown 

into the air cushion, the beads are spread randomly making no shape. When the 

body presses the air cushion while the tube is open, the air is pushed out and the 

beads follow the shape of the body. To maintain this shape, the air is sucked out 

and the tube is closed. The shaped air cushion is then used to generate a similar 

position during MRI scanning in prone position.  
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Figure 7.5. The application of vacuum cushions to improve position reproducibility 

 

The equipment setting during 3D ultrasound scanning in prone position is 

illustrated in Figure. 7.6.  

 

 

Figure 7.6. 3D Ultrasound imaging setting in prone position 

Disadvantage of this position is that specific instructions must be given to the 

subject for holding the breath during probe sweeping, since the breathing 

movement may cause instability in position tracking and movement artefacts in 

the ultrasound image frame. The other main problem of this position is that it is 

difficult for a patient to hold his/her breath for 60 seconds to allow a proper probe 

sweep. Moreover, when an MRI-scan has to be performed in prone position, the 

patient tends to have breathing difficulties since the head has to be positioned 

facing the sliding bed. Furthermore, although the breathing pattern can be 

managed by means of breath gating in the MRI system, breathing in supine 

position still triggers movement in the spine which likely instigate movement 

artifact in the spine and bring about unsatisfying image results. Therefore, a 

supine position is still considered to be much better for MRI-scanning. 
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Supine Position 

This is not the common procedure in ultrasound scanning. This scanning position 

is intended to be performed for vertebral feature comparison with MRI scanning 

performed in supine position. With this position, the scanning of the spine must 

be performed below the scanning bed. To enable this scanning, a special scanning 

table with a hole along the spine has been designed and applied in the set up 

(Figure. 7.7). The advantage of this position is that breathing can continue 

without interfering with the spine position. This position requires the operator to 

perform the scanning below the table. This is feasible, but fairly difficult as this is 

not the routine procedure. Air cushions were still used to define the position and 

to be able to reproduce the same position during MRI-scanning. 

All measurements were taken by one ultrasound operator. The subject was lying 

down in supine position with his back fully exposed from below the table through 

the table hole and his arms besides the body with pronated hands (palm down). A 

fixation using vacuum cushions and side bending were used to ensure the 

repeatability of the position during 3D ultrasound and MRI. Prior to the 3D 

ultrasound scanning, ultrasound gel was applied to the skin. The subject’s 

breathing was managed in such a way that it did not disturb the imaging. 

Ultrasound markers were applied to recognize certain positions and to be matched 

with the MRI. The entire spinal 3D ultrasound in supine investigation took 

approximately 60 minutes per subject. The only drawback of this procedure is 

that the ultrasound operator need to be flexible (both literally and figuratively). 

Thus, this position is preferred for comparison with MRI-recordings.  

 

Figure 7.7. Lay out of 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine in supine position 
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Standing Position 

The routine position for 3D ultrasound scanning of the spine is the standing 

position. This is also not the common procedure in ultrasound scanning. This 

scanning position is arranged based on our previous study in Chapter 3 about 

posture reproducibility for X-ray scanning by applying the BalancAid. In 

addition, we have developed a support to compensate the force with which the 

probe is pressed against the back, see Figure. 7.8.  

 

 

Figure 7.8. Support to compensate the probe force during scanning 

 

This support was tested on 11 healthy subjects and described in the Appendix. It 

was concluded that the probe pressure did not influence the posture 

reproducibility. However, in practice, we found that the problem is not the probe 

force, but the probe movement which brings about the subject to move. This is 

likely caused by the sensibility of the back during movement of the probe, when 

it is swept over the subject’s back. Furthermore, we have noticed that maintaining 

the body to stand still while managing the balance posture on the BalancAid, 

compensating the probe movement, and holding the breath is quite demanding in 

practice. This unexpected movement introduced movement artefacts, which had 

influence on the result of the 3D ultrasound image. 

To avoid this movement of the subject, we adjusted the set-up of a shoulder 

stabilizer (Figure. 7.9). It is made of a frame that fixed the shoulders of the 

subject.  With this set-up it was possible to scan the spine without movement 

artefacts. To investigate the influence of the BalancAid and the shoulder 

stabilizer, we performed scannings in this position. The settings that were found 

with the healthy volunteers resulted in good-quality images without any artefacts.  
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Figure 7.9. Shoulder stabilizer and the BalancAid for 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine 

 

 

7.5. Operator Management 

In operator management, it is important to ensure that the scanning can be 

conducted in an optimal way. A number of factors, such as lay-out-ing, probe 

holding and sweeping technique, 3D reconstruction assistance, use of supporting 

devices, and patient positioning should be taken into account. Such factors are 

essentially operator dependent and based on the existing condition. However, 

some instructions below can be beneficial to establish a 3D ultrasound imaging of 

the spine in an efficient way : 

Lay-out 

Arranging an efficient lay out is essential in the 3D ultrasound imaging of the 

spine as a number of devices are involved. In this regard, the ultrasound imager as 

the main device need to be positioned in such a way that the ultrasound probe, 

together with the position sensor attached to it, can reach the area of interest in a 

flexible way. The position transmitter needs to be located close to the patient to 

ensure that the electromagnetic signal can be transmitted properly.  
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Probe holding and movement 

The probe needs to be hold in such a way that it sweeps the area of interest which 

covers the vertebral parts. It is beneficial to put markers in the body which lead 

the sweeping direction. For scoliotic patients, it is important to notice the spinal 

deformity and put markers on the body contour to obtain a proper area of 

sweeping. In this regard, the operator also needs to take into account the extreme 

concave or convex parts of the body contour which may be intricate to be reached 

by the ultrasound probe, as these areas may cause improper ultrasound signal 

penetration, which may lead to artefacts. Figure. 7.10 shows an illustration on 

performing the scanning in prone position on healthy volunteer. 

 

 

Figure 7.10. The suggested probe holdingin prone position. 

 

A number of sweeping techniques have been tested. Our investigation found that 

the most optimum technique for sweeping the probe is performed in one sweep 

along the spine in superior-inferior direction as shown in Figure. 7.10. However, 

an adaptation is necessary for scoliotic patients, due to deformation direction and 

severity variety among patients. Therefore, involving trained ultrasound operator 

is important to ensure that the scanning process can be performed properly 

resulting in an optimum image result and least artefacts. Furthermore, the use of a 

processing module for 3D reconstruction from a different workstation 

necessitates an assistant to operate the 3D ultrasound acquisition simultaneously. 

 

7.6. Study on Scoliotic Patients 

The 3D ultrasound imaging in this phase was performed using the same 3D 

ultrasound device and the best procedures and settings as described before, so in 

standing position with the BalancAid and shoulder stabilizer. The only difference 

with healthy volunteers was the deformed shape of the spine that had to be 

followed during probe sweeping. The results as demonstrated in Figure. 7.11 

show that with the combination of the BalancAid and shoulder stabilizer, the 

patient can be positioned in a reproducible and stable way, resulting in minimized 

movement artefact.  
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Figure. 7.11. The 3D ultrasound reconstruction volume of the spine of a scoliotic patient in 

(a) Standing on the ground without the shoulder holder 

(b) Standing on the ground with the shoulder holder 

(c) Standing on the BalancAid without the shoulder holder 

(d) Standing on the BalancAid with the shoulder holder 
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Some points that need attention during scanning are as follows: 

• The capability of standing properly on the BalancAid 

Although standing on the BalancAid improves the reproducibility on 

healthy volunteers and scoliotic patients, this position requires training 

to acquaint standing on this balancing device,for some scoliotic patients 

who already have balance problem. 

• The capability of holding the breath 

As it was found to be easy to hold the breath for 30 second for healthy 

volunteers, for some scoliotic patients this was found to be more 

difficult. It depends on patient’s severity. The more severe, the less the 

capability of holding the breath for 30 second.  

• The complication of the shape of the spinal deformity 

The shape of the scoliosis also plays role in the success of obtaining the 

3D ultrasound image of the spine. It is important to estimate the 

deformity visually to determine the probe sweeping path. The more 

accurate the estimation, the better the results as the vertebral features can 

be obtained in a complete way. In extreme forms of convexity and 

concavity of the spinal deformity the probe cannot reach the surface in a 

proper way, resulting in saturation artefacts due to air availability and 

incapability of determining the vertebral features correctly. 
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Abstract  

Hole-filling in ultrasound volume reconstruction using freehand three-

dimensional ultrasound (3DUS) is aimed to estimate the values for empty voxels 

from the unallocated voxels in the Bin-filling process due to inadequate sampling 

in the acquisition process. Olympic operator, as one of neighbourhood averaging 

filter, can be used to estimate the empty voxel. However, this method needs 

improvement to generate a closer estimation of the empty voxels.  

In this paper, we propose an improved Olympic operator for the Hole-filling 

algorithm, and we also apply it to generate the volume in our 3D ultrasound 

reconstruction of the spine. First, the ultrasound frames and position information 

are compounded into a 3D volume using the Bin-filling method. Then, the Hole-

filling method is used to repair gaps in the volume. The conventional Olympic 

operator defines the empty voxels by sorting the neighbouring voxels, removing 

the n% of the upper and lower values, and averaging them to attain the value to 

fill the empty voxels. The empty voxel estimation can be improved by 

thresholding the range width of its neighbouring voxels and adjusting it to the 

average values.  

The method is tested on a hole-manipulated volume derived from a cropped 3D 

ultrasound volume of a part of the spine. Our MAE calculation on the proposed 

technique shows improved result compared to all tested existing methods. 

 

Keywords  

Hole-filling, improved Olympic operator, 3D reconstruction, freehand, 

ultrasound, spine. 
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8.1. Introduction 

The use of three-dimensional ultrasound (3DUS) imaging in clinical applications 

has contributed to more extensive information for medical diagnoses. Significant 

improvements in the generation of structural volumetric representation enable 

better visualization and more accurate measurement and analysis [1-5]. One of 

the advanced developments is the generation of 3DUS imaging out of two-

dimensional ultrasound (2DUS) system. In this regard, this 3DUS system 

employs mechanical or freehand scanning techniques [1;6;7]. The mechanical 

sweeps the region of interest by mounting the probe to a stepper motor to move 

the probe in a predefined manner where the relative position and angulation of 

each frame can be determined precisely. In contrast to the mechanical system, the 

freehand scanning acquires the region of interests by mounting a position tracking 

system to the probe. In this system, the scanning geometry is not predetermined 

[1;2;8;9]. However, both have their own advantages and drawbacks. 

In the evaluation of the spine, ultrasound imaging has been proven to capture 

spinal features from the reflection of the ultrasound signal [10-12]. In the study of 

Suzuki [10], ultrasound is capable of outlining the spinous process and the 

laminae to measure axial rotation of the vertebrae. This method, however, only 

applies 2DUS scanned to the marked skin of the back. In fact, what can be seen in 

the ultrasound images is not the bony structure, but only the reflection of some 

parts of the bone surface as investigated by Brendel et al [11]. Purnama [12] has 

shown that the ultrasound signal reflects on the processi transversi and proved 

that such imaging system is an appropriate system to determine the shape of the 

human spine. Furthermore, to obtain the 3DUS volume of the spine, freehand 

scanning technique can be a good choice due to its flexibility to reach the whole 

spinal surface. However, imaging the spine using freehand 3DUS still suffers 

from an inadequate sampling process and speckle noise problems that may 

obscure the visibility of the spinal features causing inaccuracy in the extraction of 

the acquired vertebral features. 

 

 
 

Figure. 8.1. The 2DUS frame of the thoracic spine 
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Figure. 8.1 illustrates one 2DUS frame from the thoracic vertebra part taken in 

axial plane using a linear probe with the frequency of 10 MHz, multiple focusing 

range of 3.5 to 5 cm, and imaging depth of 7 cm. From this example, the surface 

of the spinous process appears prominent as borderline between soft tissue 

structures. A dark shadow appears after the spinous process. Other features such 

as laminae, transverse processes, superior articular processes, ribs, and even 

pleura are also visible as reflected surfaces depending on the probe direction to 

certain locations of the vertebrae and their surrounding. The primary procedure in 

obtaining a 3DUS volume out of these 2DUS frames consists of two-step 

processes, acquisition of the ultrasound frame and position information, and 

reconstruction of the 3D volume [2]. The acquisition process grabs echo data 

based on the sweeping transducer arrays (an ultrasound probe) and information of 

a position-tracking system which determines the position of a sensor mounted on 

the ultrasound probe. This can be performed either from an integrated positional 

sensing device or from an external system. Since the spine has an elongated area 

of scanning and slanted parts in the thoracic and lumbar region, a flexible and 

large field of view (FOV) freehand 3DUS system is preferred to image the entire 

volume of the spine in any direction and movement [1;12;13]. The advantage of 

this system is a large adaptability for the probe movement in recording the 

position and orientation for 3D reconstruction with less distortions and errors. 

The reconstruction process positions the acquired 2DUS frames into the 3DUS 

volume based on the correlated relative positions. This process depends on the 

acquisition of the 2D frames and the position of each frame. In general, the 

process can be simplified as follows. First, every acquired pixel in the 2DUS 

frame is extracted and scaled. Then, these pixels are combined with any offset 

values from one of the acquired positional parameters producing calibrated pixel 

values. For every calibrated pixel value, rotation matrices taken from the acquired 

positional parameter are applied to obtain a proper orientation and position of the 

pixels in the 2DUS frame into the matched part of the 3D volume. In this stage, 

the voxel value in each 3D volume position is updated by the pixel value of the 

associated 2DUS frame [14].  

However, since the 3DUS volume is constructed from the 2D frames, variations 

in probe sweeping velocity and insufficient sampling rate could cause significant 

gaps and geometrical errors which obscure the 3D reconstruction process [1]. 

Various techniques have been proposed to obtain an optimal 3DUS volume 

reconstruction [2;15-21;21-24]. One of the most popular 3D reconstruction 

methods is Pixel Nearest Neighbour (PNN) [2;15;17;19;21;21;22].  

In this paper, we propose an improved Hole-filling technique as alternative in the 

PNN algorithm based on an Olympic operation. The PNN algorithm is 

implemented in this study because of its simplicity and strength in resolving the 

computation time. To test the performance, the proposed method is applied to 

reconstruct a 3DUS volume of the spine and compared quantitatively with several 

existing methods [12];[19] using MAE (Mean Absolute Error). 
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8.2. Ultrasound Image Acquisition 

The image acquisition using freehand 3DUS system requires synchronized 

position information on each captured 2DUS frame. In this study, a series of 

2DUS frames were acquired using the GE LogiQ 9 ultrasound scanner (GE 

Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) with a high resolution multi-frequency 2D 

probe (linear matrix array 10L with a frequency range of 6.3-10 MHz) allowing 

for a spatial resolution of 0.1-0.5 mm. We performed a B-mode scan with the 

frequency of 10 MHz using an SMP (Small Parts) ultrasound application with 

Musculoskeletal (MSK) exam study. The imaging depth was set at 7 cm with 3.5-

5 cm of multiple focusing in a virtual convex feature to widen the FOV. 

According to the manufacturer, these settings are optimal for scanning the spinal 

features with this equipment.  

The system is equipped with an electromagnetic position tracking system pcBIRD 

(Ascension Tech Corp, Burlington, VT, USA) supported with 3D FreeScan 

(Echotech 3D Imaging Systems GmbH, Germany). The electromagnetic position 

tracking system has a static position accuracy of 0.07" (1.8 mm) RMS and 

orientation accuracy of 0.5° RMS. It records spatial information for each captured 

2D frames using a miniature magnetic field sensor within a transmitted pulsed 

magnetic field. In our study, the transmitter was located close to the subject with 

a maximum area range of 50 cm from the transmitter. The sensor was attached to 

the ultrasound probe bracket. The sensor contains 3 orthogonal coils to determine 

the magnetic field strength in 6 degree of freedom. The position and angulation in 

3D space of the probe are determined by measuring the strength of the three 

components of the local magnetic field.  

In this study, a healthy volunteer was positioned in prone position and the back of 

the volunteer was scanned in one column along the thoracolumbar area as seen in 

Figure. 7.6 of Chapter 7. A vacuum cushion system was applied in the frontal part 

of the body to fixate the position during scanning in lying down position on a bed. 

To avoid any misalignment due to physical movement of the subject, the subject 

was asked to hold his breath at full inspiration during scanning. 

The scanning of the spine was performed in superior-inferior direction with the 

probe in axial plane. The probe sweeping was made as constant and dense as 

possible. This acquisition process resulted in sequential 2DUS frames with the 

synchronized position information from the position tracking system. 

The imaging documentation of digital raw data in single 2D images with TIFF 

file format was collected using the existing general storage system. The 

associated positional information from the magnetic tracker recording, which 

consists of translation vector, rotation matrix, scaler value, and offset value in 

both acquisition and calibration modes, was used to calculate the transformation 

matrices. This transformation matrices are then utilized to obtain the voxel 

coordinates in the reconstructed 3D space and fill with the pixel coordinates in 

the 2DUS frame. It was located in the private extension tags of the each 2DUS 

frame file. 
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8.3. Ultrasound Volume Reconstruction 

After collecting the 2DUS frames and the position information, the next step was 

reconstructing them into a 3D volume. The basic algorithm consists of two stages, 

Bin-filling and Hole-filling. 

Bin-filling 

This stage functions to map the 2D ultrasound frames into a 3D volume data set 

based on their corresponding positional information. In the freehand 3DUS 

imaging, the mapping of the coordinate system from a 2D frame to a 3D volume 

is defined by  

Twu =                                           (1) 

where u is the transformed coordinate system in 3D space by transformation 

matrix T on the coordinate system w of the 2DUS frame. 

The transformation matrix is obtained from the position information, where the 

relationship between the pixel coordinates in the original 2D frame (P), magnetic 

position sensor receiver (R), transmitter (T) and the voxel coordinates of the 

reconstructed 3D volume (C) can be formulated as 

pRPTRCTc xTTTx =                      (2) 

where xc is the resulting voxel location in the reconstructed 3D volume C, and xp 

is a pixel location in the 2DUS frame. TRP denotes a transformation through the 

probe calibration from the acquired coordinates in the 2DUS frame P to the 

associated positional system in the magnetic position sensor receiver R, TTR is the 

transformation taken directly from the positional system in the magnetic position 

sensor receiver R to the transmitter T, and TCT is the positional alignment of the 

reconstructed 3D volume C with the transmitter T. The coordinate system used in 

this freehand 3DUS reconstruction system is described in Figure. 8.2. 

In the Bin-filling process, every pixel in the 2D frame is translated, rotated, and 

scaled based on the transformation of the acquired position information to obtain 

the corresponding voxel in the 3D volume. When the voxel in the 3D space has 

not been occupied by any pixels from the 2D frame, the voxel value is then filled 

with the associated pixel value from the acquired 2D frame. For each pixel in the 

acquired 2DUS frame, the algorithm calculates the new voxel coordinate for the 

3DUS space based on the transformation matrices from the associated position 

information, and fills the new voxel coordinate with the correlated pixel value.  

However, due to the nature of freehand imaging system, it is highly possible that 

one voxel coordinate is filled with more than one pixel value from several 

intersecting 2D frames taken in different directions [22;25;26]. The challenge in 

this stage is solving a sampling problem in the determination of the final intensity 

of a voxel when pixels from several 2D frames occupy one voxel (known as 

spatial compounding). Previous studies [12;16;19;20;22;23] proposed on finding 

a minimum, maximum, median, most recent, average, or first value of the 
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residing voxels [2]. Nonetheless, defining the best approach depends on the 

application and the characteristic of the object.  

The bone surface reflections in the 3DUS volume have a higher intensity than the 

surrounding structures. Furthermore, such structure has a specific size and shape, 

and is located in a certain position in 3D space repetitively. However, some gaps 

due to missing voxels appear as small holes and blank lines in certain parts of the 

volume which may obscure the recognition of the reflected areas. In this regard, 

seeing that our application is specifically recognizing the reflection of the 

vertebral parts surface, taking the maximum value of the residing voxels is 

considered to be the best option. 

 
 

Figure. 8.2. Coordinate system in the 3DUS reconstruction using electromagnetic position tracking 

system. The coordinate systems applied in this system include the pixel coordinates of the 2DUS 

frame (P), magnetic position sensor receiver (R), transmitter (T), and the voxel coordinates of the 

reconstructed 3D volume (C) 

Hole-filling 

The Hole-filling process is accomplished when gaps occur in the voxel array due 

to inadequate sampling in the acquisition process. The aim of Hole-filling is to 

estimate the empty values based on its neighbouring voxels. Only when the 

frames are taken densely close, Hole-filling may not be needed [16].  

In the PNN method, a variety of approaches have been developed previously. 

McCann [18] and Nelson et al [19] have suggested to average the empty voxels 

with the values from the local neighbours. Hottier and Collet Billon [17] have 

proposed to interpolate between the two closest non-empty voxels in the 

transverse direction. In the study of Purnama [12] in imaging the human spine, 

the use of the Olympic operation has been introduced. This method defines the 

empty voxels by sorting the neighbouring voxels, removing the n% of the upper 

and lower values, and averaging them to attain the final value for the empty 

voxels. Taking n=20 has given the most optimal result [12].  
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The main problem in the Hole filling algorithm is finding an optimal interpolation 

method to fill the gaps between frames in 3D volume without missing any 

information of interest or introducing any new noise. Moreover, the methods for 

filling the gaps, at some stages, need to be adapted based on the application and 

the specification of the reconstructed object. 

 

8.4. Improved Olympic Hole Filling 

A new Hole-filling technique to estimate the existing empty voxels, the improved 

Olympic operator, is proposed. The conventional Olympic operator [27] is a 

neighbourhood averaging filter which removes the n% of highest and lowest 

values in the kernel and replaces the centre value with the average of the 

remaining values.  

The improvement is performed by employing the conventional Olympic 

operator, thresholding the range width of the remaining neighbouring empty 

voxels using the average of the range width of all existing empty voxels in the 

volume, and adjusting the weighting value that corresponds between the average 

and range width values to obtain the estimated empty voxel. The algorithm of the 

improved Olympic Hole-filling is explained in the following lines. 

First, the 26 neighbouring voxels of the empty voxel with distance of r=1 voxel 

must be determined. This is obtained by taking connections from an empty voxel 

to all directions in the cubic neighbourhood as illustrated in Figure. 8.3. By 

reason of ease of implementation, cubic neighbourhood is applied to define the 

adjacent relationship. Then, the neighbouring voxels are sorted and any empty 

voxel is removed if presents in the sorted neighbouring voxels. When a set of the 

sorted neighbouring voxels is free from empty voxels, n% of the upper and lower 

values are removed. This removal is meant to obtain an average value which is 

closer to the estimated value by assuming that the estimated value tends to lie in 

the neighbourhood of the mid-range instead of located in the outliers. 

 
 

Figure. 8.3. The 26 neighbouring voxels of the empty voxel X with distance r=1 
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The conventional Olympic method took an average value to fill the empty voxel. 

However, in reality there must be variability that causes the values to lie not 

exactly in such average intensity. It follows that a thresholding method is used to 

improve the estimation result. In this regard, the average of the range width of the 

remaining sorted neighbouring voxels in all existing empty voxels, 
nR , with a 

factor of k, is used as a threshold to classify the values. The range width value of 

each empty voxel, Rn, which is calculated from the subtraction of the maximum 

and minimum values, is then compared to the thresholding value. The adjustment 

of the average and the range width values determine the approximated empty 

voxel values. The thresholding can be described as follows 
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where xe is the estimated empty voxel, 
nx is the average of the remaining sorted 

neighbouring voxels, Rn is the range width of the remaining sorted neighbouring 

voxels, p is the value determined by the threshold value of 
nRk. . p1 is the value of 

p if 
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8.5. Testing the Improved Olympic Hole Filling 

We have implemented the proposed hole-filling algorithm in the 3DUS volume 

reconstruction described using Matlab 7.0.4. A set of 3DUS volume of the 

vertebra scanned with a very dense sweep and no hole was used to test the 

performance of the proposed method. The non-holed 3DUS volume was used to 

confirm the performance of the algorithm in filling the holes with the correct ones 

from the acquisition. The volume was cropped to  70×70×70 voxels by including 

two areas of interest, the vertebral surface and the soft tissue parts. The artificial 

holes were made in certain locations to mimic the original holes in the 3DUS 

volume reconstruction. The test was accomplished by taking 10% removal of the 

upper and lower parts of the sorted neighbouring empty voxels, k = 0.8, p1 = 20, 

and p2 = 2.5.  

The performance of the proposed Hole-filling method was measured by means of 

MAE. This method quantifies how close the estimated hole filled value is to the 

original value. To determine the quality of the proposed method, the proposed 

method was compared with the conventional Olympic [12], average [19], and 

maximum [19] method. 

 

8.6. Experimental Results and Discussions 

In Figure. 8.4a-d, we demonstrate one slice of the cropped 3DUS volume as 

original non-holed and hole-manipulated, and the residue after using the proposed 

methods respectively. The residue is subtraction between the hole-filled with the 

original non-holed slice. In this regard, all the images are inverted for ease of 
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visual recognition reason. Table. 8.1 presents the quantitative results for the MAE 

results of the estimated hole-filled volume of the tested methods with the original 

hole values from the acquisition. 

In this study, the ultrasound volume reconstruction of the spine is performed in 

two main steps, the Bin-filling and the Hole-filling. In the Bin-filling, we apply a 

maximum value for residing a voxel occupied by more than one pixel since it was 

already investigated in the previous study [12] that the maximum pixel value 

generates the most optimal Bin-filling in our 3DUS volume reconstruction of the 

spine application where the reflection of the ultrasound signal to the expected 

spinal features has the highest intensity than other materials in the ultrasound 

image (e.g; muscle, inner side of the bone, and other soft tissues). Therefore, 

employing the maximum value in the Bin-filling preserves the acquired spinal 

feature.  

 

   
 

   
 

Figure. 8.4. (a) Original non-holed slice, (b) Hole-manipulated slice, (c) Residue between the original 

and the hole-filled slices using the conventional Olympic method, and (d) the improved Olympic 

method. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Table. 8.1. Mean absolute error calculation for comparison of the 4 hole-filling methods 

 

METHODS MAE 

Improved Olympic 0.0069 

Conventional Olympic 0.0219 

Average 0.0070 

Maximum 0.0197 

 

In the Hole-filling, a modification of the conventional Olympic method is 

intended to improve the performance of the Olympic Hole-filling in estimating 

the value and occupying the empty voxels in the 3DUS volume reconstruction of 

the spine. This improved algorithm estimates the empty voxel value, not only by 

taking the average value of the shrinked neighbouring voxels with the cutback 

ratio of 10%, but also approximating the average to the actual value by adding a 

weighting value from the remaining range width values with a factor of 1/p to the 

average value. A threshold of the average of the range width values in all empty 

voxels with a factor of k is used to classify the estimated empty voxel candidates 

based on the range width value. If the range width value is higher than the 

threshold, the estimated empty voxel is assumed to lie far from the average value. 

On the other hand, if the range width value is lower than the threshold, the 

estimated empty voxel is expected to locate closer to the average value.  

In our proposed improved Olympic operator, we tested with 10% removal of the 

upper and lower values of the sorted neighbouring empty voxels. We chose the 

ratio of 10% by considering that we merely applied distance with r = 1 in this 

study, therefore a number of empty voxels in the neighbourhood of the appointed 

empty voxel that we excluded from the calculation might limit the analysis. 

However, it is recommended to investigate the optimum distance value of r and 

the cutback ratio of n%  to estimate the best hole value. 

Furthermore, we have tested the 3DUS volume reconstruction by means of the 

improved Olympic Hole-filling method by varying several parameters and found 

that the thresholding factor of k = 0.8 with the weighting value of p1 = 20, and p2 

= 2.5 produce the lowest MAE result of 0.0069 compared to other values in this 

method. 

In addition, a comparison of the MAE calculation on several Hole-filling methods 

(Improved Olympic, Conventional Olympic, Average, and Maximum) shows that 

the improved Olympic Hole-filling method gives the lowest MAE calculations. 

As shown in the residue slices in Figure. 8.4c-d and the MAE results, the 

improved Olympic appears a significant improvement compared to the 

Conventional Olympic and Maximum hole-filling method. However, a slight 

improvement of the MAE result between the improved Olympic and the average 

method in this study may also indicate that the proposed method has a 

comparable performance as the average Hole-filling method. 
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8.5. Conclusions 

We have presented an improvement of the conventional olympic hole-filling 

method in the ultrasound volume reconstruction of the spine using freehand 

3DUS system.  

The improved olympic hole filling method estimates the hole values by 

employing the conventional olympic hole filling and adding a thresholding 

method and adjustment of the average and the range width values in the 

calculation. Initial test on this algorithm shows a better empty voxel estimation 

among other tested methods. 
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Abstract  

Speckle reduction is the key issue in ultrasound imaging. Nonlinear diffusion 

filters have been widely implemented in speckle reduction because of their good 

edge localization. The filters  combine intra-region smoothing and edge 

preservation based on an edge-strength-controlled, iterative diffusion operator. 

Despite their advantages, they can suffer from instability if the time step is chosen 

too large resulting in incomplete speckle noise removal and blurring in weak 

contrast edges. 

This paper presents the implementation of viscous levelings as a post-processing 

technique for nonlinear diffusion methods (Perona-Malik and Speckle Reduction 

Anisotropic Diffusion) in speckle reduction and edge preservation in ultrasound 

images. This post process filtering technique is meant to improve the nonlinear 

diffusion results in preserving weak contrast edges.  

We evaluated the proposed method on synthetic and spinal ultrasound images. 

Several parameters of the method were varied to select the most optimal 

configuration. The results demonstrate that the proposed viscous levelings 

method performed a more stable and improved speckle reduction, image 

simplification, and edge preservation in term of visualization and robustness due 

to distortions. Especially the viscous levelings with Perona-Malik with viscosity 

value of 1 is considered to visually provide the most optimum speckle reduced 

images, verified by universal quality index (UQI) and PSNR measurement. 

 

Keywords  

Nonlinear anisotropic diffusion, viscous morphological filters, levelings speckle 

reduction, anisotropic diffusion, ultrasound images, edge preservation, image 

simplification. 
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9.1. Introduction 

Ultrasound imaging has been favorable for frequent observation and volumetric 

analysis to support clinical diagnosis and treatment monitoring due to its 

advantages of non-radiation exposure, widespread availability, ease of use, and 

multidimensional visualization capabilities [1;2]. Notwithstanding its wide 

application, speckle presence in ultrasound imaging may decrease the quality and 

complicate the analysis [3-6]. The speckle contains both high-contrast structures 

and grainy noise, as a result of constructive and destructive coherent summation 

of ultrasound scatterers [7-9]. This ‘speckle noise’ produces locally correlated 

multiplicative noise spikes from scatterers smaller than the ultrasound beam 

wavelength (resolution size), which degrades the image contrast, obscures edges 

and details, and reduces the visibility of the tissue structures and interfaces 

[7;9;10].  

The common solution is to suppress the speckle noise. There exist two main 

approaches in speckle reduction; compounding and post-processing [11-13]. The 

compounding approach concentrates on reducing the speckle in ultrasound 

acquisition, while the post-processing approach is focused on minimizing the 

speckle by means of filtering techniques on the acquired images. Filtering 

techniques can be applied in the spatial and in the frequency domain [12]. In this 

regard, we limit our speckle suppression study to filtering in the spatial domain.  

Spatial domain filters have been implemented in many speckle reduction methods 

to improve image quality [14-20]. In clinical diagnosis, speckle reduction in 

ultrasound images is mainly aimed to enhance visualization and image 

simplification [20]. Visualization enhancement is intended to recover the texture 

in the observed organ. Previous work with this aim has been presented in [16;21-

24]. Simplification improvement, which is more aimed at reducing the 

complexity of the object and segment important areas for feature extraction, 

brings about simplification in the pre-feature extraction process, so that automatic 

procedures can be performed more effectively. Several studies have been 

performed, ranging from scale-space to mathematical morphology-based methods 

[19;20;25;26]. 

Nonlinear diffusion filters in image processing and computer vision were first 

proposed by Perona and Malik [27;28]. Compared to linear diffusion filters, 

nonlinear methods better preserve edge strength and location. On the other hand, 

nonlinear methods generate instabilities if the time steps in the iterative solution 

method are chosen too large, which leads to poor efficiency and limits its use. 

When applied to noise suppression, this filtering method suffers from incomplete 

noise removal in the edges in the regularization improvement, blurring effects in 

fainter contours, smoothing outcomes across object boundaries, and noise 

susceptibility in the strongly localized gradient estimate [29-33]. Perona and 

Malik allow parameter setting adjustment to improve image properties. However, 

a large smoothing level generates poorly localized contours whilst simplifying 

objects. Reducing the smoothing level, on the other hand, fails to suppress 

speckle noise sufficiently. However, a time-selection strategy for iterative image 

restoration can be a choice to minimize the correlation of signal and noise in the 
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filtered image [32]. Therefore, a good trade-off between smoothing and good 

localization of the contours is still required [34;35]. A more specific filter for 

preserving the edges is speckle reduction anisotropic diffusion (SRAD) [19]. 

However, its performance is degraded for spurious high intensity speckles. 

Furthermore, the stability of this method in determining an optimum coefficient 

of variation is still not trivial. Hence, the noise cannot be separated properly from 

the signal.  

Connected filters are object-based morphological filters which strictly preserve 

edge strength and localization based on a range of criteria. Such filters merge the 

flat zones and assign new grey levels to them, so that the connected components 

can be either removed or retained without creating new contours [36-39]. The 

earliest example of connected filters is opening and closing by reconstruction 

[40]. This completely eliminates smaller objects inside which some structuring 

element cannot fit. However, asymmetry in treatment of bright and dark noise 

spikes is found [40;41]. Furthermore, when spurious thin bridges connect separate 

image regions, they are effectively considered a single entity, an effect called 

“leakage” [39]. Several solutions have been introduced to circumvent the various 

shortcomings of connected filters [37;42-44]. Levelings form a solution to the 

asymmetry noted above, and were introduced by Meyer [45;46]. Levelings are an 

auto-dual extension of reconstruction, which include reconstruction openings and 

closings as special cases [34;39;47]. Having the advantage of accurate contour 

localization and efficient detail suppression, levelings are suitable for image 

simplification and segmentation [34;48;49]. So-called viscous levelings are a 

generalization aimed at addressing the leakage problem [50;51].  

In this paper, we present a structure simplification based-speckle reduction by 

means of viscous levelings to improve the performance of the nonlinear diffusion 

methods. The viscous levelings are used to remove remaining speckle noise and 

preserve the edge features as post-processing of the nonlinear diffusion filtering. 

This method enables the levelings to build suitable connections based on 

viscosity, resulting in improved speckle reduction and simplification [51]. As a 

comparison, we also tested the conventional method of Perona-Malik anisotropic 

diffusion and SRAD as well as classical connected filtering using area openings 

and area closings (AOAC), for reducing speckles and simplifying features.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of 

speckle reduction studies on nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filter-based methods 

(Perona-Malik and SRAD) and mathematical morphological based methods 

(connectivity and hyperconnectivity) for structure simplification purposes. In 

Section III, we start with a short introduction on conventional levelings, the 

concepts of connectivity and filtering on viscous lattices, before describing the  

viscous levelings method for speckle reduction. In Section IV, we provide the 

results and discussion of our measurement on the tested methods for both 

synthetic and original spinal ultrasound images. Section V concludes the paper. 
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9.2 Filtering Methods

Perona - Malik Anisotropic Diffusion

The anisotropic diffusion (AD) filter, proposed by Perona and Malik, is based on

partial differential equation (PDE) filters for smoothing homogeneous image re-

gions and retaining image edges. This method is useful for avoiding the blurring

and localization problems of linear diffusion filtering. The anisotropic diffusion

equation on a continuous domain is defined as [19;52;53]:

{
δI
δt = div[c(|∇I|) · ∇I]
I(t = 0) = I0

}, (1)

Where div is the divergence operator, ∇ the gradient operator, I0 the original im-

age, and c(x) the diffusion coefficient which depends on the local gradient. The

diffusion coefficient is given by either

c(x) =
1

1 + (xk )
2
, (2)

or

c(x) = exp⌊−(
x

k
)2⌋, (3)

Where k is an edge magnitude parameter [19]. Carefully choosing k enables the

diffusivity of the gradient magnitude c(|∇I|) to retain edges or to smooth image

regions. When |∇I| ≫ k, then c(|∇I)|) becomes 0, and smoothing tends to zero,

preventing smoothing across strong edges. In contrast, when |∇I| ≪ k, then

c(|∇I|) becomes 1, which leads to smoothing within a region [19;20;52].

Combinations of Perona-Malik AD and other techniques have also been proposed.

Yue et al. [20] merge Perona-Malik and Wavelet transforms for speckle reduction

and edge enhancement of ultrasound images. Acton [54] uses a multigrid method,

which facilitates the application of AD to time-critical processes. Finally, Jackway

and Deriche [55] have presented a mixture between nonlinear filtering and multi-

scale opening and closing operations from mathematical morphology.

Speckle Reduction Anisotropic Diffusion (SRAD)

Yu and Acton [19] presented a method which exploits the instantaneous coefficient

of variation (ICOV) as a function of the local gradient magnitude and the Laplacian

operator [56]. The ICOV enables SRAD to preserve the edges in images with

large area and high contrast objects.The ICOV qti,j , which is incorporated into an
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anisotropic diffusion PDE, is defined as

qti,j =
| 1
2
‖∇Iti.j‖

2 − 1

16
[∇2Iti,j ]

2|1/2

[Iti,j +
1

4
∇2Iti,j ]

, (4)

In which I(x) represents the observed echo intensity at location x, which denotes a

point in a 2D coordinate system,∇ is the gradient operator,∇2 the Laplacian oper-

ator. The ICOV allows for balanced and well localized edge strength measurements

in bright and dark regions of speckled images [19].

By extending the PDE of despeckle filters, a more general update function to com-

pute the next time step is:

It+δt
i,j = Iti,j +

δt

|η̄s|
div[c(qti,j)∇Iti,j ], (5)

Where c is the diffusion coefficient defined as a bounded, nonnegative, decreasing

function of the ICOV. The ICOV q(x), in conjunction with c, replaces the edge-

detector term in Perona-Malik AD, and also results in strong diffusion (i.e. smooth-

ing) in homogenous regions and inhibition of smoothing at the edges. Smoothing

control can be performed by means of the intensity variance and mean over a ho-

mogenous area [19].

This classical method has been improved in several variants of SRAD, such as

Generalized SRAD [57], Oriented SRAD (OSRAD) [58], Directions of Gradient

SRAD [59], Multiscale based adaptive SRAD [13], Regularized SRAD [60], Detail

Preserving Anisotropic Diffusion (DPAD) [61], and Adaptive Window Anisotropic

Diffusion (AWAD) [62].

Area Openings and Area Closings (AOAC)

Connected filters are strictly edge-preserving filters which can simplify images, or

detect or remove features using a variety of criteria such as size, shape and contrast

[63;64]. Reconstruction operators, as the oldest type of connected filter [36], are

based on iterated geodesic dilations of some markers. A reconstruction ρ(f |g) of

image f given marker g is defined as

ρ(f |g) = lim
n→∞

δ̄nf (g), (6)

With δ̄f (g) a geodesic dilation of g within f given by

δ̄f (g) = f ∧ δ(g), (7)
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In which δ(g) denotes the dilation of g by a unit ball, and ∧ denotes (pixelwise) in-

fimum. Markers, which are often results of opening or erosion by some structuring

element, enable removal of structures based on the maximal width of each structure

[39]. One example of classical reconstruction operators are openings and closings

by reconstruction (reconstruction by dilation and erosion). A later development is

area openings (AO) and area closings (AC) [65]. These filters are algebraic open-

ings and closings, respectively, which differ from classical morphological openings

and closings in that connected filters never move edges or introduce new ones [66-

68]. The difference between classical and area morphological filtering operations

is that the latter does not apply structuring elements in removing or preserving con-

nected components, but are based on the area of connected components.

In binary images, area openings remove connected components with areas smaller

than a threshold value of λ. Its dual transformation, area closing, fills in the holes

of the areas smaller than λ. As usual in morphology, binary images are represented

as sub sets of the image domain M . Let X ⊂ M and λ ≥ 0. The binary area

opening Γa

λ
and area closing Φa

λ
are defined as:

Γa

λ
(X) = {x ∈ X|Area(Γx(X)) ≥ λ}, (8)

Φa

λ(X) = [Γa

λ(X
c)]c, (9)

Where Xc denotes the complement of X in M , and Γx denotes the connectivity

opening at point x. This extracts the connected component of X containing x, if

x ∈ X , and the empty set otherwise. For grayscale images, the properties of binary

area openings and area closings are extended through threshold superposition. Any

grey scale image is considered a mapping f :M → ℜ. The grey-scale area opening

γa

λ
(f) is given by:

(γa

λ
(f))(x) = sup{h ≤ f(x)|Area(Γa

λ
(Th(f))) ≥ λ}, (10)

In which Th(f) stands for the threshold set of f at value h. Thus, the grey-scale area

opening removes all bright extrema whose area is smaller than λ. In practice, fast

algorithms avoid the explicit use of threshold superposition [69]. Area closing, the

dual transformation of the area opening, can be similarly extended to the mapping

f : M → ℜ. Area closing eliminates the dark objects by filling in the area below

the specified minimum area.

In speckle reduction, we can either first apply AO followed by AC with the same

threshold parameter. Alternatively, we can first remove the dark structures by an

AC, and then remove light structures with AO. To avoid any bias caused by the

order, we create a self-dual filter by performing both the AOAC, and the ACAO,

and taking the pixel-wise mean.
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Levelings

Levelings are an auto-dual extension of reconstruction which include reconstruc-

tion openings and closings as a special case. Unlike the connected filters discussed

so far, levelings allow simplification of edge preservation by simultaneously re-

moving bright and dark details [34;39;46]. Reconstruction operators can be im-

plemented by iterated geodesic dilations of some markers which lie partly above

and below the image. The reconstruction proceeds as in the case of openings by

reconstruction in the regions which lie above the marker, and as closings by recon-

struction when the marker lies above the image. Although object removal is accom-

plished by flattening, the original contours are preserved properly as the contours

of the markers correspond to those in the original image [34;39;41;45;46].

Levelings employ arguments of two functions, the reference function (or original

image) f and the marker function g. The function g, which can be generated from

any function, can be modified in such a way that it becomes a leveling of f [49].

Similar to other reconstruction-based filters, g in levelings is used to indicate which

structures must be preserved. Following [39], levelings λ(f |g) are defined as:

(λ(f |g))(x) = {
ρ(f |g)(x) iff(x) ≤ g(x)

−ρ(−f | − g)(x) otherwise
, (11)

One problem that is common to all connected filters is that of leakage. Leakage oc-

curs when thin structures created by noise connect image regions which are actually

separated. A reconstruction criterion which avoids flooding to connect different re-

gions can be used to solve the problem, but requires intense computation [39;69].

This can be solved by viscous methods as discussed in the next section.

9.3 Viscous Levelings in Nonlinear Diffusion Algorithm

Viscous Levelings

Meyer and Vachier introduced the viscous propagation concept to overcome the

leakage problem. It concerns the extension of filtering by geodesic reconstruction

which employs dilated sets, potentially using viscous lattices. Such geodesic re-

construction minimizes undesirable regions without affecting the desirable ones,

allowing to obtain intermediate results between morphological opening and open-

ing by reconstruction [42;43;51;70-72]. So-called transformations with reconstruc-

tion criteria control the reconstruction process based on a size criterion by imposing

some conditions on the reconstruction process. Such transformation is based on the

basic concepts of morphological opening and closing [71] with morphological ero-

sion and dilation. The viscous counterpart ρB of regular reconstruction ρ is defined

as follows
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ρB(f |g) = δBρ(ǫBf |ǫBg), (12)

As defined by [51] , in which δB and ǫB are dilation and erosion by a ball B. Thus,

viscous reconstruction can be thought of as modelled by the flow of balls of the

same size as B, the centroids of which must be contained in the erosion of image

f . In [39], an improvement in terms of edge preservation was proposed, by adding

a single geodesic dilation at the end:

ρ′
B(f |g) = δfδBρ(ǫBf |ǫBg), (13)

In which δf is a geodesic dilation in f , i.e.,

δf = f ∧ δ1, (14)

With δ1 a dilation by a unit disk. Now that we have suitable viscous reconstruction

methods, we can define viscous levelings λ′

B
as follows

(λ′

B
(f |g))(x) = {

ρ′
B
(f |g)(x) iff(x) ≤ g(x)

−ρ′
B
(−f | − g)(x) otherwise

, (15)

Note that this definition works based on the notion of the viscous hyperconnection

described in [37], rather than on viscous lattices [51], because the latter are not

complemented, and therefore do not allow auto-dual filters. The resulting filters

have a single parameter to set, i.e., the diameter of the disk used to control the vis-

cosity, apart from the marker image.

Nonlinear Diffusion filters as Morphological Markers in Viscous Levelings

Any image can be employed as marker in levelings. However, the optimum marker

must still be determined. The marker function operates as feature indicator to se-

lect only the desired image features. In this regard, the simplification is done by

ignoring the values beyond the marker. Therefore, if the marker and the reference

functions differ greatly, the levelings results in more simplification [73;74]. The

studies in [40;75] have investigated the use of an AD family of markers in level-

ings for radar imaging, but not for speckle denoising. Multiscale markers obtained

from sampling Gaussian scale-spaces have also been employed [76]. In the same

study, combination of AD and levelings, named Anisotropic Morphological Lev-

elings was proposed, which applies multiscale AD filtering as marker with scaling

and iteration parameters. Neither method was applied to speckle noise reduction,

or to ultrasound images, and none of these methods used viscous levelings.
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Seeing that AD filters are effective for image noise removal, corner detection, and 

segmentation tasks in combination with levelings, in this paper we investigate the 

performance of the family of AD filters (Perona-Malik and SRAD) as markers in 

viscous levelings. Viscous levelings are typically performed by first extracting 

the markers from the AD filters. The hypothesis is that the use of AD filters as 

multiscale marker in viscous levelings allows solving spurious extrema problems 

in the AD methods.  In our study we focus on Perona-Malik AD, and SRAD as 

markers. 

 

9.4. Experimental Results and Discussions 

We have examined the proposed method on both grayscale synthetic and a series 

of 2DUS images. The synthetic image consists of three sub images which are 

generated by manual drawing. Several features, lines, squares, and circles were 

drawn in different intensities, sizes, and positions. We generated artificial 

multiplicative speckle noise with various levels of noise amplitude in relation to 

the original image. In order to assess filtering quality objectively, we performed a 

comparison between the filtering results obtained at different noise levels with the 

original noise-free synthetic image as the groundtruth.   

The ultrasound image was acquired in B-(brightness-)mode at a frequency of 10 

MHz and with a focus depth of 7 cm by scanning in the axial plane along the 

thoracolumbar spine. To quantify the performance, we generated an anatomically 

plausible, noise-free ground-truth ultrasound image by smoothing the ultrasound 

image with a median filter. The “ground-truth” image was then contaminated by 

adding artificial speckle noise at various noise levels to imitate the natural speckle 

in ultrasound images. Quality assessment was done as for the synthetic image. 

We tested the performance of the abovementioned methods (AD filtering, 

connected filtering, and viscous levelings with AD markers) by varying each 

filter’s parameters. In AD filtering, the gradient modulus threshold (kappa) and 

iteration values are varied in Perona-Malik. The time step was fixed at the 

maximum value to speed up calculations. An integration constant of 1/7 and 

conduction coefficient functions as in (2) were used. In this regard, we tested 10, 

20 and 30 iterations. For SRAD, we varied the threshold value from 1 to 10. For 

connected filtering, we applied   values ranging from 1 to 15 in the AOAC 

method. By adjusting the value of , the dark and bright grainy noise speckles can 

be removed effectively. For viscous levelings the viscosity value, i.e. the diameter 

of the ball B, was varied from 1 to 3 and 5. We evaluated the results 

quantitatively by means of the Metrix-Mux visual quality assessment MatLab 

package which implements a large range of image quality measures. We 

computed all quality measurement parameters available in Metrix-Mux, however, 

since some parameters reveal comparable trends, we only show the PSNR (Peak 

Signal to Noise Ratio) and UQI (Universal Image Quality Index) [77;78]. 

Besides, we examined the speckle reduction results qualitatively by observing the 

features in the image results visually.  
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Perona-Malik versus SRAD 

A quantitative comparison of the AD filtering performance between Perona-

Malik and SRAD methods on synthetic image confirms that the higher the 

speckle noise intensity, the lower the capability of the AD filtering to reduce the 

speckle noise. The Perona-Malik performance is gradually improved in iteration, 

on the contrary, SRAD tends to be declined in higher iteration. From PSNR and 

UQI plots in Figure. 9.1, it can be revealed that SRAD does not always improve 

the Perona-Malik performance. SRAD indeed performs better quality than 

Perona-Malik kappa 10 at certain iteration. However, it tends to become unstable 

at higher iteration. Above all, Perona-Malik kappa 10 and kappa 30 with 10 

iteration generally perform best in restoring the speckled image.  

In the results on synthetic image in Figure. 9.2, Perona-Malik AD performs 

visually better in reducing the speckles and preserving elongated thin structures 

with high and low contrast than SRAD, although at higher speckle noise levels 

seems to fail at removing the grainy structures. Moreover, blurring and corrupted 

low contrast structures in higher iteration appear. It seems that the role of 

choosing the best kappa and number of iteration plays an important role in 

generating a qualified image simplification and feature preservation. 

 

 

Figure. 9.1. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik (kappa 10 and 30) versus SRAD of synthetic image 
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Figure. 9.2. Image results of Perona-Malik and SRAD of synthetic image 

 (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 10 (d) SRAD iteration 10 

 

 

The image simplification in SRAD fails to generate satisfying edge feature 

separation and elongated thin structure preservation due to blurring. Moderate 

speckle reduction can still be obtained in SRAD with iteration of 3 where most 

structures can even be preserved, but resulting in texturized rough structures. In 

higher iteration, SRAD fails to generate smoothed regions surrounding the 

elongated thin structures. Due to numerical instability in SRAD, it is likely that 

the higher the iteration in SRAD, the more unstable the preservation. Although 

this method is claimed to be the specific improvement of Perona-Malik for 

speckle reduction, the presented results cannot show the improvement. 

The PSNR and UQI quantitative assessments on a series of ultrasound images of 

the spine as given in Figure. 9.3 also confirm generally comparable trends, but 

less pronounced due to the reduced amount of fine detail in ultrasound images. 

UQI measurement presents that Perona-Malik performs better than SRAD in the 

beginning of iteration, then SRAD performance increases higher than Perona-

Malik in later iteration.  
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Figure. 9.3. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik (kappa 10 and 30) versus SRAD 

of ultrasound images 
 

 

 

Figure. 9.4. Image results of Perona-Malik and SRAD of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Noise 0.01 Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 3,  

(d) Noise 0.01 Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 7, (e) SRAD iteration 3, (f) SRAD iteration 10 
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Qualitatively, Perona-Malik AD reduces the grainy structures effectively and 

preserves elongated thin structures with high and low contrast to the background 

structure. The higher the iteration, the more significant the speckle reduction, the 

smoother the structure (Figure. 9.4c-d). SRAD in ultrasound image diminishes 

the speckle noise significantly in lower iteration (Figure. 9.4e). However, the 

features are not preserved sufficiently in higher iteration. The speckle can be 

completely removed, nevertheless leaving in blurring effect in most parts of the 

image, while most bright reflection features are regrettably degraded. Unexpected 

spike artifacts also occur in some areas of interest in higher iteration of SRAD 

(Figure. 9.4f). 

 

Area Openings Area Closings (AOAC) 

 

Figure. 9.5. PSNR and UQI plots of AOAC of synthetic image 

 

Quantitatively, AOAC simplifies the image and removes the speckle noise 

constantly, which can be explained that the main structures of the image can be 

correctly preserved in increasing  value. Higher speckle noise density obviously 

generates lower speckle reduction performance, however, it shows comparable 

inclination pattern as the lower speckle noise density (Figure. 9.5). This 

demonstrates that this method is considerably robust although the noise level is 

made higher.  

In the synthetic image as presented in Figure. 9.6, AOAC removes the majority of 

the grainy structures. This method performs well in preserving thick structures 

with high contrast to the background, no matter how the shapes are, and in 

preserving elongated thin structure with high contrast to the background structure 

and horizontal line. However, missing diagonal line (Figure. 9.6c bottom) with 

single pixel structure is due to the 4-connectivity used in this method. Some 

elongated low contrast thin lines also failed to be preserved in all tested speckle 

noise levels and  value.  
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Figure. 9.6. Image results of AOAC of synthetic image. (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Noise 

density of 0.01 AOAC  = 15, (d) Noise density of 0.03 AOAC  = 8  

 

 

The quantitative assessment on ultrasound images (Figure. 9.7) confirms 

comparable trends as that of in the synthetic image. The ultrasound image results 

of AOAC in Figure. 9.8 show that elongated thin structures with high contrast can 

still be kept. The other structures, such as smaller elongated and bigger area of 

structures, can also be recovered in certain  value.  

In lower speckle noise level and  values, grainy structures still remain. However, 

grainy structures can be visually removed leaving in larger area of preserved 

structures in a simplified manner  in high  value (Figure. 9.8d). Since the 

speckle noise is denser, it interferes the structures. Conversely, blurrings have 

influenced certain small area of structures in  value of 15. In higher speckle 

noise, AOAC performs considerably rougher. This may be signified that the 

bigger the area of the speckle to be taken out, the higher the loss of correlation, 

luminance distortion, and contrast distortion to the original smoothed ultrasound 

image resulting in a rougher simplified structures. We can visually notice that 

speckle can be suppressed on certain region by defining the optimum , while the 

necessary features can be satisfactorily preserved. 
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Figure. 9.7. PSNR and UQI plots of AOAC of ultrasound images 

with speckle noise level of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 

 

 

Figure. 9.8. Image results of AOAC of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) AOAC with  = 5, (d) AOAC with  = 15 

 

Anisotropic Diffusion versus Viscous Levelings with Anisotropic Diffusion 

Perona-Malik vs Viscous Leveling with Perona-Malik as Marker (VisLevPM) 

PSNR assessment comparison between conventional Perona-Malik and 

VisLevPM (both applied kappa 10, 20, and 30) on synthetic image with speckle 

noise density of 0.01 and 0.03 reveals that both techniques gave comparable 

performance, except that VisLevPM with viscosity of 1 (or no viscosity) has 

slightly lower results. While UQI confirms that both the conventional Perona-

Malik and VisLevPM with viscosity of 5 are better than VisLevPM with viscosity 

of 1 and 3. In general, it can be revealed that the higher the iteration, the better the 

performance for both methods with kappa 10 (Figure. 9.9). 
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Figure. 9.9. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of synthetic image with speckle 

noise level of 0.01 
 

 
Figure. 9.10. Image results of Perona-Malik versus VisLev PM. (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, 

(c) Perona-Malik kappa 30 iteration 10, (d) VisLev PM kappa 30 marker viscosity of 1 iteration 10 
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Visually, the results of both conventional Perona-Malik and VisLevPM in kappa 

10 are similar. Nevertheless, VisLevPM kappa 30 with viscosity of 1 performs 

better than the conventional Perona-Malik as shown in Figure. 9.10d. Grainy 

speckle noise can be diminished more effectively resulting in smoother surface of 

the objects. This method appears to be able to stabilize the conventional Perona-

Malik performance in higher iteration in reducing the speckles and preserving the 

features more effectively. Furthermore, the majority of object edges are refined 

resulting in a generally sharpened visual representation, while the conventional 

Perona-Malik produces blurred edges. This blurring also occurs in VisLevPM 

with viscosity of 3 and 5. This may also be the cause of incapability of the 

VisLevPM to preserve low contrast elongated thin structures. As conclusion, the 

preservation of elongated thin structures is noise level and contrast dependent. If 

low contrast thin structures are completely noise corrupted, this method is unable 

to recover them.  

 

 
 

Figure. 9.11. PSNR and UQI plots of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of ultrasound 

images with speckle noise level of 0.01 

 

As compared to the synthetic image performance, the quantitative assessment on 

ultrasound images confirms similar tendencies (Figure. 9.11 and Figure. 9.12). 

Both methods have comparable results in kappa 10, not including the VisLevPM 

with viscosity of 1. Conversely, VisLevPM with viscosity of 1 performs the best 

and the conventional Perona-Malik produce the smallest PSNR value in higher 

iteration of kappa 30 speckle noise of 0.01.  
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Figure. 9.12. PSNR and UQI plots of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of ultrasound 

images with speckle noise level of 0.03 

 

The PSNR plot also confirms that increasing the kappa value improves the 

performance in lower iteration, however, it decreases in further iteration. 

Moreover, UQI demonstrates that VisLevPM both kappa 10 and 30 with viscosity 

of 1 performs the lowest in lower iteration, then it remains stable after iteration of 

2 and reaches the highest performance in iteration of 10, while the others have 

significantly decreased performance.  

In accordance to the quantitative assessment, visual inspection reveals that both 

conventional Perona-Malik and VisLevPM are capable of preserving reflection 

features represented in elongated bright structures finely. Higher kappa value also 

preserves the elongated features considerably better although the performance 

drops gradually due to fringe lines-like pattern arise in higher number of iteration 

(Figure. 9.13g-h). Increasing of viscosity value in high kappa value and higher 

speckle noise level is also incapable of improving the result significantly. 

However, although bright and dark spot speckles interrupt the features, the main 

structure can still be maintained, even in higher iteration. In general, it can be 

concluded that VisLevPM is capable of improving the conventional Perona-Malik 

performance by choosing the correct viscosity value, resulting in reduced blurring 

effect in AD and simplified structures. The drawbacks can be avoided by 

choosing the most optimum viscosity value.  
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Figure. 9.13. Image results of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of one of the tested 

ultrasound images (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, (c) Perona-Malik kappa 10 iteration 7, 

(d) Perona-Malik kappa 30 iteration 7, (e) Viscous Levelings Perona-Malik kappa 10 viscosity 1 

iteration 7, (f) kappa 30 viscosity 1 iteration 7, (g) kappa 30, viscosity 5 iteration 3,  

(h) kappa 30, viscosity 5 iteration 7  

SRAD vs Viscous Leveling with SRAD as Marker (VisLevSRAD) 

Comparison between the conventional SRAD and VisLevSRAD on synthetic 

image for speckle noise density of 0.01 and 0.03 (see Figure. 9.14) confirms that 

both methods are comparable in low iteration, except for VisLevSRAD with 

viscosity of 1 which has slightly lower quality measurement. However, 

VisLevSRAD with viscosity of 1 gradually improves and reaches the best among 

others in higher iteration, while the performance of the others tend to decline 

simultaneously. On the other hand, the use of VisLevSRAD with viscosity 3 and 

5 as the post processing of SRAD by employing SRAD as marker has proven to 

improve the performance of the conventional SRAD in higher iteration.  

At viscosity of 1, VisLevSRAD reduces the speckle noise satisfactorily. It also 

reveals that elongated thin structures and edges can be preserved adequately, 

where high contrast lines can be suitably recovered. Furthermore, spike artifacts 

which exists in the SRAD can be removed in the VisLevSRAD (Figure. 9.15c-d). 

However, some low contrast structures tend to dissapear and unrecovered.  

The drawback is that increasing the viscosity value causes smoother edge of the 

objects. Consequently, blurred objects and missing low contrast thin lines occur. 

Furthermore, texturized surface in iteration of 3 are still obtained due to the use of 

SRAD as marker image. Then again, spike artifacts still arise in certain parts. 

Such drawbacks are typical SRAD which suffers from numerical instability. As 

comparison to the conventional SRAD, VisLevSRAD provides significant 

improvement in speckle reduction, simplification, and feature preservation. 

Blurring effect in SRAD can be minimized by using VisLevSRAD in certain 

iteration, so that the object edges can be preserved. Important structures, such as 

elongated thin lines, can also be recovered in a more stable way, resulting in 

diminished artifacts which appear in the original SRAD results.  
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Figure. 9.14. PSNR and UQI plots of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of synthetic image 

with speckle noise level of 0.01 and 0.03 

 

 
Figure. 9.15. Image results of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD on synthetic image. (a) Noise free, (b) 

Noise added 0.01, (c) conventional SRAD iteration 10, (d) VisLevSRAD viscosity 1 iteration 10 
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The quantitative assessment on ultrasound image in Figure. 9.16 generally shows 

comparable trend as in the synthetic image. In this regard, VisLevSRAD with 

viscosity of 1 in speckle noise level of 0.01 generates the lowest quality in lower 

iteration. Conversely, it gradually improves in higher iteration and obtains the 

best quality in higher iteration. Higher speckle noise level tends to produce 

similar result, but to a great extend with higher iteration. In comparison to 

VisLevPM for kappa 30, PSNR of VisLevSRAD tends to position the result 

viscosity of 1 in the lowest PSNR in lower iteration, then start to stable and 

perform similar to or even higher than others in higher iteration.  

 

 

Figure. 9.16. PSNR and UQI plots of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of ultrasound image 

with speckle noise level of 0.01 and 0.03 

 

From the ultrasound image results, it can be explained that the use of 

VisLevSRAD as post processing in SRAD is capable of reducing the drawbacks 

of over smoothing (Figure. 9.17c-e) and spike artifacts (Figure. 9.17d) in higher 

iteration of SRAD. However, grainy structures still unadequately removed 

(Figure. 9.17.e). Similar to the results of VisLevPM, VisLevSRAD with viscosity 

value of 3 and 5 results in more effective speckle reduced image and simplified 

structures, but some false bright and dark spot speckles as well as fringe lines-like 

come up obscuring the visibility of important features as given in Figure. 9.17f. 

However, the main structure can still be maintained, even in higher iteration.  
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Figure. 9.17. Image results of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, (c) SRAD iteration 6, (d) SRAD iteration 10, (e) Viscous 

Levelings SRAD viscosity 1 iteration 10, (f) Viscous Levelings SRAD viscosity 3 iteration 10 

 

The difference between VisLevSRAD and VisLevPM is that VisLevSRAD fails 

to generate more complete elongated line reflection structures in viscosity value 

of 3 and 5. This occurs because the SRAD markers have blurrer and distorted 

image than that of in the Perona-Malik. Hence, the viscous levelings performance 

is marker dependent. In feature preservation purpose, Perona-Malik marker 

performs better than SRAD marker. However, VisLevSRAD and VisLevPM 

seem to have comparable performance in term of image simplification and 

speckle reduction. Above all, viscous levelings is proven to improve AD in 

speckle reduction and feature preservation in a more stable way.  

 

 

9.5. Conclusions 

Tests of the proposed methods on synthetic as well as a series of  ultrasound 

images show that the speckle noise can be generally removed resulting in 

simplified smoothed image and preserved features.  

The AOAC performs perfectly in preserving thick high contrast structures, no 

matter how the shapes are. The AOAC also presents good results in preserving 

elongated thin structure with high contrast. Furthermore, some elongated thin 

lines with low contrast failed to be preserved in all tested speckle noise levels. 

Therefore, defining an optimal threshold value of  may improve the speckle 

denoising performance.  
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Perona-Malik kappa 30 generally performs better and more stable compared to 

SRAD in restoring the speckled image. Furthermore, SRAD results tend to 

decline in higher iteration. It can be revealed that SRAD does not always generate 

speckle reduction improvement of Perona-Malik. The performance of SRAD tend 

to descend and numerically unstable in higher value of iteration.  

VisLevPM is capable of improving the performance of conventional Perona-

Malik by reducing the blurring effect of AD and simplifying the structures in 

effective way. The occuring drawbacks can be avoided by choosing the most 

optimum viscosity value. Furthermore, the majority of object edges are refined 

resulting in generally sharpened visual representation of the object. Nevertheless, 

the preservation of elongated thin structures is noise level and contrast dependent.  

Compared to the results of VisLevPM, VisLevSRAD generates slightly lower 

quality of image in lower iteration. While in higher iteration, VisLevSRADSRAD 

performance drops down.  

As future work, we are questioning whether Gaussian filter marker, followed by 

viscous levelings, probably has similar noise reduction performance to Perona-

Malik marker, but with improved numerical stability and speed.  
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10.1 General Discussion  

Frequent observation to define the best time in scoliosis treatment needs to be 

performed in an accurate, reproducible, and safe way to obtain reliable 

information about the scoliosis progression rate. Spinal X-ray radiography, as the 

gold standard for scoliosis imaging, is considered to provide satisfactory 

information about the spinal deformity. However, the use of such an imaging 

modality is limited by a number of restrictive factors which may degrade the 

reliability of the measurement. The most obvious limiting factor is the detrimental 

radiation exposure of X-ray radiography, which has been suspected to contribute 

to the incidence of breast cancer when the body is exposed in a repetitive long 

term manner. The other concern is the 2D representation of conventional X-ray 

radiography. Although both LA- and AP- view of X-rays have provided 

important parameters, like vertebral curvature and rotation, the actual 3D spinal 

deformity is still difficult to portray. Posture reproducibility is another important 

issue in scoliosis measurement, because the observation requires comparison of a 

series of spinal X-ray radiographs acquired in periods of time.  

The use of 3DUS imaging, as previously introduced to quantify the normal 

human spine by [1] is considered to be a promising framework as an alternative to 

monitor scoliosis progression in the phase to define the most apt treatment. Based 

on the requirements of an accurate, reproducible, and safe scoliosis monitoring 

scheme, the aim of this thesis is to improve that framework for frequent 

monitoring of scoliosis progression by means of 3D ultrasound imaging with the 

focus on the adaptation of two essential points:  

Postural reproducibility in standing position and 

Quality of the 3D ultrasound images of scoliotic patients. 

The result of this PhD-study is the framework, as illustrated in Figure. 10.1. Note 

that research on some parts are still ongoing. A scoliotic patient will undergo a 

series of observations, starting from the school screening to the period in which 

the orthopedic surgeon monitors the scoliosis progression and decides the best 

treatment. This framework is assumed to be the ideal situation and is proposed to 

replace the current framework to follow scoliosis progression as given in Chapter 

2. In the school screening period, a school child undertakes a simple physical 

examination, which leads to referral to the general practitioner when the child is 

suspected to have scoliosis. When the observation of early scoliosis is confirmed 

by the general practitioner, a recommendation to the orthopedic clinic is made. In 

the first visit to the orthopedic clinic, two conventional biplanar X-rays, LA and 

AP images, are made. Recently, a better alternative, the EOS system, has become 

available. The EOS system has two X-ray systems that simultaneously take 

biplanar X-ray radiographs, LA and AP images, resulting in two X-ray images of 

exactly the same posture. Then, a 3D spinal template is adapted to fit the two X-

ray images. The advantage of this spinal image result is that it offers a better 

visualization of the deformed spine. Furthermore, the system also provides the 

Cobb-angle. Due to its reduced radiation dosage by 90%, it is an ideal tool for the 

first scoliotic screening. However, its high price and limited application will most 

probably restrict its availability to selected hospitals. 
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Figure. 10.1 A framework to monitor scoliosis progression 

 

In view of the fact that free standing may introduce variability, a reproducible 

posture needs to be specified. A balancing plate, the BalancAid, was developed to 

force the subject to stand upright and balanced, as well as to position the subject 

in a reproducible position during spinal X-ray radiography. This has been 

investigated on healthy volunteers as explained in Chapter 3. This study resulted 

in a minimized variability of standing posture and therefore it is a prospective 

tool to acquire good posture reproducibility [1].  

In addition, while the subject is standing on the BalancAid, both arms need to be 

positioned in a certain way so that the glenohumeral disturbance and the influence 

of the arm positions on the posture reproducibility is minimal. However, the 

optimal arm position is not well prescribed. In this regard, a study on selecting the 

best arm position was performed. This investigation resulted in an arm position 

‘holding a stick with fists on clavicles’ that produced the best position for a 

reproducible posture during spinal X-ray radiography of the spine, as described in 

Chapter 4.  

As follow up, further study was performed on scoliotic patients to find out 

whether the BalancAid and the arm position can be applied for scoliotic patients 

who need to take a spinal X-ray radiograph. The investigation on young female 

scoliotic patients, as given in Chapter 5, have indicated that such posture 

reproducibility scheme with standing on the BalancAid creates more consistent 
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and accurate posture reproducibility, due to a decreased variability of the free 

standing posture. This will increase the accuracy of Cobb-angle measurements for 

patients with early scoliosis. Applying the selected arm position ‘holding a stick 

with fists on the clavicles’ during standing on the BalancAid contributes to this 

improved reproducibility in early stage scoliosis.  

When we compare the posture reproducibility results on healthy volunteers with 

those of young scoliotic patients, it can be seen that healthy volunteers are 

capable of generating a more reproducible posture than scoliotic patients. This 

can be caused by several factors : 

• Scoliotic patients have an imbalance in their body due to the spinal 

deformities. Compensating this could be difficult.  

• The cause of scoliosis is not known. It is most likely multifactorial and could 

include an imbalance in muscle strength. Muscle impairment could affect the 

ability to balance in a proper way.  

• Scoliosis often is present in slender girls that have a disbalance between 

muscle strength and inertia, caused by their length. This could affect their 

balancing capacity. 

The previous study [2] performed the 3D ultrasound measurement in prone 

position.  Realizing that the standing posture is the best position to represent the 

deformity of the spine, the 3D ultrasound imaging also needs to be performed in 

standing position. It is expected that the measurement variability can be 

diminished and the accuracy as well as consistence can be obtained with the use 

of the BalancAid.  

During ultrasound scanning the arms do not disturb the ultrasound imaging on the 

spine at all. However, to ensure optimal reproducibility between two visits and 

between ultrasound scanning and X-ray scanning we will prescribe the selected 

arm positioning, ‘holding a stick with fists on the clavicle’. 

The only differences between X-ray radiography and ultrasound imaging are the 

use of an ultrasound probe, breath holding, and the extended measurement time 

which all may disturb the balance capability, however, in Chapter 6 we found out 

that it did not interfere in a negative way. Thus, the BalancAid and the prescribed 

arm position are beneficial for ultrasound imaging as well.  

In the application of the BalancAid for 3D ultrasound imaging of the spine in 

standing position, there is one complicating factor: Although the procedure 

guarantees a good balance position, it does not guarantee a good ultrasound 

volume reconstruction. The slight trunk movement that was present was not big 

enough to disturb balance, but was big enough to disturb the ultrasound volume 

reconstruction. To compensate for this drawback, a shoulder stabilizer was 

designed. 

The combination of the BalancAid and shoulder stabilizer appeared to be capable 

of generating a better quality, consistent, 3D ultrasound volume reconstruction of 

the spine  as described in the in-vivo test for ultrasound imaging of the spine with 

the posture reproducibility on young female scoliotic patients in Chapter 7. We 

expect that the reproducibility is also good, since it is realised by the Balancaid.  
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To obtain the best images in terms of the best bone surface reflection several 

factors,  like ultrasound setting, area of sweeping, and probe positioning, were 

studied. In Chapter 7 we found out that scanning the spine with the setting of the 

GE LogiQ 9 ultrasound scanner (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) with a 

high resolution multi-frequency 2D probe (linear matrix array 10L with a 

frequency range of 6.3-10 MHz), B-mode scan with the frequency of 10 MHz 

using an SMP (Small Parts) ultrasound application with Musculoskeletal (MSK) 

exam study, imaging depth set at 7 cm with 3.5-5 cm of multiple focusing in a 

virtual convex feature to widen the FOV, perform the best. 

The 3D ultrasound imaging was tested on 3 healthy volunteers and 5 scoliotic 

patients as the final work in our study. Our result has strengthened the previous 

study that the 3D ultrasound imaging system is promising to be one alternative 

imaging modality to quantify the deformity of the spine. Measurement on 5 

scoliotic patients has also revealed that the proposed scheme is feasible for 

application to scoliotic patients. However, some restrictions for scoliotic patients 

exist, such as capability to maintain balance and hold breath during probe 

sweeping. Furthermore, comparison between healthy volunteers and scoliotic 

patients has shown that 3D ultrasound imaging on scoliotic patients is more 

difficult to perform than on healthy volunteers. This is on account of several 

factors as follows : 

• Every scoliotic patient is unique. Some have specific concave and convex 

back parts which require particular probe movement, some have no obvious 

deformity on the back. However, the degree of concavity and convexity 

strongly determines the difficulties in probe sweeping. An extreme hollow is 

sometimes unreachable due to probe size, while prominent convexity also 

causes empty space under the probe. The use excessive ultrasound gel may 

cause unexpected artefacts. 

• The probe movement depends on the deformity. Prominent deformity eases 

prediction the sweeping path and most likely guarantees to yield a correct 

track where the reflection of the spinous process is exactly in the upper 

middle of the ultrasound frame in the axial view. Nevertheless, the spinal 

deformity is sometimes difficult to easily recognize resulting in a less 

accurate prediction of the sweeping path. Therefore, the use of the EOS 

images and physical observation is practical to define an accurate probe 

movement and sweeping path.  

• Unnecessary body movement due to the capability of maintaining balance 

and breath holding influences the tracker in detecting the probe position. In 

this regard, the use of shoulder stabilizer plays role in minimizing the body 

movement due to probe pressure or balance capability. Although breath 

holding can be supported with the use of the shoulder stabilizer, individual 

breath holding capability of the patient is one of the main aspects in 

generating a stable and still posture during scanning.  

From the 3D ultrasound images of the spine we intend to generate a reliable 

spinal deformity measurement by identifying spinal features. With the 

combination of position information in 3D space, the 2D ultrasound frames can 

be reconstructed into 3D ultrasound image. Bin filling and hole filling techniques 
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are exploited to synchronize the ultrasound frames and the exact position in 3D 

space. Hole-filling in ultrasound volume reconstruction using freehand 3DUS is 

aimed to estimate the values for empty voxels from the unallocated voxels in the 

Bin-filling process due to inadequate sampling in the acquisition process. An 

olympic operator, as one of neighbourhood averaging filters, is used to estimate 

the empty voxel. However, this method needs improvement to generate a closer 

estimation of the empty voxels. An improved Olympic operator for the Hole-

filling algorithm was proposed to generate the volume in our 3D ultrasound 

reconstruction of the spine. In this regard, the empty voxel estimation can be 

improved by thresholding the range width of its neighbouring voxels and 

adjusting it to the average values. This has been explained in Chapter 8 [3].  

The disadvantage of ultrasound is the poor quality of the images due to the 

presence of speckle noise which degrades the image contrast, obscures edges and 

details, and reduces the visibility of the tissue structures and interfaces. 

Specifically for ultrasound imaging of the spine, a speckle reduction method is 

essential to enhance the visualization and simplify the features, therefore the 

method needs to take edge preservation into account. Implementing nonlinear 

diffusion filters for ultrasound speckle reduction have been able to show to reduce 

the speckle noise and preserve the edges. However, instability problems in such 

filters has led to inefficient operation, incomplete edge noise removal in the 

regularization improvement, blurring effects in fainter contours, smoothing 

outcome across object boundaries, and noise susceptibility in the strongly 

localized gradient estimate. The use of the viscous levelings method in the post-

processing of the nonlinear diffusion filtering has been shown to improve the 

speckle reduction, resulting in more simplified image features and accurately 

preserved edges. The detailed description is presented in Chapter 9 of this thesis. 

 

10.2. Future Directions 

When the 3D ultrasound image is reconstructed, feature extraction must be 

performed to obtain important vertebral features for scoliosis quantification. In 

the previous study of Purnama [1], the vertebral features were recognized in 

manual and semi-automatic manners. The manual technique was done by 

selecting the anatomical parts that appear prominently, placing the landmark 

points in the center of mass of the two equal vertebral features. However, due to 

unclear visibility, verification with MRI was necessary. In the semi-automatic 

technique, the selection of the vertebral features was performed by excluding the 

non-vertebral features, then localizing the vertebral features. Such work has 

confirmed that the 3D ultrasound imaging is capable of imaging the human spine. 

Nevertheless, some improvements still need to be done in the future as follows: 

• Confirmation with a more reliable ground truth 

Since not all parts of the vertebrae can be made visible in the 3D ultrasound 

image of the spine, validation with another imaging modality is crucial to 

obtain the proper vertebral template and track the rest of the vertebral 

features. A comparison between the 3D ultrasound and MRI images in the 

previous study [1] has been proven to assist in recognizing the vertebral 
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features. However, positional differences during scanning (the ultrasound 

scanning was done in prone, while the MRI scanning was acquired in supine 

position) could trigger  variabilities which cause inaccuracies in the vertebral 

feature recognition. With the developed 3D ultrasound scanning method in 

supine position (described in Chapter 7) the position during ultrasound and 

MRI scanning is identical, thus minimizing differences in the two scans.  

In addition to the abovementioned MRI scanning for this validation purpose, 

the EOS system is proposed. The EOS system can especially be used as 

ground truth for the standing position. Compared to the MRI, such biplanar 

imaging has been specified for musculoskeletal imaging purpose 

(particularly for scoliosis imaging) which brings about advantages in better 

positional correspondence and vertebral feature visibilities. Moreover, the 

EOS system has easier and faster acquisition. Additionally, we obtain the 

EOS data of the scoliotic patients as the routine procedure in our hospital 

since every scoliotic patient always accomplishes the EOS imaging for spinal 

deformity observation. Currently, limitations to access the 3D-coordinates 

prevent this validation, but will be made possible in the future. 

• Automatic feature extraction  

The semi-automatic procedure, developed in [1], is not suitable for clinical 

practice. A fully automatic version needs to be developed. This is feasible by 

focusing on the 3D shape of features and developing templates that will 

recognize the features by their 3D shape. This procedure could first be tested 

on healthy volunteers as a reference of normal vertebral features and finally 

on scoliotic patients. 

• Comparison of healthy volunteers and scoliotic patients 

Scoliotic patients have different characteristics from healthy volunteers. 

Seeing that the specific characteristics in scoliotic patients may become the 

important signs of understanding the scoliosis severity, we consider that 

comparing the features between the 3D ultrasound images of healthy 

volunteers and scoliotic patients is the way to find out the differences. In this 

regard, visual inspection is the first technique which can be done to notify the 

feature differences. Afterwards, the 3D shape of features and matched 

template can be employed to verify the scoliosis characteristics in 3D 

ultrasound images. Additionally, the use of the EOS data would be the final 

effort to validate the analysis. However, access to the 3D-coordinates of the 

EOS system must be realized before this can be done. 

• Analysis of more scoliotic patients 

The use of the BalancAid, prescribed arm position, and shoulder stabilizer in 

the 3D ultrasound imaging system has been proven to be capable of 

performing the acquisition on scoliotic patients in a good way and the 

problems, experienced during scanning of 5 scoliotic patients (structural 

vertebral shape, artefacts, incomplete features, breath and stability problem) 

could be dealt with. However, we had to limit the study to 5 scoliotic 

patients, because recruiting them took more time than expected. A series of 5 

is not representative, so in the future more patients should be included. 
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10.3. Conclusions 

The use of the BalancAid and prescribed arm position is beneficial for X-ray 

scanning. The use of the BalancAid, prescribed arm position and shoulder 

stabilizer in the 3D ultrasound imaging system has also been promising to 

perform the scoliosis measurement in a reproducible and accurate manner.  

The new hole filling procedure improves the quality of the 3D ultrasound image 

of scoliotic patients. Noise reduction by means of viscous levelings on nonlinear 

diffusion filtering also is beneficial for obtaining a high-quality 3D ultrasound 

image with preserved features.  

The use of the proposed 3D ultrasound imaging system in our study has opened 

the opportunity to follow the scoliosis progression in a safer way, so that the 

measurement can be performed more frequently, resulting in a punctual treatment 

decision.  
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Scoliose is een drie-dimensionale vervorming van de wervelkolom, 

gekarakteriseerd door een zijwaartse vervorming en axiale rotatie van de wervels. 

Het is één van de meest gecompliceerde problemen in de Orthopedie, met name 

omdat de oorzaak in veel gevallen niet bekend is. Als ingeschat wordt, dat 

scoliose progressief is, wordt de patiënt regelmatig geobserveerd om op tijd te 

kunnen ingrijpen. Dit observeren moet nauwkeurig gebeuren om tijdstip en mate 

van ingrijpen goed te kunnen bepalen.  

De gouden standaard van deze observatie is het nemen van twee röntgenfoto’s, 

een laterale en een anterior-posterior foto. Nadeel van röntgenfoto’s is de 

stralingsbelasting. Hierdoor is de frequentie sterk beperkt. Een ander nadeel is het 

feit, dat een röntgenfoto een twee-dimensionaal beeld geeft van een drie-

dimensionale structuur, waardoor een goede inschatting van de mate van 

vervorming lastig is. Een derde probleem is het feit, dat de houding van de patiënt 

tijdens het maken van de opnames kan veranderen, waardoor het lijkt, alsof de 

mate van scoliose is veranderd.  

Voorgesteld wordt om ultrageluid-scanning toe te passen om de vorm van de 

wervelkolom in beeld te brengen. De haalbaarheid hiervan is al aangetoond, maar 

de afbeeldingskwaliteit is nog niet hoog. Als dit wordt verbeterd en wordt 

gecombineerd met een systeem, dat de houding van een patiënt op een 

reproduceerbare wijze kan voorschrijven, dan worden bovengenoemde problemen 

opgelost en kan het volgen van scoliose nauwkeurig uitgevoerd worden. 

Het doel van de studie, beschreven in dit proefschrift was het verbeteren van een 

scannings-systeem van de wervelkolom om progressie van scoliose nauwkeurig 

te kunnen volgen. De focus lag op twee deelgebieden: 

Houdingsreproduceerbaarheid in staande positie en 

Kwaliteitsverbetering van 3D-ultrageluids-scanning van de wervelkolom 

Deze studie heeft een methodiek opgeleverd (Figure. 10.1), waarmee de 

progressie van scoliose nauwkeurig kan worden gevolgd, zodat op het juiste 

moment met de juiste therapie kan worden ingegrepen. 

In hoofdstuk 2 is een overzicht gegeven van de behandeling van scoliose. Een 

schoolkind ondergaat een eenvoudige lichamelijke screening. Als scoliose wordt 

vermoed, wordt het kind doorverwezen naar de huisarts. Als deze dit vermoeden 

bevestigt, wordt het kind doorverwezen naar de Orthopedisch chirurg. Meestal 

worden dan twee röntgenfoto’s gemaakt, een laterale en een anterior-posterior 

foto. Tegenwoordig is een beter alternatief voorhanden, het EOS-systeem. Dit 

systeem maakt twee scans van de wervelkolom, een laterale en een anterior-

posterior, en wel tegelijkertijd. Vervolgens wordt van de opnames een quasi CT-

beeld gemaakt. Naast een verminderde stralingsbelasting is ook de invloed van 

een veranderde houding tussen de twee opnames afwezig. Bovendien is de 

beeldkwaliteit veel beter. De prijs van dit systeem is echter nog erg hoog, 

waadoor de beschikbaarheid beperkt zal blijven.  

Tijdens de röntgenopnames worden de patiënten verzocht ontspannen rechtop te 

staan. Deze houding is echter niet goed reproduceerbaar. Een volgende opname 

kan door een gewijzigde houding een ander beeld opleveren, waardoor de 
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diagnose verstoord wordt. Een balansplaat, de BalancAid, is ontwikkeld om de 

patiënt te dwingen een specifieke rechtopstaande houding aan te nemen. Bij 

gezonde vrijwilligers is onderzocht, of deze balansplaat inderdaad een verbetering 

van de reproduceerbaarheid oplevert. Dit onderzoek is beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. 

Uit deze studie blijkt, dat er inderdaad een betere reproduceerbaarheid optreedt in 

vergelijking met de huidige procedure. 

Als de patiënt op de BalancAid staat, moeten beide armen in een bepaalde positie 

worden geplaatst, zodat de glenohumerale verstoring en de invloed van de 

standen van de arm op de houdingsreproduceerbaarheid minimaal is. Echter, de 

optimale armpositie is niet bekend. Daarom is een studie uitgevoerd naar de beste 

positie van de armen. Dit onderzoek, beschreven in hoofdstuk 4, resulteerde in 

een optimale armpositie, waarbij de handen een stok vasthouden en de vuisten 

zich ter hoogte van de sleutelbeenderen bevinden.  

Als vervolg werd onderzoek uitgevoerd op scoliotische patiënten om erachter te 

komen of de BalancAid en de armpositie gunstig is voor scoliotische patiënten die 

een röntgenfoto moet ondergaan. Uit dit onderzoek naar jonge vrouwelijke 

scoliotische patiënten, zoals vermeld in hoofdstuk 5, blijkt dat een dergelijke 

procedure leidt tot een vergrote reproduceerbaarheid. Dit verhoogt de 

nauwkeurigheid van de diagnose, zoals het vaststellen van de Cobb-hoek bij 

patiënten met beginnende scoliose. De toepassing van de geselecteerde armpositie 

tijdens het staan op de BalancAid draagt bij aan deze verbetering van de 

reproduceerbaarheid.  

Een vergelijking van de houdingsreproduceerbaarheid van gezonde vrijwilligers 

en jonge scoliotische patiënten laat zien, dat gezonde vrijwilligers in staat zijn een 

betere houdingsreproduceerbaarheid te realiseren dan scoliotische patiënten. Dit 

kan zijn veroorzaakt door verschillende factoren:  

• Scoliotische patiënten hebben een disbalans in hun lichaam als gevolg van 

wervelkolomvervormingen. Dit compenseren kan moeilijk zijn.  

• De oorzaak van scoliose is niet bekend. Het is zeer waarschijnlijk 

multifactorieel en kan onder meer een disbalans in de spierkracht inhouden. 

Dit kan van invloed zijn op hun balans.  

• Scoliose is vaak aanwezig in slanke, lange meisjes. Zij kunnen een disbalans 

hebben tussen spierkracht en massatraagheid. Dit kan invloed hebben op hun 

balans.  

Ook voor het uitvoeren van 3D-echografie is houdingsreproduceerbaarheid 

belangrijk. De verwachting is dat de houdingsvariabiliteit kan worden verminderd 

bij het gebruik van de BalancAid en de voorgeschreven armpositie.  

De enige verschillen tussen het nemen van röntgenfoto’s en 3D-echografie zijn 

het gebruik van een ultrasone probe, en een langere meettijd die beide de balans 

kunnen verstoren. Gelukkig bleek uit een onderzoek, beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 

dat deze verstoring niet optrad. Dus de BalancAid en de voorgeschreven 

armpositie zijn ook gunstig voor 3D-echografie.  
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Bij de toepassing van de BalancAid voor 3D-echografie van de wervelkolom in 

staande positie is er een complicerende factor: Hoewel de procedure een goede 

balans oplevert, is er geen garantie voor een goede 3D-reconstructie van de 2D-

echografiebeelden. Een lichte rompbeweging is niet groot genoeg was om de 

balans te verstoren, maar wel groot genoeg om de 3D-reconstructie te verstoren. 

Om dit te compenseren is een schouder-stabilisator ontworpen. Bij een in-vivo 

test met jonge, vrouwelijke scoliotische patiënten bleek de combinatie van de 

BalancAid, armpositie en schouderstabilisator een 3D-reconstructie van de 

wervelkolom te kunnen genereren van een goede kwaliteit. Dit onderzoek is 

beschreven in hoofdstuk 7.  

Voor het verkrijgen van de beste beelden qua botoppervlak-reflectie zijn 

verschillende factoren, zoals echo-instellingen, de wijze van scannen en probe-

positionering bestudeerd. De optimale instellingen zijn vervolgens getest op 3 

gezonde vrijwilligers en 5 scoliotische patiënten. Hieruit bleken enkele 

beperkingen voor scoliotische patiënten te bestaan: 

• De mogelijkheid om te balanceren is beperkt. 

• De tijd, waarin de adem kan worden ingehouden tijdens scannen is beperkt.  

• Elke scoliotische patiënt is uniek. Sommigen hebben specifieke concave en 

convexe delen die een specifieke probebeweging vereisen. Soms is er een 

holte in de rug, die een goede scan verhindert.  

• De scanbeweging hangt af van de vervormingen. Prominente vervormingen 

vergemakkelijken de scanning, omdat de positie van de wervelkolom 

duidelijk zichtbaar is.  

Door de combinatie van positie-informatie in de ruimte en de 2D-

echografiebeelden kunnen de frames worden gereconstrueerd in een 3D-

echografiebeeld. Bin-filling en hole-filling technieken zijn nodig om een goede 

kwaliteit van het 3D-beeld te realiseren. Hole-filling wordt toegepast om 

ontbrekende voxels in te vullen. De bestaande methode hiervoor, de Olympic 

operator, is verbeterd en getest in hoofdstuk 8.  

Het nadeel van echografie is de slechte kwaliteit van de beelden als gevolg van de 

aanwezigheid van speckle-ruis, die het beeldcontrast verslechtert, randen en 

details vervaagt en de zichtbaarheid van weefselstructuren en interfaces 

verslechtert. Specifiek voor echografie van de wervelkolom is reductie van 

speckle-ruis van essentieel belang om devorm van de wervelkolom nauwkeurig te 

kunnen vaststellen. Nonlinear diffusion filters hebben al aangetoond speckle-ruis 

te kunnen verminderen. Echter, instabiliteit van zo’n filter leidt tot een niet-

optimaal resultaat. Het gebruik van de viscous levelingmethode bij de 

postprocessing blijkt een grote verbetering op te leveren en is beschreven en 

onderzocht in hoofdstuk 9 van dit proefschrift.  

De beschreven procedure die gebruik maakt van 3D-echografie, de BalancAid, 

armpositie en schoudersteun, levert 3D-beelden van een goede kwaliteit op. Om 

de procedure gereed te maken voor klinische toepassingen, moeten de volgende 

activiteiten nog uitgevoerd worden: 
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• Vergelijking met een gouden standaard  

Aangezien niet alle delen van de wervels zichtbaar gemaakt kunnen worden 

in het 3D-echografiebeeld van de wervelkolom, is validatie met een andere 

beeldvormende modaliteit van cruciaal belang. Een MRI-scan is bruikbaar, 

maar heeft als nadeel, dat de patiënt niet in staande positie kan worden 

gescand. Als alternatief wordt het EOS-systeem voorgesteld. De patiënt 

wordt staand gescand e, het is een snelle scanmethode. Momenteel is het nog 

niet mogelijk de ruwe 3D-data te verkrijgen, maar als dit mogelijk is, is deze 

methode de ideale gouden standaard. 

• Automatische bepaling van relevante werveldelen 

De semi-automatische procedure om relevante werveldelen te bepalen, 

waarmee de oriëntatie van de wervels kan worden bepaald, ontwikkeld in 

vorig onderzoek, is niet geschikt voor de klinische praktijk. Een volledig 

automatische versie moet worden ontwikkeld. Dit is haalbaar door te 

focussen op de 3D-vorm van werveldelen en sjablonen te ontwikkelen die 

deze werveldelen zal herkennen aan hun 3D-vorm.  

• Analyse van meer scoliotische patiënten  

Het gebruik van de BalancAid, voorgeschreven armpositie, en schouder 

stabilisator in de 3D-echografie systeem heeft bewezen in staat te zijn een 

goed 3D0echografiebeeld op te leveren. Echter, er zijn tot nu toe 5 

scoliotische patiënten onderzocht. Een serie van 5 is niet representatief, dus 

in de toekomst moeten meer patiënten onderzocht worden.  

Tot slot, het gebruik van de BalancAid en de voorgeschreven armpositie is 

gunstig voor röntgenopnames. Het gebruik van de BalancAid, voorgeschreven 

armpositie en schouder stabilisator in de 3D-echografie systeem is ook een goede 

manier om de vorm van een scoliotische wervelkolom te bepalen op een 

reproduceerbare en nauwkeurige wijze.  

De nieuwe hole filling procedure verbetert de kwaliteit van de 3D-echografie 

beeld van scoliotische patiënten. Ruisreductie door middel van viscous leveling 

van nonlinear diffusion filters is een goede methode voor het verkrijgen van een 

hoogwaardig 3D-echografiebeeld.  

Het gebruik van het onderzochte 3D echografiesysteem maakt het mogelijk de 

progressie van scoliose op een veiligere manier te volgen, zodat de meting vaker 

kan worden uitgevoerd, wat resulteert in een betere diagnose.  
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This journey is a big decision in my life, but I have faith that this must be a worthy adventure that 
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Prof. dr. ir. G. J. Verkerke, a very special person who welcomes me to this country has put his best 
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my way after creating a mountain of papers. It is indeed a tough work, but it will be tougher without 
Michael’s helpful lectures with a bunch of formulas everytime I visit Bernoulliborg. However, it is never 
boring. His story and pictures about stargazing have been a kind of relaxation parameter for me. 
Moreover, I am honoured to have the chance to taste a cup of classical British tea that he made during 
complicated discussions. I am grateful to Michael for his challenge to work on this exciting subject. I am 
also thankful for his kindness to correct my English on my articles in the middle of his busy time.  

Prof. dr. A. G. Veldhuizen, the main person behind the scoliosis topic. My clinical study would never be 
possible without his help as a spine expert. Although it was not easy to set up the experiments in the 
beginning, I found it interesting to deal with patients, especially with my Dutch language limitation. I 
express my gratitude to Prof. Veldhuizen for his clinical advices, helps in working with the orthopedic 
outpatient clinic, and cooperation to provide medical information.  

Prof. dr. ir. T. L. E. R. Mengko, a wonderful person who always motivates me to keep going no matter 
how I perform. Just like to her other students, ibu Tati’s attention to me has always made me feel 
special. I deeply appreciate her big efforts on realizing my PhD 5 years a go. For me, ibu Tati is not only 
a teacher, but she is also a great mother for every student she meets. My sincere thanks to Ibu Tati 
would never be enough for everything she has made to me.  

I would like to thank the members of the reading committee, Prof. dr. ir. C. H. Slump, Prof. dr. R. L. 
Diercks, and Prof. dr. G. Rakhorst for their time and remarks on my thesis.  

My deep gratitude is presented to Prof. dr. N. M. Maurits. My 3DUS and clinical studies will never be 
realized without her enormous efforts and supports. Her big smile that she always shows everytime she 
helped me has enlightened my heavy feeling on solving experimental problems. Honestly, I felt 
comforted with her presence during my experiments. I do also appreciate her valuable critisism on my 
articles and support on guiding me during the METc application process.  

I am thankful to drs. J. G. M. Burgerhof, M.Sc for his hard works on medical statistic analysis for my 
articles. I am amazed with how Hans explained about complicated statistical cases in a very clear and 
simple way. I am lucky that I have a big help from him.  

My thanks is also for Dr. P. M. A. van Ooijen. I feel that I always have a solution everytime I come to 
Peter with a box of problems. His exceptional ideas are always like fresh from the oven. I think I should 
learn how to generate great ideas from Peter.  

I am thankful to Prof. dr. G. Rakhorst, head of artificial organ section during my study. His attention 
about my family has impressed me. Not only that, his critical concerns on my experiment with porcine 
have given me a lesson about animal study, although it was terminated at last.  

My gratitude is to Dr. Jaap Lubbers and Aaltje. Jaap’s involvement in my research has helped me in 
establishing the clinical study. However, my meshy preparation sometimes has made him work hard for 
me. I am sorry for not being a good student.  



I also express my thanks to Dr. J. H. van der Hoeven for his permission to access and use the 3DUS 
machine in Neurology Department. I am also lucky that I got a lot of help and friendly guidance from 
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energetic person with full of dreams, love, strength, persistence, and responsibility. Adek, I am really 
proud of you ! 

Kepada mama kami tercinta, Yoeni Hartiningsih yang telah menyambungkan kasih sayang keibuan 
kepada kami. Tidak ada ungkapan paling indah yang bisa saya persembahkan selain cinta saya. 
Pengorbanan mama dalam kehidupan kami tak akan pernah bisa saya balas dengan apapun. Semoga 
mama senantiasa dikaruniai segala kemuliaan, cinta, barakah, kebahagiaan, kesehatan, dan anugerah 
terbaikNya.  

To my beloved parents, Sidiq Nizami and Sutarti. Eventhough I present an ocean of love to you both, it 
would never be enough to exceed your pure love to me. I am proud to be yours. For you are my reason, I 
can pass all this crisis, stand up straight, and see the future with full of dreams. I believe it is a part of 
‘His’ beautiful plans to make us become a special family. May Allah Allow us to meet you both someday 
to relieve our missing feeling these years. May Allah always Shower you with a much bigger love than 
the love that you have given to us, and Place you in the best place of ‘His’ paradise.  

Finally, this beautiful journey would not be possible without the attachment of the greatest Sponsor, the 
best Protector, the most wonderful travel Organizer and Guide of the journey of my life, the Producer 
of the purest love, grace, and mercy, Allah ‘azza wa jalla, the Mighty and the Majestic. ‘He’ is the one 
who has made the ice of the north part of the world become warm in my heart. I found a piece of myself 
in one of the ice crystals which melts to welcome the bright sunshine.  
 
 
 
 

A llah is the light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of H is L ight is as if there w ere a N iche 

and w ithin  it a  L am p. The L am p enclosed in  G lass. The glass is as it w ere a brilliant star. 

L it from  a blessed Tree, an O live, neither of the E ast nor of the W est, w hose oil is w ell-n igh lum inous 

tough fire scarce touched it. L ight upon L ight ! A llah doth guide w hom  H e w ill to H is L ight. 

A llah doth set forth parables for m ankind, and A llah doth know  all things. 

(A n-N ur : 35) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
… is ready to take off for another beautiful journey of life … 

 
 

Shanti 


